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WORST IN YEARS.
of the Storm from Buried

Reports

WEATHER.

Towns and Cities.

Washington, Jan. 27.
The indications for New England are
colder, followed by warmer, fair weather,
preceded by snow on the Eastern coast, brisk
to high northeasterly winds, diminishing in

Roads

Country

and

Impassable,

Streets About

force and becoming variable.
Storm from the northwest signals are displayed on the Atlantic coast from Norfolk

as

City

Bad.

LOCAL WEATHER REPORT.
Portland, Me., Jan. 20,
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Weather. HBnwlLSnow Cloudy
dally bar.. 29.06 Maximum tlier... 19.8
Minimum tber.... 6.2
dally tber... 10.
Max. vel. wind... 30
dally d'wpt.12.3
80.0
Total
preclp.1.93
Mean dally hum..
meteorological report.

This powder never varies. A marvel of purity
sin ntrtli and wliolesorneness. More economical
than the ordinary kinds, and cannot be sold at

(Jan. 20,1888,10.00 P.M.)
Observations taken at tbe same moment of time
at all stations.

competition with the multltude,of low test, short
weight alum or phosphate powders. Sold only In

Thermo’ter

Koval Baking I’ownKii Co., 10« wall
Iy2d&wtf
St., N. Y.
cons.
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Place of

Boston & Maine Trains Stuck for
Hours in the Drifts.

LINEN TALE!
MM TO-DAV.

Observation.

UNDERWEAR SALE
IEGAN Vf.STlfUlAV.
which is worthy the attention
of every purchaser.
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WHAT CHOIRS NEED.
A INTI!
l£n»er*on'*

EM HOOK*.

Perk in'* Anthem Harp. $1.25; per doz. $12.
Amt'rican Anthem Hook.
$1.25; per doz.
Order with Ditson’s imprint.
$12.
Drewlrr’a Mncred *elertiou*. $1.50; per
doz. $13.50.
I.nu» Dro. Honshu w. $1.00: per doz. $9.
*nmoral. Palmer &
$1.00; per

Trowbridge.

doz. $9.

Vo* I.iindi». Ernst Leslie. $1.00; per doz. $9.
Dow'* Response* nutl Nenli nce*. 80c.; per
doz. $7.20.
Perkin*' Suy Anthem*.
$1.00; per doz. $9.
and many others. Please send for lists and

descrlDtlons.

Singing Societies and Clubs need
Books,
Hook, «1.

Chorus

I'crkia*

Karnw'i

as

(ilee anil

Chora*

tb*ru«

Book.

|1.

Apograph. Zerrahn. 81.

Emerson. 61.
of the Oratorios.

Coarrn Neleclioa*.
Also the Choruses

(See

lists.)
CanifMa* (Classic), as Mendelssohn’s Clirtstus,
40 cts.; Rheluoerger’s
Chrlstoforus, 81.;
Three Holy Chrildren, Stanford, 81.; Fair
Melusina, Hofmann, 76c.: Wreck of the

Hesperus. Anderson, 36 cts.; Battle of the
Huns, Zollner, 80 cts.
Contain* (Sceuic). Joseph’s Bondage, Chadwick, 81.; ltutli and Naomi. Damroseh. 81.
Rebecca. Hodges, (easy) .66 cts.; Esther,
Bradbury, (easy) 60 cts.
Also more than a hundred Ma*»e*. containing
the best and sweetest of sacred music.
Any Book

Vlniled (or

the Belail Price.

Oliver Oitson & Co.,

Boston.

jan 14

For Sale

or

eod&wtc

To Let, in Boston, Mass.

consisting
THEof about
110,000 square feet ol land with
of 476 feet
Dorchester Avenue, only
Estate 415 Dorchester Avenue

a

frontage

on

one and a quarter miles from State street, now
used for a Flailing Mill and Lumber Yard: no better stand In Boston for the retail trade. The
buildings are large and substantial, containing
about 25,000 feet of floor room and are fitted with
shafting; a large and well fitted brick dry house
which will contain 100,000 feet of lumber; a first
rate tubular boiler of 125 horse capacity, one engine of 40 horse power and one of 20 horse power,
so arrauged as to run together or separately; a two
story counting room building; a large lumber shed
which will contain 200,000 feet of lumber; also a
stable with stalls for 10 horses, wagon sheds, large

and roomy yards and piling grounds. The buildings arc all protected with Hall’s system of perforated pipes and sprinklers and could be readily
fitted for any manufacturing purpose. The engines are now running and the property can be
examined by application to the subscriber.
SAM’L H. L. FIERCE.
Box 54, So. Boston, Mass.
Jan24TuTh&81m
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Jerry Shannon in Court.
Bath, Jan. 26.—Jerry Shannon, proprietor of Shannon’s Hotel, was fined .by Judge
Coombs today $100 and costs for keeping
liquor for sale. He appealed.

8

Per Cent First Mortgages in Kansas.

During the next 90 days we shall give our customers 8 per cent, on any money they may
send us for Investments we have for sale. We have

hand First Mortgages and applications for
money upon first mortgage loans, mostly upon 160
farms, amount* ranging from 8260 to 6600.
We have also mortgages in amounts 61000 to 820.How much
000 at 7 per cent, which we offer.
They
money can you furnish us tor these loans?
are A 1 security.
The stringency in the money
market enables us to cut down amounts applied
for In each case to an amount that Is safe beyond
a doubt. Now is the time to get a nice line of small
write tor our New investor’s
gm edge maim,
Guide.
Remit wltli advice to JOHN I>. KNOX &
OO., Investment Bankers and Loan Agents, Topeka. Kan. Boston Office: Room 34, No. 86 Bromfield street.
on

acre

•PECULATION IN STOCKS
Within Reach of All.
Knil Komi niock. in

and Bold upon

an

Fractional l.ots Bought
new plan, the distinc-

RAISING LECAL. POINTS.

Pennsylvania Knights Move to
Have the Reading’s Charter For-

The

_

Harrisburg, Pa., Jan. 20.—A committee
Knights appeared before the Attorney
General to-day and asked that a quo warrant
be issued against the Reading railroad with
a view to the forfeiture of its charter.
They
said they came as private citizens to lay before the department facts to prove that the
company has violated the State constitution
by mining coal.
They promised at once to
make an affidavit that they have positive
knowledge that the Reading Railroad Company and the Heading Coal and Iron Company are the same and debts of one paid by
the other. The Attorney General decided to
hear the arguments on both sides Thursday.
of the

Coing to Work.
Shamokin, Pa., Jan. 26.—The Cameron
and Lake Fidler colliery where the employes
have been on a strike since September will
be put in shape to resume operations toFour hundred men will begin the
morrow.
Miners

necessary repairs. This is the first break in
the strike inaugurated in connection with
the Lehigh troubles and it is understood that
the miners will resume work on an advance
of five per cent, on contract and ten per cent,
on day work.
Shenandoah, l’a., Jan. 26.—The Kehley
Run Colliery and Thomas Coal Company resumed to-day with more than a full compliment of employes. The Lawrence and Brown
colliery at Mahoney Plane has increased its
force of workmen.
AFTER THE BLIZZARD.

Suffering

for

Want of Fuel.
St. Paul, Minn., Jan. 26.—The people of
Beardsley, a small town 150 miles west of St.

getting despeiate.

On Tuesday a
number of farmers drove into that place after
fuel. There being none they tore down the
railroad company's snow fences and hauled
away several loads.
A man from Beardsley, now in St. Paul,
tells of the sufferings of his neighbors since
Chistmas. He said: “We have not seen a
railroad train, but that is a minor consideratson when 1 tell you that for a week before I
left there was not a stick of wood or a pound
of coal in the whole region and not a drop of
oil. By uniting several families in one and
keeping a single fire going by the use of
twisted hay and straw we have just managed to eke out an existence.”
There have been three deaths from freezing at Brown s valley ana tne situation is
The people have been
even worse there.
short of provisions for some time as well as
without any lights, but by going out in the
Indian reservation some green fuel can be
obtained. It is almost impossible to stir
abroad. The snow is six feet deep and in
many places drifts are fully 18 feet in height.
are.

PRISONERS PLOTTINC.

entirely

tive feature being iiu.louirr. Never Incur a
l.oas.
Buiall margin only required. Send for explanatory circular and first class references.
B. «• l*o1.1.AKII, Miotk
Broker,
45 Brouduvny, N. V. City.
janfieod&wlm

HALF THE

New York, Jan. 26.—Executions for $11,739 are in the sheriff’s hands against J. Wayland Kimball & Co., fancy furniture manufactures in this city and at Paris, Maine.
Their liabilities are $70,000. The assets are
claimed to exceed that amount.

Minnesota People Still

TOWN

IMPLICATED.

Citizens of an Ohio Village Arrested
for Raiding Coal Cars.
Springfield, Ohio, Man. 2«.—An extensive and systematic coal steal has been discovered nt Hainbridge, Ross County. A carload of coal would at times disappear in a
single night. Fifteen prominent citizens, including the marshal, a hotel proprietor, and
a Presbyterian preacher were arrested. The
detectives say that half the citizens of the
are
implicated. The peculatious
town
amount to many hundreds of dollars. Alis
universally used in Bainbridge
coal
though
not a single carload has been billed to a resident of that place this winter.
An Accident at Albany.
and
Albany, N. V., Jan. 26.-The Boston
two
drawn
by
2.30
m.,
at
p.
due
train
Albany
tolocomotives met with an accident here
locomoday. The engineer of the forward
tive did not understand the signal to keep off
the middle midge across the Hudson, and
consequently ran into the Delaware and
Hudson Troy local at East Albany. The engine was badlv wrecked. One of the passenger cars was struck, throwing the car
from tlie trucks and breaking in the end. It
was filled with passengers, but .no one was
injured.

in Other

The storm which set in Wednesday night
has caused a

Indiana Convicts’ Scheme to Secure
their Freedom.

general suspension of railway
England, and given

travel in Northern New

—
—

a

good

south

deal of trouble on the lines as far

as

Keports from all

Pennsylvania.

around show it to bo about the worst storm

These reports follow and

in many years.
tell the story.

The storm which raged all dsy yesterday
and all the night before, with such unceasing severity, was one of the worst experi-

vicinity for many years. The
weather-wise say it was the biggest since
1882. On Sunday, the fifth of February of
that year, a furious gale raged and tire snow
fell to a great depth. There were no services in the churches, and the Sunday Times
enced in this

unable to deliver its papers in the suburbs. The great storm of January 17,1867,
is well remembered by many of our citizens.
Probably tiiat was the biggest storm that has
occurred in this vicinity for a quarter of a
century, though yesterday’s was not far bewas

hind it.

Indianapolis, Ind., Jan. 26.—A startling
for the wholesale liberation of prisoners
confined in the State penitentiary, in Jeffersonville, was discovered yesterday by the
warden.
Seth Thompson, a burglar, was
about to be released. When he was searched keys to the cell bouse and sealed instructions to the prisoners were found under his
arm pits.
Thompson confessed that a break
was planned for to-day at the time when the
convicts are let into the hall for shaving.
Keys to the cells and outside doors were
found tied up in another prisoner’s shirt and
drills were found in the leg of a bed. It
was a part of the plot to overpower and kill
the guards. One man confessed that he was
over a year making the keys.
CENERAL NEWS.

The ice in Chesapeake Bay is so heavy that
few vessels venture up or down.
llenry W. Seymour was yesterday nominated for Congress by the Bepublicans of
the 11th Michigan district, on the sixteenth

ballot.
The death of Miss Batsford, at Seymour,
Conn., supposed to have been frozen, now
appears to be a case of murder for purposes
of robbery.
'file New York Democratic State Commit-

mittee stand 17 to 17 for 11. O. Mowrev of
Syracuse, and Boswell P. Flower of New
i ork, to fill the vacancy
in the National
Committee cause by the death of Herbert 0.
Thompson. The National Committee will
have to fill the vacancy.

parted

Her Citizens Reminded of the Creat

Storm of ’67.
Snow began falling atabont 8 o’clock Wednesday night, but it did not begin snowing in
The snow was
earnest until near morning.
heavy and dry, and considerable hail was
mixed with it, and at nightfall yesterday,
much more than a foot had fallen. The
streets were almost impassable, the wind
having blown the snow into deep, solid drifts

The Situation in

How Bangor Fared.
Banoob, Jan. 26.—One of the heaviest
snow

which, in many places, reached to the

eaves

buildings that were not more than
eight or ten feet high. Superintendent Tasb
of low

struck the signal for no school, at 8 o’clock,
The city
and the pupils enjoyed a holiday.
horse cars were unable to run to the Grand
Trunk depot after 11 o’clock in the forenoon,
but on the other routes they continued to
make irregular trips, with four and six
horses and a corps of shovellers to each car,

nightfall. The snow plows were run
constantly, and, although they were drawn
by twelve horses, they were stuck in the
A team was stopped
drifts more than once.
until

Commercial street, and. unable
to proceed farther, the driver took his horses
from the sled and abandoned the effort. The
in

a

sled

drift

on

was soon

covered with

snow.

On the side streets there was no attempt
made at shovelling, and a number of persons
made their way through the snowy streets
on snowshoes.
At 3 o’clock a. m., the wind blew 36 miles
per hour, and at 4 o’clock in the afternoon it
blew 34 miles per hour. From 2.30 o’clock a.
m. until night, the average velocity was over
25 miles per hour.
In every direction damage was done, either
by the wind or by the enormous masses of
snow wiiicb accumulated on the roofs of
At about noon, one-half of the
buildings.
Portland Company’s car shed fell in with a
tremendous crash, under the weight of tons
of snow.
Fortunately the men had just
gone home to dinner, and nobody was hurt.
For a good part of the day a score of men
were kept busy on the roof of the Grand
Trunk engine house shovelling off the snow,
which threatened to crush the strong timbers
of that part of the building.
Sleighs were
tipped over, and their occupants thrown out,
and signs and awnings suffered in the wind,
which increased somewhat as night came on.
Commercial street was entirely deserted,and
business was almost comptetely suspended.
The snow, on account of its dryness, did not
derange the telephone nor telegraph wiies.
The storm seemed little less than a blizzard.
THE HARBOR.

Shipping in the harbor was damaged only
by ice, because the water was frozen over

But for this it is
were no waves.
than probable that extensive damage
would have been done. The brig George E.
Dale, in the lower harbor, dragged her author a long way as the ice came in with the
tide and wind, and forced her up toward the

and there
more

city.
The

Uigh

wind

Wednesday night drove

the

ice up above the breakwater, making it almost impossible for navigation of any kind.
There was no communication by water with
South Portland. Not a trip was made by
either ferry boat during the day. When the
men employed on the ferry boat Cornelia H.
came to board her yesterday forenoon, they
All atfound her frozen stiff in the slip.
tempts to start her proved fruitless and an
_A

A__;n

4Ka

n.no

abandoned. The ferry boat Mary W. Libby
started early yesterday morning to get across
and whan half way over became stuck in the
thick ice. It was found impossible for her
to cross, so she was obliged to put back.
The many men and women employed
in the city and living at the Cape were unable to reach their places of employment. The
road around the bride was almost impassible,
so the Cape, except by telephone, was cut off
from communication with the rest of the
The steamer Tremont of the Boston and
Portland line, left Boston on time Wednesday night and reported the weather good at
that time, but off the coast during the early
hours of the morning the sea was extremely
rough and the wind blew a hurricane, bhe
made her way with difficulty. The greatest
effect of the storm was experienced after
and coming up the barthe

Cape

rounding

b°fhe Forest
City, which
Boston Wednesday

was

trip to

to

nigbt,

make the
1®“

Jer
breakwater

dock, but when out beyond the
found that would be dangerous to proceed
to Boston. She ccordingly put backThe steamer Gordon, Capt. Long, of the

Harpswell line, arrived yesterday forenoon,

the tug Belknap, Capt. Griffin,
the assistance of the schooner,

Rockland, Jan. 26.—A heavy snow and
hail storm prevailed here all day, putting a
stop to all transportation business. The
various steamboats have remained at their

any ever

wharves. Business over the Knox & Lincoln road is suspended. The noon train arrived late and was unable to make its return
trip to Bath. The night train did not arrive.
Five Stalled Trains in Ten Miles.

Mechanic Falls, Jan. 26.—The severest
storm for years began yesterday morning
and is still continuing. Over two feet of
snow have fallen and a strong wind is blowing. All the roads are blocked. Five trains
No Boston
are stalled within ten miles.
mails have been received here since Wednesday. A snow plow is wrecked near here
and the road is badly blocked.

Travellers, or people who wanted to travel1
in some cases spent the day in the depots
waiting for trains to start. One gentleman,
who left the Preble House at breakfast time
returned to that hospitable hotel in time for
supper. He 6aid that he had waited all day

Trains In the Snow.

Biddeford, Jan. 26.—Two

trains are
stranded in the snow at Old Orchard on the
Western division of the Boston & Maine,
and the probability is they cannot
get
through to-day. One left Portland for Boston at half past seven, and the other at half
past eight. The engine of the latter train
struck a snow plow, which stood partly on

and lost his silk umbrella into the bargain.
An account of the happenings on the differ,
ent roads follows:
BOSTON A MAINE.

On the Western Division of the Boston &
Maine the Kennebunk train which leaves
The train
there at 7 a. m. was not started.
from Dover, which should reach the Portland station at about 10 o’clock in the forenoon, left the iron at a point this side of
West Biddeford and at 10 o’clock last night

Orchard, demolishing the
plow anu paruany aisaonng me engine, me
snow is so piled up on the track at Lappau’s
Cut, between Saco and Old Orchard that it is
doubtful if either train can get through. The
night Pullman over the Eastern division this
morning went through here on time, but no
other train has passed over that road up to
noon.
The half uast nine express to Boston
was three hours late.
It was drawn by two
engines and was preceded by a snow plow.
It is still snowing and drifting.
the switch at Old

started.
This, of course,
blocked the following train due here at
noon which had run up to the Dover train.
The whereabouts of the 8 and 8 o’clock
trians could not be learned at the depot, but
the first of them had been reported to the
railway mail officials at the post office as at
had not been

How the Trains

Newmarket.
On the Easterfi Division, the trains due
here during the day were between Saco and
Biddeford, the baggage car of the first being
reported off the iron.
Of the trains leaving Portland, the 7.30
and 8.40 o’clock morning trains were stuck
at Old Orchard until late in the evening,
when a telegram was received at the post
the first had been
office reporting that
started. The 9 a. m. train for Boston over
the Eastern division was started at noon and
reached Boston at 6 o’clock.

of this kind has been experienced
here since I860. The scene in Biddeford is
especially trying to the employes of the Boston & Maine. From 4 o’clock this morning
until 9 o’clock tonight, no train has passed
through on the Western division. At nine
tonight, [seven passenger trains and one
freight were blocked within a mile of this
city on both divisions of the road. The
tracks on the Eastern division are clearerand had it not been for a mishap this after'
noon, all the trains would have been able to
get through to their destination. When No.
9, due here at 11.20, started to leave Bidde-

ford station, the train got stuck in a drift
near Saco River bridge, and, in trying to get
clear the rear trucks of the baggage car left
the iron. The Portland wrecking train was
sent for and arrived at 9 o’clock tonight.
Meanwhile, two other through trains, one
due here at 11.51 and the other at 4 p. m.
came into the station followed by a freight.
All four trains are now waiting for the
wrecking crew’s work to be completed. On
the Western division, where the snow is
drifted the worst but little headway is being

possible.

At 10 o’clock last night trains east of Bangor were reported all right. A train on the

branch was reported stuck in a
drift at Greene. The Pullman traiu which
leaves Bangor at 8 p. in. was cancelled.
Between 12.30 and 1 a. m. the three Eastern division trains, which had been started
One of
at Biddeford, reached Portland.
these was sent on over the Maine Central
division
The four Western
for Baugor.
trains which had been stalled at West Biddeford commenced to arrive at about 2
o’clock and lolloped each other In quick succession. The Eastern division train which
should have left Portland for Boston at 1
o’clock p. m. yesterday was started on its
voyage through the drifts at 1.15 this morning,
and the Pullman was sent off some time
later. The accidents by which the cars
were thrown from the tracks were not serious and the passengers, barring the inconvenience to which they were necessarily
subjected, were all right. But they were a
very tired crowd and very glad to get to a
place where they could get a shelter other
than the cars in which they had spent so
many hours.

Skowhegan

made.
The

train finished its work at
o’clock tonight, having
getting the engine an d
back on the track. The
met was in McIntyre’s
Cut, hall a mile west of Biddeford station.
Here five trains were stalled at one time.
Instructions were received from headquarters to obtain help from the city if possible
and clear the tracks. A large crew of men
armed with shovels made an attack upon the
blockade and worked there hours before the
trains could make any headway,
t. The passengers of all the delayed trains
were
provided with provisions at the exthe railroad company.
At Old
pense of
Orchard they were entertained at the hotels,
and
ladies
are
where many
quarpassengers
tered for the night. At midnight it is still
snowing. The last two trains for Portland
have just passed here on the Western divi-

along the Grand
Trunk far into Canada. The Montreal train
bound to this city readied Mechanic Falls
and was obliged to stop there. At Bethel
extended

sion.

it

was

driven

by

a

STATE

The Report from Amid the
of New Hampshire.

Depths

Doveb, N. H.. Jan. 26.—Up to 8 p. m. no
passenger train from Portland to Boston
had arrived here. The train that left Boston for Dover at 10.10 a. m., managed to
reach here between 3 and 4 p. in. The train
that left Boston at 3.30 and 4 p. m. got here

strong wint

|

compact drifts that an engine would ridi
This i
over it rather than through it.
certainly one of the toughest storms ii

years.”

PORTLAND AND ROCHESTER.
on tills road were late yes
mixed train from Rochester
due here at about 10 o’clock a. m., arrived a ;
2 p. m., and the noon train from Worceste
got in at 0 o’clock last night. The momini 1

All the trains

terday. The

train from this city to Rochester arrived

_

FROM OT

the train was only half an hour late, but in
coming this way deeper snow was encountered, the wind piled it in deep solid drifts
on the track, and at last it became impossible to proceed farther. The train from
Lewiston due here at 8.45 In the forenoon
was unable to get beyond Lewiston Junction, and the out Montreal and Lewiston
trains were both cancelled. An engine and
Tin
snow plow were stuck at Lewiston.
train men said the snow was unusually solid
as

wrecking

Old Orchard at 9
spent seven hours
wrecked snow plow
greatest obstruction

GRAND TRUNK.

it was almost useless to try to remove i
from the track. A large force of men are a
work all along the line and all the snov
plows are in use.
“At Andrew’s Cut, away up on the roac
near the line between this State and Nev
man, “PI
Hampshire,” said an old railroad
I’vi
warrant you there will be trouble.
with
mixed
the
snow,
gravel, t<
known
blow in over the rocks at that place in sucl

Were Started.

Nothing

MAINE CENTRAL.
From morning until night yesterday, only
two trains arrived at this city on the Maine
Central railroad. The Bangor train got here
The
at about 4 o’clock in the afternoon.
Lewiston train and all trains on branches
were cancelled and the through trains were
unable to reach their destination last night.
The snow
No trains arrived last night.
plows were used all along the line as much

many

to

Down in Rockland.

hundred.

WILLARD’S COVE.
Word was received at the tow boat office
yesterday, at about 4 o’clock p. m., that the
schooner Estella, a vessel of about 70 tons
burden, and heavily laden, bound for Boston
was ashore on the beach at Willard’s Cove.
ASHORE AT

o’clock,

The Report from Bath.
Bath, Jan. 26.—A heavy northeast snow
storm has prevailed all day. Roads are nearly impassable and business is almost suspended. The trains are hours behind time.
It lias stopped snowing, but a high wind is
blowing. The weather is moderate.

encountered by old train men who have been
stuck in the drifts of many a previous storm.
Maine the throwing of cars
On the Boston
and engines from the track in the midst of
drifts, which half buried the trains from
sight, added to the difficulty. The railway
mail service officials here spent a day of
lively work in tracing the people’s letters.
At the post office the telegrams sent and received during the day ^numbered over one

and

went

18 inches of snow have fallen. A
strong northeast wind is piling it into hugs
All Maine Central trains this way
drifts.
are cancelled, and no mails have arrived
from any point since morning. One train on
the Sandy River railroad came down this afternoon with a llauge digger, but started immediately back. Tne mercury was 10° above
This has been a deserted place all day.
zero.

The railroads running into the city all
suffered more or less, the Boston & Maine,
Maine Central and Grand Trunk receiving
the full force of the storm and being enabled
to get but very few of their trains through.

after a hard passage. The Jsteamer Forest
Queen, of the Forest City line, started early
vesterday morning to make her trip to
l’eak’s Island. She had one of the toughest
trips on record, but she made the round trip
all right, although it took her three hours
and a half to do it. The Ice made sad havoc
with the piles under the wharves and also
among the vessels that were between the
wharves. At the head of Custom House
Wharf the steps were stove to pieces by the
huge cakes of ice that were hurled against
them. The under-pinning of several wharves
were badly shaken.

At 0

neai^y

the time the first person reached Woodford's
until the last weary plodder put in an appearance. It was long after this before the
tired horses arrived with the empty car.
One of the first to ariive, a sedate individual
who had plodded along without making any
remarks, said, as he looked back on the long
line of people struggling through the snow,
“Gosh, its like Napoleon’s retreat from Moscow.” It is doubtful, however, if that person was one of those who waded through the
Kussian snow in that famous retreat.

The storm

all

Deserted Farmington.

full oi people who strung along the
street for a long distance in their irksome
journey. It was more than a half hour from

as

raging

Farmington, Jan. 26.—The worst storm
of
winter has raged here today, and

was

as

years has been

schools. The cross roads out of town and in
the country must be terribly blocked. The
storm is not so severe East as West, and the
St. John train arrived to-night an hour late.
1 he Piscataquis train, of two cars anu two
engines, was two hours late. The train from
Portland due here at 12.05 arrived at 8 p. m.
The trainmen report the worst drift on the
road at Carmel. The night trains out, both
East and West, are cancelled.

drifts were encountered and tne car was unable to proceed farther with it heavy load,and
the conductor was obliged .to order all the
out.
Thus unceremoneously
passengers
turned into the snow-bound thoroughfare,
they looked about them, hesitated, but finally 6truck out for Woodford’s. The road

high

storms for

day, blocking the roads and nearly suspending railroad traffic. The snow began falling
about 2 a. m., and fell lightly until 0 o’clock,
when it set in, in earnest, falling fast with a
high wind piling it into tremendous drifts.
Throughout the day, the streets were so
blocked that at half past eleven the signal
sounded for no afternoon session of the

made irregular trips and were
frequently stuck in the snow. The car
which left the city at about 4.45 o’clock p. m,
had a remarkably hard time of it. Many
passengers had been long waiting for a ride
and when the car put in an appearance a
grand rush was made for seats and soon the
All went well until Deercar was crowded.
ing’s bridge was reached but here great

to be as

Augusta^

Augusta, Jan 26.—This is the worst
storm for years. The streets are blockaded
and roads filled. Business is partially suspended, and the stores entirely closed this
evening. The trains are all late. The Bangor morning train passed here an hour late,
and the Portland train arrived four hours
late. The Bangor afternoon train was two
hours late and was cancelled here. No trains
have passed since. A foot and a half of snow
has fallen. The wind is northeast blowing
40 miles per hour.

milkmen had a very hard time of it and
more than one of them pronounce the storm
the worst they ever experienced. The roads
were so blocked with snow that in many
places teams were obliged to drive in the
fields where the drifts were smaller. The

reported

_

Blocked and Business
Suspended in Towns and Cities.
Lewiston, Jan. 26,—The severe storm today has suspended business. The streets
are completely blocked, and all trains on the
Grand Trunk are cancelled. The Bath train
reached Lewiston this morning. The train
from Waterville is stuck near Greene, and it
is unknown when it will arrive. An old resident calls it the worst storm he ever saw.

The roads were almost impassable in|Deerlug yesterday and drifts eight feet deep, and
in many places even deeper, obstructed the
way. The enormous drifts were very solid
and teams were stuck in many of them. The

Drifts are

time.

Railroads

Blockaded Railroads.

IN HALF BURIED PORTLAND.

on

THE STOR VI IN MAINE.

A man arrived at Ferry Village at noon
and said he saw what he called a coal
schooner about a mile to the eastward of
the Two Lights. From what he could see
he thought that she she was disabled and
There was
was drifting helplessly about.
no way of confirming this report.
There is a large amount of wreckage along
the shore, but it is thought ft must be old
material drifting In with the usual high
tide. Several bath houses along the beaches
were washed away during the forenoon
It is thought that when the storm clears
away much damage will be discovered.

_

"

plot

ELIZABETH.

The storm is said to have been the worst
There was an unusever seen at the Cape.
blew
wind
ual
high tide and the
The roar of the sea was heard foi
a gale.
miles and it is safe to say that if any kind of
craft was caught off the shores of Cape
Elizabeth yesterday she suffered very se-

horse cars

...

—

18.

Plight

States.

—

from a defective chimney this morning and
were totally destroyed.
The loss is $2500;
insured for $1800.

Paul,

Similar

....

MAINE.

feited'

a

—

$1.00; per

Anthem* of Praise.

doz. $9.

Accounts of

....

J. W. Kimball & Co.
All kinds of property Insured at lowest rates.
First-class companies, American and Foreign.

Going.
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Fire at Saco Ferry.

W.D. LITTLE & GO.,

for Better

•..■Rain

Biddeford, Jan. 26.—The farm buildings
of Ezra Hutchins, at Saco Ferry, ;caught fire

Kmployed.
sneodly

While Grand Trunk Travellers Wait
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The morning train was
much by the
a little over an hour, late and the noon trains
about half an hour late. No great difficulty
was experienced with travel and the train,
other than those' spoken of, arrived and desnow.

IN DEEBING.
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Over to the Blizzard,

c

14. SW ...vUoudy
22
SW ....Clear

Chicago, 111.. 30.14
Des Mollies.. 30.10

North Platte 30.30
Denver, Col.. 30.24
Halifax. 28.04
Montreal.... 28.00

34
14
8
12
18
22

8

Marquette...

Foster’s Forest City Dye House,
TailM-a’ Prruiarn

I?

gil

Hatteras.
El Paso. 30.20
Jacksonville. 30.16
Montgomery 30.28
New Orleans 30.28
Cincinnati,O. 30.26
Pittsburg.... 30.12
Buffalo, N.V. 30.04
Oswego. 29.88
Cleveland.... 30.14
Detroit. 30.16
Dodge City.. 30.32
UrandHaveu 30.12

Cheyenne....

~

§

Galveston.... 30.38

Santa Fe—

FADED

£g

Eastport, Me 28.88
Portland, Me 29.08

See 4th page advertisement.
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Maine Central Branch Tracks Given
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rOBTLAND AND OGDENBBUHG.
The trains on this road were not delayed

verely.

Mean
Meau
Mean

Pure.
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of the Winter of ’67.
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Humidity.
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Velocity. 13
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drift.

distress.
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|7 A M | 3 P m 110 PM
Barometer.. 29.30 28.88 28.98

Thermometer.

It required almost two hours to tow the vessel to Central wharf, where she is now
The captain of the Kstella said
moored.
that he put In here and anchored near Willard’s Cove. The schooner remained in safety until a huge tee raft struck her and parted
both chains, after which she drifted upon
The water in the cove was not
the beach.
rough, and the schooner lay in a perfectly
safe place. The water was at half-tide,when
she struck the beach, and it was not difficult
to haul her off at high tide. Mrt Griffin,
mate of the Belknap, said that the sea was
not so rough as when the J. R. Weeks cams
near
ashore, and that no other vessel

going

MORNING, JANUARY 27. 1888.

MAINE, FRIDAY

its destination about 2$ hours behind time.
Two engines (carried this train. The train
that generally leaves this city for Rochester
at noon did not go until 6.45 o’clock last
and Gorham trains,
night. The Saccarappawere
cancelled. Mr.
and all freight trains
J. P. Peters, superintendent of the road,
said the storm was certainly the worst in
eight years for railroad travel.
At about 7 o’oclock last evening, as a snow
plow with several engines pushing it approached the depot in this city, it left the
iron and shoved a considerable portion of
the platform aside as if it had been a snow

which was hauled off the beach at about (
o’clock. The harbor was so full of ice thaf

was seen m

Section to Eastport.
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at 7.50 p. m. The train hands report that
they never saw such huge drifts before. All
tlie freight trains on the Western, Northern
and Eastern Divisions of the Boston da
The passengei
Maine are abandoned.
trains on the Northern Division have been
discontinued. Passenger trains arriving tonight are pulled by two or three locomotives.
The Srst train from Boston to Dover today
left the track at Newmarket. No harm was
done. Tonight high winds prevail and it is
feared the drifting tomorrow will calise delay.
Cokcobd, N. H.. Jan. 26.—Tlie snow fall
is two feet, completely blocking tlie highran at great and irways. Passenger trains
No attempt
has been
regular intervals.
made to run freights by any road since morning. But one passenger train has reached
here since last night over the White Mountain division of the Boston & Lowell and bul
All trains are
one has been sent North.
cancelled on that line between here and Ply
effort
no
will
be madetc
mouth to-night and

SetTortbern,

besides the blockade
Plains, five trains and 12 locomotives were
stilled at North Bosoawen, several hours
this afternoon. The passengers on the Chicago express which left Boston at 1 p. m.
were left here and will stay over at Hotel
The snowdrifts are numerous
Franklin.
and very troublesome in the cuts between
that point and Andover.
The express due here at 6.55 a. m. left White
Kiver Junction at 10.19 and arrived here at
9.35 p. m. There were no trains today by the
Claremont Railroad, and the afternoon passenger train south, with two locomotives,
was stalled at Newburg Ledge and will remain there urtil morning. The up-train on
this line
three-quarters of an hour late
and on account of the drifts and the mishap
to the down train stopped at Bradford,
where it will stay over night. The Peterboro train is stalled near West Hopklnton in
a drift nearly up to the top of the smokestack, and must remain there until dug out.
Until late this afternoon trains on the
Concord railroad run with slight loss of time.
5.42
Tonight, however, the train due here atfour
was stalled three hours near Bon Wall,
miles South. When it reached here It consisted of only three cars drawn by four locomotives. The “Cannon Ball” express stuck
near the same place and U required three
engines to haul the train into the station.
The mixed train on the Suncook Valley road
was stalled near Suncook several hours and
must remain until relief is sent out from
here. The other evening trains on the same
The express
line were several hours late.
leaving Boston at 7 o’clock will be here over

night.
Keene,

heaviest
N. H., Jan. 26.—The
storm for years is raging here. Most all of
the trains are snowbound. The train which
left at 3.30 a. m. was snowbound a few miles
No trains
from here and shovelled out.
were able to leave on the Boston & Lowell
snow
road
is
road. The Ashuelot
bound, as
It is blowing hard and
is the Cheshire.
drifting badly. A great deal of damage will
be done.
The storm is
Franklin Falls, Jan. 26
Travel of all kinds is
the worst in 25 years.
The mails are from
almost at a standstill.
An average of 20
four to ten hours late.
inches of snow has fallen and the drift is almost without precedent.
Petebboro, Jan. 26—Over a foot of snow
has fallen and the highways are impassable.
No morning trains were run over the Monadnock Road, and the Concord train failed to
reach its destination.
Warren, Jan, 26—It was 15° above zero
today and 18 inches of snow have fallen.
No trains
High wind is drifting It badly.
are in from the South.
Han' ver, Jan. 26 —Farmers are snowbound in this region. Passenger trains on
the 1 assumpsic division of the Boston <Jfc
Mai ,ie are moving fairly well but are much
delayed hy their connections. Freight trains
The first mail for 30 hours
are cancelled.
—
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Laconia, Jan. 26—A terrible blizzard has
raged here since last night and two feet of
snow have fallen, which has drifted so no

Montreal train has arrived.
One train has
been cancelled and local trains are eight
hours late.
The freight train has been off
The horsecars are
the track at Northfield.
making frequent trips but the stages are
snowed in and travel generally stopped. The
schools here and at Lake Village nave not
Gilmoie’s Band was
been in session today.
to give a concert here this afternoon bnt at 3
o’clock had not arrived.

Difficulty in the Bay State.

Beading, Mass., Jan. 26.—All through
trains over the Boston & Maine are
four to five hours late and up to noon the
Great Falls and North Berwick trains, due
here at 8.10 a. m., had not arrived and the
North Berwick and P it land trains, due in
Boston at 10.15 and 11.15 a. m., were also
from

missing.
Boston, Jan. 26.—The Boston A Albany
road is badly blockaded and the trains are
many hours late. The Southern roads are
not being much troubled. General Manager
Furber of the Boston & Maine, says it will
be worse before it is better. The Fitchburg
road, beyond Fitchburg, is in bad shape.
This side, local trains ara nearly on time.
The first section of the Montreal train was
six hours late and the second section is
snowed up,ln the mountains somewhere.
A great
Haverhill, Jan. £6.—Noon.
snow storm is raging here, the wind blowing
30 miles an hour ana increasing tin velocity.

Trains have been cancelled and the highIn some
ways are entirely blocked up.
places the drifts are 12 feet high.
North adams, Jan. 26.—The storm
caused great delay to travel and trains are
The country
from one to 11 hours late.
roads are filled and the horse cars are unaon
the
ble to run. The train
Fitchburg
railroad with the sleeper, for the West, due
at 4.40 a. m., did not arrive until 3p. m. It
was stalled on the east side of the mountain.
Country roads have drifted in some places
higher than the horses’ backs. The mercury
is falling rapidly.
26.—The
Great Barrington, Jan.
storm now raging is the worst one in Berkshire county for many years. The roads to
outlying towns are impassable and all trains
The drifts are 10
are several hours late.
feet deep and 100 feet long. The State line
branch has been abandoned.

Pittsfield, Jan. 26.—The three express
and accommodation trains from the South,
due here at 8.30 and 9.30 this morning are
stalled below State Line, and will not get
through. The Boston A Albany trains are
five hours late.

Big Drifts In Vermont.
Fairi.ee, Vt., Jan. 36.—The most severe
storm ever known here is raging all over
I he State. Koads in many places are impassible and all freight trains are cancelled.
The first passenger train into White Kiver
Junction was the mail train south over the
Passumpsic division of the Boston A Lowell, which did not reach there till 2 p. m.
Other trains were either blockaded or arAdvices from
rived five to 15 hours late.
other parts of the State tell of fearful sufferSeveral sheds
ing in the lumber camps.
were

unroofed.

eight miles,
the carrier

was
was

Boginning

brought

unable

still snowing at 9 p.

on

to

liorseback, and

get back. It is

m.

Jan. 26.—Eighteen
Waterruky. Vt.,
Inches of snow have fallen in 12 hours. The
was delayed eight
Boston
express
early
hours. Highways are blocked.
Rutland, Vt, Jan. 26.—Two feetof snow
has fallen here. The train from Boston was
snowbound and abandoned at Ludlow. No
train has arrived here from Saratoga. The
train from Burlington, with two engines,
Horse car traffic is suswas two hours late.
pended. Some drifts are six feet deep and
the storm is still raging tonight. The New
York mail arrived over the Bennington A
Rutland road. The railroad is blocked more
than for manv years. The drifts at Shelhnrne are 12 feet deen.
Traffic Stopped in New York.

Port Jervis, N. Y., Jan. 26.—Eight Inchof snow have fallen, and the drifts, in
many places on the railroad, are ten feet
deep. This has caused the worst blockade
Travel on the Erie road is alsince 1857.
No trains from New York
most suspended.
The express from the
have reached here.
West passed through at 10 a. m. It was
stalled in a snow bank, and with the aid of
two engines, made but six miles all day.
es

More than a dozen engines are on the mountain side trying to get through, aided by all
the men possible to be secured. All freight
trains are abandoned.
Nyack, N. Y., Jan. 26.—The heaviest
snow storm of the season is raging here,with
high winds, causing immense drifts.
Cohoes, N. Y., Jan. 26.—The violent blizzard lias drifted the snow from four to ten
feet deep. The street cars between here and
Waterford, Troy and LnDsingburg are aban-

doned.

Saratoga, N. Y„ Jan. 26.—Saratoga has
been shut off from the rest of thelwond for
24 hours. No mail has been received, and
the county roads are nearly impassable.
Trouble In

Pennsylvania.

Reading, Pa., Jan. 26.—The worst

now

storm for several years began today. The
snow is a foot deep on a level, and is drifted
in some of the country roads so as to be impassable. Some of the country mail stages
Trains on
were unable to make their trips.
the Reading railroad and its branches, are
all late. In some places along the railroad,
tho snow drifts are 15 feet deep. A similar
state of affairs exists throughout the coal
region. Not a single colliery Is in operation
this afternoon, and not a ton of coal has
been shipped since yesterday. Two Coleman
furnaces at Cornwall, Lltam county, and one
at Chestnut Hill blew out today, and because of the scarcity of coal it was impossible to make repairs.

Ai.toona, Pa., Jan. 26.—Continued snow
storms, high winds and heavy drifts have serailroad travel
riously interfered with
The
throughout Central Pennsylvania.
trains on the main line of the Pennsylvania
six
hours late, deroad nre from three to
tained by snow slides in Lewiston Narrows
and Spruce Creek. The limited east bound
train is completely covered by a snow avalanche, near Johnstown, and will be dug out.

the Year with

a

Depart-

mental Shaking Up.

Why

Republican

a

Clerk Is Removed

and a Democrat Retires.

Lth CONGRESS-FIRST SESSION.

Congressmen who Combine Legislative Duties and Authorship.

[Special

to

SENATE.
Washington. Jan. 26.
The bill increasing the pension for total
deafness to *30 a month from *13 and allowing a proportionate rating for partial

the Press.]

Wasiiinotos, Jan. 26.—The first month
of the year sees considerable shaking up In
prominent officeslhere. Not only are Cdl.
Vilas and Don Dickinson in new places, getting hold of the ropes, but the places under
them are being filled in „various cases with

deafness,

Interior Department before long, rejoining
That will
Mr. Vilas In that department.
leave a new place for Don M. | Dickinson to
fill. He will have no trouble whatever in
filling It. The Michigan Democrats could
furnish him men enough to stock several of
the departments, let alone taking care of a
small offices.
They are here—the
few
Michigan men—in numbers which show their
faith in the ability of Dickinson tolhelp them
and those who are not here are writing letters for places which suggest themselves to
them.
Lucius Q. C.. Jr.

HOUSE.
After a protracted debate, the bill for the
sale of certain Indian lands in Kansas was

passed.

on foreign affairs was discharged at its own request from further consideration of the bill incorporating the Maritime Canal Company of Nicaragua, and the

The committee

But
a live and pushing man of business.
young Lamar has mors of the Northern dash
and snap than his ancestor, and will probably keep up even with the wagging of the

bill

Wisconsin tongue.
Chief Clerk Brown.
In the State Department a man who began
work under Hamilton Fish has stepped out.
This was Sevillon Brown. He has grown up
in the service of the department and knew it
from top to bottom. But the claim was made
that he was not quite up to the times, and
one of the Lees, from Virginia, James lanner Lee, wbo baa also been in the State Deperiod,
partment service for a considerable
took his place.
Brown always has had the
IXIg

UX

U1C UCMIID
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uneasy the

TWENTY-TWO

Albany, X. Y.. Jan. 26.—A romantic
story of the mysterious disappearance of a
man from his family 22 years ago, and bis
reappearance the other day, is the one absorbing topic in the village of Bath-on-tbeHudson. The story, as told to an Albany
Journal reporter by Mrs. Taylor, is substan-

tially

as follows :
In 1866 Mr. and Mrs. John C. Taylor lived
with their family, consisting of three chil-

and
a girl—on Second
dren-two boys
street, Bath. Mr. Taylor, who was an insurance and real estate agent, did a good

business and took excellent care of his family. One day he visited relatives at West
Sandlake. with the intention of returning to
bis family, but was never seen by them or
any of his friends until Wednesday of last
week, when be called npon his wife, who
lives in rooms over Sutcllff’s grocery store,
in Bath. Knocking at the door, be told
Mrs. Taylor that he understood she was a
seamstress, and inquired if she would make
She agreed to do so,
some shirts for him.
and the husband sat down with his overcoat
and hat on, and engaged in conversation
with the lady, who sat at work at a sewing
machine. He seemed much interested in the

,

woman

Lodge, of Massachusetts, has a paper
in the January North American. Mr. Dawes
written
of
the
same
has
Utah in
periodical within a month, but in such
down upon him
as to draw
a fashion
the wrath of
George Ticknor Curtis.
Senator Ingalls’s novel will be delayed by
the fire which destroyed his Ihouse in AtOne of the Tennessee conchison. Kan.
is writing a cnuu s History oi ms
tate besides the volume he is getting up in
the American commonwealth series. Gov.
Long is writing a paper for the child’ahistory
series, to be published in the Globe, as is
Mr. Blair was rather disgusted
Boutwell.
that the New York Sun should have had the
first chance at the proof-sheets of his book,
but has sunk back into his customary composure. The advertisements of Lloyd Bryce’s
new novel, "Paradise," confront his brother
congressmen on Brentano’s walls, as they
stroll down to tha Capitol. George Kennan,
the Siberian traveller, author of the papers
on political exile in Kussia in the Century
nowadays, is one of the Associated Press
men, and is in the press list in the directory.

--o

The Paris Exposition.

MANITOBA

The House committee on foreign affairs
have decided to report favorably Mr. Belmont’s bill providing for the participation of
the United States in the Paris exposition
The report reviews the nation’s
next year.
obligations to France for assistance in its
struggles for freedom, and on many occa-

EXCITED.

A New Feature of the Transportation
Difficulty In the West.

Ottawa, I*. O., Jan. 26.—The action of
the Dominion government in refusing to
certify or bond Canadian grain shipped from
through the
the northwest territories
United States by the Northern Pacific and
other American lines for re-entry into Canada at Windsor, Ont., is creating intense
Manitoba and the
excitement throughout
The government maintains
Northwest.
that the Canadian Pacific was constructed at

sion since. and says the year 188» will be the
centennial of events in France, which gave
an impetus to the establishment of republiIt is clearly
can institutions everywhere.
the duty of Congress to promptly take action and proclaim in the most positive manner its approval of the important project.
Canadian Malls.

The President today approved the postal
convention recently concluded between the
United States and Canada. By this, articles
of every kind admitted to the domestic mails
of either country, will be admitted at the
same rates of postage and under the same
conditions and classifications to the mails exchanged between the countries,, except that
articles other than letters in the usuai form,
are excluded from the mails unless so wrapped as to permit their contents to be easily
examined uy the postmasters or customs offi-

great cost through the western provinces
to facilitate the people of the Northwest in
securing direct communication with the outside world, and that American roads cannot
now be allowed, if possible, to come into
competition with the Canadian line.
Seeing the position it lias been placed in
a

the Dominion government is now endeavoring to throw the responsibility on the Canadian Pacific. The Minister of Customs, in
conversation with a reporter in this city,
said that the refusal to allow the Northern
Pacific cars to cross the boundary into Man-

cers.

Notes.

of the Public Ledger when questioned today

widow.

may continue to do so.”
At this point the landlord came in to ask
for the rent, and as it was before the 15th of
the mouth she was not prepared to meet it,
and so informed him.
Despite the pretentions of Mrs. Taylor the supposed stranger
paid the rent, with the understanding that
she could settle when he received the shirts.
Mrs. Taylor says that some moments before
this time she was quite sure that the mau
she was talking with was her husband, and
rose to go,
a few moments afterward, as he
not John
she suddenly asked, “Are you
Taylor?” Taken almost by surprise, he adto adand
was
about
he
mitted that
was,
vance toward her when she cocliy pointed to
a chair aud asked him to be seated and explain his absence.
He did so, telling a long and romantic
story of being drugged by strangers and carried to a hospital m Jersey City, where he
found on recovering consciousness be had
been robbed aud was suffering from severe
bruises. He remained there three vears,
meanwhile writing a number of letters to bis
wife and friends, explaiuiug his situation tq
them. These were never received, and he
After he left the hoswas regarded as dead.
pital he was hit in the back of the head with
wood
of
stick
a heavy
by a mau who mistook
him for another person, aud his skull was
fractured. The blew rendered him iusaue for
Upon recovering health he
six
years.
thought his friends never wanted to see him
again, as they had not answered his letter-,
aud he went West, where he made and lost
He has lately resided in
several fortunes
Cleveland, where has made a comfortable
little fortune in the insurance business. He
is now living in Albany, where he will soon
eugage iu business. Mrs. Taylor says she
has no doubt as to his story, aud believes
his sufferings have been greater than her
He is iu the best of health, though in
own.
his sixty-third year.

A Diplomat's Funeral.
Washinotok, Jan. 26.—The funeral of
the late Portuguese minister Nogueira occurred this morning at St. Matthew’s Catholic Church. A solemn requiem was celebrated, all the members of the diplomatic
corps being present. Secretary Bayard and
his Assistant Secretary, General Sheridan,
other officers of the army, and representatives of the navy were also present. The
Third Artillery, from the barracks, preceded
bv a band, constituted the escort. The remains were taken to Mount Olivet and

■
Mr. Childs Not a Candidate.
Philadelphia, Jan. 2t>—“I am not a candidate and neither would I accept the nomination for President,” said George W. Childs

was a

“Well, he needn’t,” returned Mrs. Taylor,
in an animated tone. “If he is living and
these
has remained
away
twenty-two
years without lettiug me hear from him he

Bill.

Designers.

if she

“But it Is possible he may come back to
you,” continued the stranger, in a quiet

Mr. Dingley’s bill to amend the shipping
acts of 1884 and 1886 was passed by the
House today, after an explanation of its provisions by the author. The bill defines the
affect of the “most favored" clause in treatties iu its bearings on the tonnage tax, and
supplies some omissions of fees in the act of
1886, and provides for the payment of expenses af medical attendance and the nursing of discharged and destitute American
Van.
seamen in foreign ports.□

The Grant monuNew Yobk, Jan.
ment committee today adopted the draft of a
circular to be sent to all architects and sculptors who desire to compete for the honor of
designing the memorial. The estimated cost
is half a million.

inquhed

years."

Sressmen

The Senate has confirmed the nomination
of B. W. Pratt to be postmaster at Farmington, Me,
B. O. Seavy has been appointed postmaster at Veazie, Me., and Miss Mary Cutler at
Yarmouth.
President and Mrs. Cleveland gave a reception this evening to the members of Congress and the justices of the District and
United States Courts. Mrs. Cleveland was
assisted |by Mrs. Fairchild, Mrs. Whitney
and Mrs. Don M. Dickinson.

and

*T suppose I am," she replied, “as I have
not heard from my husband in over twenty

man

A Chance for

ABSENT.

bany Journal Reporter.

Literary Washington.

.v—rv.». -V

YEARS

The Remarkabl* Story Told to an Al-

past six months.

Stupid Duties.
stupid life, Indeed, that of a
chief clerk. He has the care and oversight
of all the buildings in the city occupied by
the department and the expenditure of the
contingent fund, which means that he has to
buy all the supplies of all sorts, which the
department uses. He has the care of all the
horses and wagons used by the department,
and has to see to all the routine correspondence that goes out as from the secretary.
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FOREIGN

O’Brien

■

itoba was a matter with which the government tiad nothing to do; that it rested solely
Until this exwith the Canadian Pacific.
was
piantion was given,the Canadian Pacific
The Minister
not mentioned in the affair.
of Customs all along has maintained that,
if the grain were laden on ears on the Canadian side of the border, and properly manifested to a Canadian port, and duly sealed
the wheat could pass through the United
States to Ontario without any obstruction at
the custom house on re-entering Canada.
Hut the Dominion government, and not the
Canadian Pacific, positively refused to allow
auy American cars to enter Canadian territory over rails laid down to connect with the
Northern Pacific rails. The only privilege
enjoyed by the Canadian Pacific, which
might under other circumstances prevent
American cars coming into Manitoba at the
junction with the Northern Pacific is that
the
given to them in their charier wherein
construcgovernment agrees to preveut the 13 miles
to
within
tion of auy Hue of railway
of the boundary for 20 years from date of
contract. The road with whieh the Northern Pacific wishes to connect is not subject
to this agreement, and the Canadian Pacific
has no voice in the matter.

NEWS.

Banquetted In Dublin by
Admiring Follower*.

Mia

Intimation That Rueela Wants Help
In Case of Trouble.

and Many Robberies
Among Cuban Happenings.

Accident

An

Dublin, Jan. 26.—At the banquet to Wm.
O’Brien this evening Canon Wigmore presided. O’Brien was given a gold mounted
medallion in the shape of a heart, composed
of bullets extracted from the bodies of the
Mltchellstown martyrs. In his speech Mr.
O’Brien said that his brightest earthly reward was the affection and

sympathy

of his

countrymen and the knowledge of what they
had undergone, and that they were willing
to undergo much more than he for the sake
of their country.
A Clerical Impostor.

Jan. 26.—A clerical Impostor
his naihe as Joseph £ber, and claiming to be a professor of theology of Chicago,
has been arrested at Dantzlc, Prussia, for
illegally performing mass and drawing a
priest’s stipend. The attention of the police
was attracted to him through his undue Intimacy with a barmaid. Eber Is believed to
be the man who, under the name of Rev.
Theodore Keating, victimized some of the
leading clergymen of the Protestant church
in Dublin in the summer of 1886.
Berlin,

giving

The

Bulgarian Question.

The newspapers of Southern Russia, In
articles that are apparently inspired, declare
that Russia will not attempt a forcible solution of the

lull

Bulgarian question without the
of

concurrence
■lowers.

at

least three of the

Cuban Affairs.

Key West, Fla., Jan. 26.—Owing to a mistake at a signal station, a collision occurred
on Saturday night on a railroad that runs
from Havana to Vexelta Abajo, Cuba. The
passenger train collided with a freight train
17 miles east of La Herra-Duna. The enboth trains were Ingineers and fireme.
stantly killed. Forty
engers were more
dr less badly hurt am. both locomotives
were completely wrecked. It was over seven
hours alter the accident before the news
was sent out, as the conductor of the passenger train had to walk 12 miles to telegraph the accident, and many of the Injured
passengers died before medical aid came.
Late reports from Cuba indicate a most
fieriuu** cuuuuiuu

juibiib.

vivupun in

ru-

and Matarizas Rave repeatedly demanded .if Captain General Marin protertlon from
outlaws and official thieves. Business is
v ana

partially paralyzed, opposition papers are
suppressed almost daily and tne strictest
censorship is kept over messages by eable.

of the Unitea States war steamship Hartford. The House adjourned at 5 p. m.

it is a pretty

Dingley’s

com-

$200,000.
On motion of Mr. Whittorne. a bill was
passed aporopriating $175,000 for the repair

Working away in routine employment on a
salary, if the salary is $3000 and the hours
are short, is not like making double or triple
the sum at business for one s self. Youmans
has threatened to go several times, and now
he is merely looking for a first-class opening.
The statement has been made that be would
join the procession of treasury officials
which has gone into the Western National
Bank in New York, which Manning lived
long enough to found, but this is denied.

Mr.

on

Upon the consideration of unfinished bus-

»**•"*••

The literary people of this city are quite
pleased over the anival here again of Frank
He wasl here ast
Stockton, the novelist.
winter and liked it all so much that he has
come again, and, it is said, intends to make
this his home. There is a distinct literary
side to Washington, though it is smaller
thanghe social side, and is rather thrown
into the shade during the blaze of social efThe men in
fulgence here, in the season.
Congress manage to do a considerable
amount of literary work at times, as one
notes by watching the magazines. Congress-

referred to the committee

ness, the Wilkins banking bill was postponed on account of the absence of Mr.
Wilkins, who is ill.
The House then proceeded to the consideration of the bill amending the laws relating
to navigation. Mr. Diugley explained that
the bill amends the shipping act of 1886, aud
the bill was then passed.
On motion of Mr. Wise, the bill w as
passed regulating tnepractice in cases removed from State to Federal courts.!
Mr. Belmont, frem the committee on foreign affairs, reported a joint resolution accepting the invitation of the French republic to take part in the international exhibiParis in 1880 and appropriating
tion at

An Uneasy Democrat.
The Treasury Department, too. Is likely to
lose its chief clerk before long, though Mr.
Youmans will not say just when that is. Mr.
Youmans will go because be wants to, for he
is a Democrat and a jolly one>t that. But he

growing

was

merce.

work for some time. It was he, last summer, who had charge of the steamboat trip
down the Potomac to Mt. Vernon, when
Queen Kapiolanl was here.

has been

passed.

34 to 6.
The Senate then took up the Blair educational bill, but soon, ou motion of Senator
Edmunds, proceeded to the consideration of
executive business, confirming the nomination of Martiu V. Montgomery to be associated justice of the Supreme Court of the
District of Columbia, andJ. B. Huge, district
attorney for the District of Columbia.
The doors then re-opened and Senator
In concluding
Blair continued his speech.
his speech Senator Blair said he had coufined
himself to the presentation of testimony to
show that if there ever was need of national
aid to education that need had rather increased than diminished.
Senator Morgan obtained the floor but
yielded to a motion to adjourn.
The Senate at 4.45 adjourned until Monday.

People'a re wondering how young Lamar
The new
will get on with his new chief.
judge of the Supreme Court had his son as
his private secretary, and now that the
change is made L. Q. Lamar, Jr., lakes short
He doubtless
hand notes from Mr. Vilas.
finds some difference between writing for his
indolent, happy-go-lucky, absent-minded
father and Col. Vilas.who is above all things

BbCCI

was

The Senate took up, debated and passed,
S3 to 7, the bill paying Oen. Logan’s widow
Senators Berry,
a pension of *2,000 a year.
Cooke, Colquitt, Harris, Reagan, Saulsbury
bill.
tne
voted
Vance
against
aud
On motion of Senator Vance, a like bill,
Increasing to *2000 a year the pension of the
widow of Oen. Frank P. Blair, was passed

new men.
Assistant Attorney General Bryant of the Post Office Department will unquestionably move across the street Into the

m

in
the
Michael
Kyan. who lives
northern part of Vershire, left home last
evening for West Fairlie. This morning his
horse and sleigh were found at Union Village. No trace of Kyan has been found. He
was a drinking man. although sober when,
he left home. He had a quart of liquor
about his person and it is feared he became
intoxicated and perished. Searching parties
are looking for him.
Bradford, Vt., Jan. 26.—From 15 to 20
inches of snow fell here and a high wind
blew all day. The trains were five hours
late. The mail from Orange to Corinth,

published statement that
James McManes would go to the Republican
National Convention and work and vote for
him. “I do not want the nomination and
would not accept it It it were tendered me, i
do not consider that the office would suit me
and I feel that I would not suit the office. I
have enough to do and my business Is congenial to me. In no sense am 1 a candidate.”
in reference to the
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TOLD BY A SURVIVOR.

The Story of the Oleaster In the Wellington Collieries.
Victoria, B. C., Jan. 26.—James Wetmore, one of the survivors of tbs Wellington
mine disaster, says that the explosion extinguished all the lights In the mine. Accompanied by eleven of his comrades, he gropvu
about In the darkness and stifling after-damp
and after wandering about the chambers for
half an hour or more, all lay down to die.
At last all succumbed but Wetmore, whose
lusty shouts attracted the attention of the

rescuing party.
Michael Lyons
the shaft.

was

Bis eyes

are

blown 700 feet from
gone and one arm is

from its socket.
Kobert Camden was leading a gang of
comrades out of the pit, after the two explosions, when all were struck by a wave of afterdamp and killed.
The men who have volunteered to recover
the dead bodies experiences great trouble in
prosecuting their work. The mine Is filled
with after-damp, and more explosions are
feared. Three of the searchers were overcome by the deadly gas yesterday afternoon,
and were resuscitated with much difficulty.
Indians and Chinese were engaged in this
perilous work yesterday.
The first explosion la. the pit sent all
SdStapf the bodies
screaming to the shaft.
cannot be reached, as they lie Msegtn tons
of coal and timber.
torn

AGAWAM'S

REAOINC ROOM.

A Story which Show* that Corporations are not Necessarily Heartless

[Springfield Republican.]
The Agawam paper company of Mittineairne

has recently taken a step toward fos-

tering the welfare of its employes tlistJff-^
serves imitation by every corporation and
employer of labor in this section. Not content with acting the part of a soulless corporation, which cares nothing for those who
do its work except that they may be honest
and Industrious, the officials of this company
have carried out a plan long contemplated by
the wide-awake agent and treasurer, B. O.
Rising, by fitting up at their own expense a
fine reading room for the use of their employes and such others of the village as are
desirous of enjoying its benefits. In this
move they are heartily seconded by the
Southworth paper company, which has contributed 8100 toward the support of the
Situated on the second floor of the
room.
business block belonging to the company,
the rooms are centrally located and easy of
The reading-room proper is about
access.
■JO by 32 feet in size, its sides finished in
Southern pine and the celling In white wood,
and with its warm carpet and window draperies presents a cozy and attractive appearTables will be provided for the leadance.
ing magazines and periodicals, and writingdesks will also be supplied for the convenience of letter-writers. The other rooms of
the suite are smaller than the main room;
one will be given over to the lovers of smoking and games, while the other will be fitted
up with gymnasium apparatus. Both these
rooms, as well as the hall and stairway, are
finished in woods like the main room. W hen
completed and thoroughly equipped with
everything needful, the rooms will be put In
charge of an association called the Mittineague reading-room association. The association already has about 30 members and is
expected to be largely increased. Members
will be of two kinds; sustaining, who will
pay $2 entrance fee and 8» In yearlv dues;
and subscribing, who will pay 81 for the
privileges of the reading-room or 82 for all
privileges. It is ueedless to say the young
for whoso special bonefit this st«> is taken,
are more than grateful to the officials, and
recoguize in it the evidence that their employers are mindful of the need of such a
place of healthful aesort, in view of the dull
uneventful life of the village.
The State of Connecticut.
[London Time* ]
The guiding band and the ingenious brain
which rule New York come mainly from

Connecticut and New England. How deeply
this snfluence spreads over the country la
illustrated by a little speech made by I)«
Tocqaeville at a “Fourth of July dinner” In
Pari*, after his American visit. He said In

partly broken English

”Von day I vos In de gallery ol de House
ol Representatives. I held in my hand a map
of de Confederation. Dere vos von leetle
found
yellow spot called Connect-de-coot. Isix
of
to
by de Constitution he vos entitledfloor.
But
his boys to represent him on dat

when! make de acquaintance personnels
with the member, I find dat over thirty of de
was born in Conrepresentative on dat floor veu
I vos in the
And den
nect-de-coot.
I and do
of
Seuate,
gallery of de Uou.se
send two of
to
State
dis
Constitution permit
his boys to represent him in dat Legislature.
But once more ven I make de acquaintance
I And nine of de
personnelle of de Senator,
And
Senators was born In Connect.de-coot.
now for mv grand sentiment:—Connect-dede
clock
make
dat
leetle
spot
yellow
coot-de
de
pedlar, de schoolmaster and do Senator;
first give you time, de second tell you what
make
law
third
de
and
your
tu do with him,
and civilization.”
This wonderful little State of Connecticut
Excepting
covers only 4,700 square miles.
Rhode Island and Delaware, it Is the smallest State in the American Union, yet it is par
excellence the special land of “Yankee
notions.” It gave the country the original
personation of “Brother Jonathan in
Jonnthan Trumbell, Governor of the Colony
during the Revolution, who was such a useful coadjutor of Washington that he always
consulted him in emergencies, and was wont
to remark, “Let us hear what Brother Jonathan says”—a phrase which finally made him
the national impersonation.
The Frozen Pickerel and the Smelts.

[Albany Argus.]
On

Thursday

dout received

a

William Dempsey of Rouquantity of smelts aud pick-

He put them
erel which were frozen stiff
About
in a barrel of water to thaw out.
three hours after (so Dempsey said) he want
the
that
found
aud
to the barrel
pickerel had
thawed back to Ufe. but be could find no
smelts. The pickerel bad eaten them.
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We

t reuti aitonyiiioUH buns m:ii minimi*
nlejttloit*. The name and nddrenn of the writer
are iu ail cartes ImliRpcnt-nblo, not noeewar ly for
lu

o

publication but as a guarantee of good faith.
We cannot undertake to return or preserve
conitminlCHtioiiB that are not used.

The Belfast Age calls upon the people of
Belfast and Waldo county to organize for
lime.
tin1 i ( peal of the prohibitory 1-Sc.
BportM* will probably not bo so deafening
that the Age will have to stop up its ears.
The Disti let of Columbia people can take
no part in the Presidential election, but they
have a voice In I he nominating conventions
and make the most of that opportunity. The

Republicans have just

had tlielr quadrennial cat fight and elected two sots of delegates.
The Democratic cat fight is yet to come.

The Tennessee Confederate* tliiuk it
would he appropriate to convert Andrew
Jackson's old homestead into a soldiers*
home. They must Im'-'e forgotten that Old
Hickory threatened to liaugthe first soceder,
even vi lien that person w as so powerful and
eminent a man as John C. Calhoun.
Tile Philadelphia American, which is near
enough to the coal fields to understa> d the
situation thoroughly, alleges that there is no
sufficient reason for the advance of coal. An
attempt lias been made to explain it by the
Reading strike, hut notwithstanding that
strike statistics show that more anthracite
coal is being mined this year than last wlion
It was cheaper. The retail dealer says he is
not uiakiug as much as last year, because his
voal

costs more. The operators say that
wages and freights are so high that they cannot afford to sell for less. “It is nevertheless evident,” remarks tile American, “that
is making more money Ihhn before,” and it liiuts that there is a “combine”
somewhere and that (lie scare about a coal
famine is used for tiie purpose of getting a
large price for very poor coal.

somebody

Colonel McDonald, tiro new Commissioner
Fisheries, attributes to the work done by
the Commissioner great practical results.
A s an Instance lie cites the fact that in 1880
the shad catch from Cape Cod to Cape Fear
In 1881
was only 4,800,000, and declining.
tlie Commission commenced the work of dis.
tiltmtioD, and in 1885 results began toappear.
In that year the catch was 5,125,080, in 1880
5,750,(XX), and iu 1887 0,700,000. In round
numbers the increase iu tbo value, of the
of

van a

nan

4wv,wv.
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lie
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doue by lbs Commission was less than twenty
thousand dollars yearly. The policy according to which the work will he carried on in
the future will he economic rather than

when
north western climate- tVo can believe it
It declares: “It is the general verdict of people
who come here from the latitude of Ohio.
Indiana aud Missouri that our Minnesota
and Dakota winters are more eomfortable
and enjoyable, and far more healthful, than
tiie winters of their old homes. It is colder
here, but it is less variable, it is much dryer,
the days of bright sunshine are twice as
numerous, the sleighing is perfect all winter,
there is generally less wind, and the days
when driving and out-oj-door recreations aie
not feasible are much less frequent
It ii
also probably tine that intiehof tile suffering
from the cold is due to the newness <f the
country, and that, as settlers cornu in nnd
cultivate the land aud plaut trees, the severe
storms with their loss of life will gradually
disappear. Bet there is a quarter of the
world where there is the bright sunshine,
the sleighing, slid the opportunity for out-ofdoor exercises of Minnesota and Dakota
without their terrible bUzcards; that place
is Northern New England.
Yesterday’s
storm was one of the worst, but we have

heard of no stranger who was frozen or
citizen who, on Ills way home, was forced to
put up iu a .-now drift over night. Wily Is
not Maine a good enough place to live in?

THE

fisherman will bless Commissioner McDonald
and hiscoadjutators if they will do something
next to make the mackerel

tamer and

more

plentiful.
It appears to he practically settled now
that tobacco will figure in the revenue hill
which the majorPy of the ways and means
committee will report to the House.
The
fear of io<s of votes in Virginia and Connecticut lias been too strong for the free traders
and they have succumbed.
Before the
matter is settled we have little doubt that
tin* free traders will make other concessions
aud that the bill as finally agreed upon will
he a very differeut measure from that sug-

President. The Democratic
gested by
free trade leaders would no doubt like to go
into the next campaign on a free trade platform, but they fear its effect upon the labor
vote. We shall bo very much mistaken if
the

do not find them next summer facing
both ways on this subject as they did four
years ago -Carlisle and Watterson working
tlie free trade sentiment and Randall and
McAdoo looking after the protectionists. It
is altogether too much to expect that a party
that has been dodging ou ail important
issues for twenty years is going suddenly to
we

take

a definite and decided stand. While it is
very probable that the game is so thoroughly
umlei stood uow by the pe..pie that it may
not work as well as it did four years ago,
neverthelefs the chances are that it will he

rled.
_

Master Workman

Beaton of the Knights
appears to be in a very gloomy
frame of mind. None of last winter’s labor
legislation suits him, the labor bureau is In
the rut of party politics, uniform State text
books have not been adopted, and his soul is
harrowed up lest workingmen who go on a
strike may he arrested under the tramp law
and shut up in the house of correction. It
seems to us that Mr. Beaton is altogether
more despondent thau tho situation justifies.
Wl...

I.. 1

_

1..

..*

of a judicious nature. It
perhaps cs many laboring,

a__

_

was

did n-'t go so

far

men

wished,

would have been proper, hut it was in
the right direction, and if future experience
shows that more is needed to protect the
rights of the laboring man more will he
forthcoming. Mr. Beaton’s fear that tlie
statute passed some years ago to abate tlie
tramp nuisance may he used as an instrument of oppression by capitalists is simply
nonsense.
Tlie laboring men are vastly in
the majority in this State and both parties
have been courting them very assiduously.
Some of Mr. Beaton’s suggestions regarding
the ballot and the conduct oI elections de
serve more attention.
or

as

Tlie Ohio Legislature is considering a hill
for the establishment of an Advisory Board
of Pardons, which shall hear all applications
for pardons or reprieves, consider and decide on eaeli ease, and, when a decision is
readied, recommend in writing to tlie Goveither to grant or reject tlie apulica

ernor

tion. The object of such a measure is to relieve the Governor of an annoyance which,
had enough in smaller States, seems in Ohio
to he a positive nuisance and hindrance to
the public business. Judge Hoadly, when
he was Governor, gave in one of his messages an interesting description of the way a
Governor is besieged: "At present tlie pardon ^business is conducted largely by earwigging. Tlie Governor is beset at his office, his home, on the street, in the ears, anywhere and everywhere. Personal and political friends beseech him for pardons in cases
of which they have little or no information.

That in Ohio politics might he brought Into
where pardons are asked is not sur-

cases

prising, considering recent performances
during elections in Hamilton county. The
influence that forced President Cleveland to
pardon the notorious Mullin, would, in similar cases where punishment had been inflicted by a State court, make the life of the
Governor miserable.
The Western Blizzard.
The Minneapolis Tribune, in view of the
terrible loss of life in the northwestern
States and Territories this winter, thinks it
necessary to attempt a defence of the climate
of Dakota and Minnesota. In the first place
it defines a “blizzard” and really makes it
out a harmless breeze. “A blizzard,” it says,
“is simply a snow storm accompanied by a
high wind and low temperature. In an open
country, where Its sweep is not broken, its
movement is so rapid that it takes people
unawares; and it is so blinding that it almost
invariably confuses the sense of direction.”
The Tribune does not dwell upon the fact
that this “low temperature” freezes people
so that their corpses are found sticking up in
snow drifts like so many posts; or that it so
confuses the “sense of direction” that men
and women perish within twenty feet of
their owu firesides. It is only the greenhorns
that are caught in these deplorable straits;
theifare “expedients which old residents

generally understand and use effectually.”
“The frontiersmen of experience,” says the
Tribune, “will burrow in a snow-drift rather
than grope in search of shelter until he succumbs, exhausted and frozen.” Therefore
the inference is drawn that there is nothing
so very terrible about the “blizzard” after
all. We admit that there is not to the man
who is cool and collected enough while
freezing to live up to the motto “dig or die.”
But for hair-brained people, for widows and
orphans of tender years, for fastidious people
who object to putting up in a hole in a snow
bank, the "blizzard” nevertheless seems
something rather terrible, though composed,
as we are assured, simply of a little cold, a
little snow and a little wind. Much more
reasonable than this effort to belittle the “blizzard” Is the Tribune’s general defence of

VOTE

[Vicksburg tMiss.) Commercial-Herald.]
The white neople of the South will fight
them [the Republicans] on that issue [the
suppression of the colored vote] until h—-II
freezes over, and then fight them on tile ice.
LOCATION' OF

THE

f

THE DEFEAT OF

KANDALL.

[Springfield Union.]
Nineteen of President Cleveland’s postmasters helped to “down Sam Randall” at
tiie recent meeting of the Pennsylvania
Democratic committee. Who says tills is
not a reform administration?

$10,000 Worth of Winter Overcoats to be Closed Out!

bituminous coal

by showing

that iu the bill
reported the duty was established at fifty
cents, “but tiie Democratic Senators from
Maryland aud West Virginia led a movement to raise it to seventy-live cents, and tiie
voles ot Senators Groome aud Gorman of
Man land, Camden aud Davis of West Virginia, Call of Florida and MePheraou of New
Jersey turned the scale against Republican
opposition.” This occurred iu 1883. In the
last Democratic tariff, according to the Tribune, bituminous coal was taxed thirty per
cent., or about HI.30 a ton. McPherson, Goruia n aim can

are sun

mute

Opportunity

An Excellent

Use

to

and

peculiar.

Henry Ward Beecher’s life, by his son and
son-iu-luw, assisted by Mrs. Beecher, will
probably be published next month. It seems
that Beecher had prepared a brief outline of
his life and had begun the first chapter.
This will be used, together with Mrs. Beecher's reminiscences of her early married life
in the West, important letters and sermons.
Mr. Pierre T. Barlow of New York Is the
fortunate owner of Lord Byron’s signet
ring. This ring, which now decorates Mr.
Barlow’s linger, is a long oval in shape, aud
has the crests of the houses of Noel, Gordon
and Byrou cut into it. It is the ring that
Byron gave Ills friend and publisher, John

cutters,

Megantle Railway..state
to STARRS, ASKWITII Si CO., contractors,
Greenville Junction, Moosebead Luke, Me.;
28-1
steady employment for months, ensured.
ply

WANTED—Small line of

sam-

an

man.

P. O. BOX

six years past.

for

1371, New York.

nice
200 Men’s Overcoats, cut in sizes 35 to 44, and made from
shades
in
handsome
and
Beaver,
Kersey
quality of Elysian, Chinchilla,
of Black, Brown and Blue; October, November and December prices
marked down to one
were $15 and $18, according to quality, are now
common price, $12 each.

Mine.

Judic,

on

the

eve

of

starting

on

a

of wealth and of high social culture and
position, she makes it her rule and the fashion to dress for church in so plain and inexpensive a manner as to throw the whole social influence of the congregation against extravagance in dress.
an

not a believer in evolution, it is
said tbe Kev. Robert Collyer tells an amusing
story of a trained troupe of monkeys lie once
saw in Loudon on a stage.
They had been
drilled carefully to go through a series of
military exercises in uniform, and were making a fine display of their attainments when
a man in the gallery threw a handful of nuts
on the stage, and the simian soldierv at once
broke ranks, threw down their guns, and
scrambled for the hard-shelled
dainties.
“That moment.” says Dr. Collyer, “the hand
on the dial of time was turned back a thous-*
and years!”
Xu the lobby of the Capitol at Washington
has hung for years a crayon portrait that
could not bo Identified. About a year ago
two women recognized it as a picture of John
W. Taylor of New York State, who was in
Congress for twenty consecutive years.
Taylor was Speaker of the Sixteenth Congress, after Henry Clay left the chair to construct the Missouri Compromise bill.
lie
was also Speaker of the Nineteenth Congress. For a generation past, however, his
face has hung in the lobby and no one recognized it. Even his nephew. Congressman
S. S. Cox, could not identify the crayon.
At the last meeting of the Nova Scotia Historical society the president brought to the
notice of the members certain papers that
had been sent him in connection with a place

WANTED—Position

stock exchange, you never know in advance
the possible extent of your losses. Your
hundred dollars, deposited for “margin,”
may be insufficient to cover a hundredth
part of the losses that the turn of the market
may make you suffer. Altogether, Rochefort is unable to explain to himself why the
government should forbid gambling with
cards, dice wheels nnd permit it within the
walls of the Grecian temple called “La
Bourse." And his impartiality be insists is
as he knows little about any kind
complete
of playing with chance and never fools with
shares or cards.
I.ndim like white bauds and
success soap purifies, heals and
No eomnetir* are needed where
soap is used. It Is absolutely pure.

Skin

complexion

beautifies.

Skill-Success

as

grocery
of references

A gentleman of good address,
can give good references and who has
ami
energy
perseverance; a good salary if suitable ; paid weekly. Apply from 8.30 to 9.30 a. in.
ami from 12.80to 2.3o and 0.30 to 8 p. in., to MK.
JOHN BKOWN, 0 Tolman Place.24-9

WANTK
who

—

$20 each.

A few lots of fine

grade

Overcoats reduced in

price

Press Office, Portland, Me.

WANTED

Ladles and gentle-

men

t

(Estes
and N. H.; good pay and permanent employment.
Apply to JOHN BROWN, General Manager, 6
Tolman Place, from 8.30 to 0.00 a. m., and irom
12.om

■

auu u.ou iu o

2,

iu

VALIJ.tBLK VU.t.ftK*

SONS,
change street, Portland, Me.

made in these

care-

__23-4
to know

that

people
the NEW YOKE VOICE, the great temperWANTED—Temperance
sale at
and
newspaper, is
prohibition
Marquis’s and at Jewett's

goods.

on

news

Priced

stands.

cents.

STRICTLY

or

Prof. It ire, of Sing Sing, N. Y., has two
relatives cured of Salt Rheum by Palmer’s Sklusuccess.

iflyriiida of Cures, eczema and all skin
diseases by Skin-Success and Skin-Success Soap.

_eodnrmcM

octl3

^STARTLING

Largest
.

Manufacturers and detail Dealers of

255 MIDDLE STREET
.7*'.

TO

5
i

reports

<-■-

After March 1, 1888, the

calling Tor

SLADE’S EPICUREAN SPICES,
The best la tbs World.
They are the best selected cult!vated spices, powdered, perfectly
and other
pure, all dust, leaves
being removed. More

j

impurities

than double the strength of the
common pure spices.

k

your grocer sells them.

It
ffi

$

|
B
■

|■
E

f

International House,

Corner i ndla and Commercial streets, Portland.
Apply to AUG. P. FULLER.
janBtf

PRICE.

Clothing

COMPANY,
in New

England,

m

| yi O

^

ALTERATIVE.

It drives out the poisonous humors of
the blood purifying and enriching it,
and so overcoming those diseases
resulting from impure or Impoverished blood.

LAXATIVE.
Acting mlldlybut surely on thebowels
It
habitual
and
constipation,

cures

promotes a regular habit. It strengththe stomach, and aids digestion.

ens

FRIDAY MORNING
WE

SHALL

For The NERVOUS
The DEBILITATED

“‘ESSE
WELLS, RICHARDSON

& CO.,
BURLINGTON, vt.

'Thsa
AfiPrri
inenucii;.

Prop’s

Been

selling

for

eod&wnrmly

Janll

$8.00.
sale.

We also offer in this

98 CENTS PER YARD.
PERFUMES.
EXQUISITE
for

$1.50 this

season.

One-Half Pint Glass

Stoppered

Bottles

price
White Rose,
Jockey Club,
New Mown

Hay,

Ylang Ylang,

quantity

Portland, or within five miles
of the city, a store suitable for grocery business; one with tenement connected preferred.
21-1
Address BOX 41. New Gloucester, Me.

Wood

Violet,

Stephanotis,
Patchouly,
West

End,

Musk,
Heliotrope,
Marie Stuart,
Ess. Bouquet,

exqui-

ounce.
35 cents per
Lubin's at
n
“
Tl
35
Atkins*
Reichardt’s Satchet Powder at 25 cents per
ounce, in all odors, superior to
any in the market.

SAAK—$4000 buys one-half Interest In
A1 a first-class restaurant; dining room seats
16
60;
private supper rooms connected; also a
finely fitted bar connected; well patrouized; now
a
doing splendid business; one of the best locations In the city of Boston; not changed hands for
six years. W. F. CAKKUTHEKS, 24 Tremont
Kow, Boston.27-1
$4,000— Va Interest in) a first
class manufacturing business with store conon
nected,
Washington St., Boston, tor the sale of
Picture Frames, Artist Materials and Art Goods,
established 8 years, splendid showy store, will
stand the most thorough Investigation and is one
of the best openings on my books, best of reference given and required, enjovs a 1st class patronage aud will show up well, good reasons for
selling, a partner retires from the business, a
chance seldom met with, no Urn us. a bargain at
the price. W. F. CAKKUTHEKS. 24 Tremont
23-1
Bow, Boston.
HA AK-

H A AK—Biddeford

Granite Quarries.late-

FOR
ly operated by James Andrews & Son, with
engines, derricks, steani;drills and other tools

WILSON, COLSTON

HAAK—"Hair Dressing Establishment,”
the finest in the city, with “bath rooms;” ill
health of owner the cause for selling. Terms reasonable. Apply to C. E. HASKELL, 398 Con-

_26-1

gressSt,

HAAK—Horse blanke s, cheap, to close
out winter stock; we have some good trades
left, among the lot are five or six pairs of those extra large blankets; we strap and leather them to
suit you: our 76c whip still leads. JAS. G.McGLAUFLIN, Manufacturer of Harness aud
21-2
dealer in Horse Outfits. 61 PKKBLE ST.

For

run

IHESIAIE UE MAINE.

selling

new

a

prunes

Investments.

25 shares Casco National Bank.
20 shares First National Bank.
5 shares Canal National Bank.
1000 Bangor 6s, due 1894.
500 Bath Municipal 5s, due 1897.
5000 Androscoggin A Kennebec K. K. 6s, due 1891
6000 Leeds A Farmington It. K. 6s, duo 1896.
8000 Maine Central K. It. 7s, due 1912.
Prices and any other particulars desired given

application.

We also have a good selection ol Water Works
Co. 6s. that are guaranteed Principal and Interest,
for sale at Par and Interest.

II. HI. PAYSOiY &

HALL7L7DAVIS,
40

j&ll2

STHJE3EST.

EXCHANGE

I'T* iu 1 III

MEDICATED

COMPLEXION

"inust be closed out

regardless

of value.

25 Dress Patterns reduced from $16.25 to $7.00.
20 Dress Patterns reduc d from $10.00 to $4.75.
IOO other Patterns at as great reduction.
Several lots of Black Coods included.
5 pieces Black Satin Rhadame $1.25; would be good value at

$1.75.

Removes
Imparts a Brilliant Transparency
For Sale by
all Pimples, Freckles and Discolorations.
Dealers.
all First-Class Druggists and Fancy Goods
to the Skin.

SNPOWDER.
e<Xl4t

FARM FOR SALE.

Black 8urah Silk, 241-2 inches wide, $1.25; worth $1.75.
15 pieces Jersey Silks 95 cents; worth $1.25.
Job lot 50-cent Hamburgs at 25 cents.
Misses’ Hosiery reduced from 75 cents to 50 cents.
Large stock of Table Damask, just opened, to be sold at low

Prices.

_

TURNER
Jau2U

BROS.

DEALERS Ilf

du

A Superb Comedy Company.
Evening tickets 23, 35 and 50 cents; Course
tickets 75, 90 cents #1.10; now on sale at Stockjau24illw

bridge’s.

PORTLAND THEATRE

—

drawn and Letters of Credit Issued,
available In all the principal
cities In Europe.
dec28eodtl

JAN.

EVENING,

30,

The Young American Artiste,

Maude Banks,
In the Great Spectacular Production,

JOAN of ARC!

Securities!

Investment

(The

Unid of Orleans,}

Under the management of

Mr. CHAS. E. COOK

Large aid Mtraag 4'oaapaay.
Splendid Mpveial Wvenery.
Thrilling Battle Tahleaax.
Wagaigeeat Ararar and ('e.iuasm.

A

Sale of seats commences Friday, Jan. 27; prices

I
_I miutIrTball
75, 50 and 35 cents.

Consolidated First Mortgage

—

THE

ISSUED

Quincy,

BY

Hiusnchuiiflo.

Interest Feb) and August

Street

blocked with custom-

FOUND—Myrtle
Way’s Compound Syrup
colds. Price
relieve coughs

of Lungwort
25 cents per
24-1

for

and

bottle.

due 1907.

Principal

payable at the American

Loan

and Trust Co., of

near

Geo.

Quincy I I.OOO. Valuation
$*,000,000. No Bonded Bebt.
We offer a limited amount of above bonds at'
Accrued Interest.

lOO and

Pearmain & Brooks,
51 Stale Sued,

BOSTON,

MASS.

•

Exchange

KOOTIM.

I.KT—Rooms to let at No. 7
CHAPEL STREET, right hand hell.
23-1

KOO

VIM TO

KKT—Store Nos. 117,119 Middle St., one
of the finest stores in the city; suitable fur
wholesale, or retail, or both, with a lovely basement: dry and lighted on three sides; almost
equal to the first story; rent low to the right
party. Enquire of 11. E. THOMPSON, 184
Brackett
24-4

TO

St._

very pleasant furnished front
bay window on first ItooratlSl
Cumberland St. Enquire at tlie HOUSE. 17 tl
I.KT—A
room with

Tickets 50

feats.

ANNUAL

nEETIKON.

ANNUAL MEETING.
Annual Meeting ot the Maine Steamship
Company for the choice of officers and the
transaction of any other business that may legally
come before them, will be held at their office
Franklin Wharf, on Wednesday, the 1st day of
Feb’y, 1888, at 10 o’clock a. m.
Per order, HKNKY FOX, Clerk.
Jan’y 23,1888.
Janisdtd

THE

CO FARTHER* II IP

NOTICE*.

Mice of Dissolution of

iitml. PARTS.

1878.

BAKER’S

Breakfast Cocoa.

Warranted abtolutely pure
Cocoaf from which the excess of
Oil has been removed. It has three
timet,the itrength of Cocoa mixed
with Starch, Arrowroot or Sugar,
and la therefore far more economical, cutting ten than one cent a
It la delicious, nourishing,
easily digested, and
for Invalids aa
well aa for persons In healthhold by «racers ererywhere.

I. BIBB 8 CO., Boretester, Mali.

CHEW FOREE’S

VOICES,

A3CD

THE

—

Germania Orchestra,
9 9

NIISICIAN8.

PROGRAMME:

Part Ist.-MISCELLANEOUS.
PART 'Jd.

HILLER’S SONG OF VICTORY!
Reserved seats 75 cents and $1.00; admission
cents; now on sale at Stockbrldge's. Hall tare
M. C. R. R. to all bolding concert tickets.

50
on

Jana*!dlw

CJEXT.

Pi:It

SIX

partnership

ItocUe and
dissolved ou this sixteenth
of January, 1888. by mutual consent, and
day
Albert E. Eaton, Is authorized to settle all debts
due to and by the company.
JOHN J. KOCHE.
Janl7d3wALBEltT K. EATON.
was

nm.n

—

Partnership.

Is hereby given that the
NOTICE
lately existing between John J.
Albert E. Eaton

HALL, Wednesday Evening. Feb. 1st

#IOO

First

Mortgage

SINKING FUND

WATER GO. BONDS
Principal and Interest payable

at

We oiler a limited amount at

100 AND ACCRUED

INTEREST,

and alter careful examination recommend
them for Investment.

Brewster, Cobb & Estabrook,
35 COXOKKSS ST., BOSTON.

octal

codOrn

REVERE

HOUSE,

BO •> TONI.
Near Boston and Maine, Eastern, Fitchburg tod
Lowell depots, centres of business
and places of amusement.

Remodelled. Refurnished, Newly Decor*
ated, and now kept on the

or

the finder will be rewarded by leaving
it at TURNER BROS., No. 4H0 Congress street!
21-1

monuale;

Jun. 31st.

Haydn Ctinrus,

EUROPEAN PLAN.

of Middle

lady's port-

HALL,

16 th STOCKGRIDGE

dlw

jan26

Kilpatrick’s

corner
a

—

MUSIC BY CHANDLER.

at CITY

particulars.23-1
l,ONT-On

CITY

Send for further Information.

call at THIS OFFICE

POBTTlOiY.YAIK
Congress streets, between
and Exchange and Turner Bros.’,

AT

of

LOINT—The

robe,

—

Tuesday Evening,

crutches I used before 1 took
Newell’s Mixture for rheumatism. Price
24 1
60 cents per bottle at C. WAY & CD'S.

lap
store In E. Decrlng;
FOUND—A
for

DY THE

Montgomery Guards

Both Principal and Interest

AND 1*01’.YD.

the foot of Pearl St., and the
corner ol Congress and Exchange
Sts., a
Scotch goods shoulder cape, with silk facings
Will the finder please leave It at the DOMESTIC
Sew ing Machine Rooms._28-1
ers

—

WATER CO.,

QUINCY

ot

buildings, all in
good condition: three minutes walk from post office and Maine Central K. K. Station; the farm
contains about loo acres, nearly equally divided
betwreen wood, pasture and tillage; all exce'icnt
for hay and farm crops;
would make a splendid
dairy or stock farm, or country place for a man
business
In
the
doing
city.
The many trains each way on the Maine Central
K. H. give rapid andfrequent communication with
Lewlstou, Auburn and Portland, and all points
east and west.
For particulars and terms Inquire of
AHA PI NHAAN, Auburn, Tie.,
or on the premises.
aug22eod&wtf

to

—

Twenty Year Bonds,

the

MINT

Jan20-1

FIVE PER CENT

;

TO

and bis famous monologue:

itlONDAV

218 Middle Street, Portland, Me.,

of
late Captain Thomas
THEcommodious
and modMorse, In Gray, Maine: house
barn and out

ern

LWMT—Between

WINTER DRESS GOODS

CO.,

BANKERS,

—

New Farcical Scream, by E. £. Kidder,
entitled,

There You Are—There You Ain’t; He, She and the
Postman; Dorcas Pennyroyal
(spinster);
The Howling Swell; The < lood-Tetnpered Man; Dad’s Dinner Pall; Whitcomb RUey’a Nothing ’Tall to Say.

32 Exchange Street.

new

Congress and Franklin Streets.
codtf

ntsms

HAAK—1 second-hand 12 horse power
one 14 horse
power boiler with
pump, Inspirator aud all fitttugs at a bargain. Address, BIDDKFOKD STOVE FOUNDRY, Biddeford. Me.ocStf

FOR
engine, and
heated

homestead

of every description through this company, which is the largest and
most reliable house in the United States. Estimates given on EngravSatisfaction guaranteed.
Samples furnished.
ing of all kinds.

a

BEWITCHED!

tl

we

FOR

Having been appointed Agent by tbe American Bank Note Company
ol New York, I am now prepared to furnish

i'oacdr,

& CO.,

BALTIMORE.

Jan 13

are

offered for sale, by FIKST NATIONAL BANK,
26-4
of, Biddeford, Me.

Tight Weather Strips.
67 Cross street, are now
patent air tight weather
strips. It takes the place of outside doors and
windows, as It keeps out the cold In winter and
24-2
dust lu summer. 67 CKUSS ST.

AGENCY

In

PHILADELPHIA.

Population

HAAK —Air
Blaisdell * Berry,
for their
orders
filling

BALANCE

CEORCE~CT FRYE,

Janus

Iim• must be sold at once: well titled
throughout; steam tables and all modern conveniences, a bonanza. \V. F. CAKKUTHEKS. 24
Tremont row, Boston.27-1

of Kccealric

nf

James Andrews' h >meBiddeford, consisting of 15 acres of
house with ell, 2 stories, large
barn, stable and other outbuildings, will be sold
low at a bargain, by FIKST NATIONAL BANK,
of Biddeford.7-4

-

p

near

HAAK—The

The three last odors being of the most
site fragrance.

decie

one

stead lu
FOR

Wild. Rose,
wmte Heliotrope,
CasHtnere Lily.

Corner

of best restaubig markets,
doiug a splendid business, clearing from
$40 to $50 per week, good lease, low rent, established years, line class of patronage; sickness sole

RALE—$1300 buys
rants iu the of city Boston,
FOB
seats 48.

ftaffbl

Sol Smith Russell,

P. SMITH,

W. &

STERLINC EXCHANCE

CHANL'ES.

good laud, brick
ounce.

A

BOSTON.

WANTED-In

at 6 cents per pound. C. A. BOUNDS,cor. Franklln and Oxford streets.21-1

only

4th POPULAR
CITY HALL, Monday Evening, Jan. 30.

C. H. VENNER & CO..

BANK.BRS,

as

are

at the extreme low

of 30 cents per

Woodbury & Moulton

citizens of Portland and all
that I can and will sell
cheap as can lie bought elsewhere ; watch my windows for bargains. F. W.
DEARBORN, 381 Congress St.21-1
others to know
WANTED—The
boots and shoes

those fresh.killed Vermont turkeys which
FOR
at 16 cents
pound: also

$1.50 each.
Or sold in any

uruili

HAAK—We have received another lot of

Extracts in Bulk !

Triple

1,/wi

j. B. BROWN & SONS,

FOR

selling

EVKN1N44 TICKETS
Reserved, 60 aud 76 cents; Admission 35 cents
MATINEE TICKETS
Reserved, 35 and 50 cents; Admission 25 cents.
Tickets now on sale at Stockbrldge’s Music
Store. For tickets, programmes and particulars,
mini.
address IRA C. HTOCKUKIDOE. care Stockof Omaha now has a population of
The City
bridge's Music Store, 124 Exchange street, Port.....I
lu
uiitlrnlu tloriunilortf
thuan
land, Me.
I
South
Is
also
as
Omaha.
P. A O.
Us
water
II ILr VAIIK on M. C. H. H
works for
supply,
where the large pork packing establishments are
K., and 41. T. II. H: II..ir Pore In Mollnee
an
44. T.
on
P
A
a
nte
Trnin
K.
K.
IS
located.
Half Pare only la Ikaor balding l ancerl
These bonds are listed on the New York Stock
and
103
otter
at
35
Ticket..
and
the
Students'
25
and
matinee tickets
undersigned
Exchange,
ceuts.
Interest subject to advance Iu price, the $800,ooo
Entire
fSalai.lo
af
and
Issued.
rhnnge
last
Pr.gru.anr
at each 4'aaeerl,
la.illklUt

Bonds outstanding. .$2,000,OOo
120.000
Annual iuterest charge.
Present basis, gross earnings.
220,000
net earnings.
178,000
Surplus, after paying expenses and Interest.
55,000
Earnings Increasing at tlie rate of $50,000 per an-

Boston.

SPECIALTIES IN

Been

The Price of Tickets Reduced

Jan24__dtl_

S'OK HA AK.

REITC H ARDT’S 25 PIECES 6-4 TAILOR SUITINGS

Musical! Directs't P. B. OIU.VIOBC.

that the

to know

—

dump

of French Hors! Quartette of Trombones
and the charming Soprano,

Miss LETITIA FRITCH.

NEBIUNK4.

scribe to Clark’s Circulating Library; all the popular liooks added soon as published. FRANK B.

Every body
WANTED
cheapest way to get your reading is to sub-

FOR

$4.50 EACH.

Hnndradsof testimonials have bean rsosived

mercan-

-rtOR

AT

In Its composition the best and most
active diuretics of the Materia Medica
are combined scientifically withother
effective remedies for diseases of the
kidneys. It can be relied on to give
quick relief and speedy cure.

—

SELL

50 Pattern Dresses, with Braided Panels,

DIURETIC.

no

tile experience hut of sound business habits
and strict Integrity, with a fair capital, wishes to
enter into partnership with a party whose honor is
above question, having experience ueceseary to
successfully conduct a business venture. Address
A., CITY HOTEL.26-1

HL’MINEMM

Celery and Coca, tbo prominent lngradients, are the beet and safest
It strengthens and
Nerve Tonics.
quieU the nervous system, curing
Nervous Weakness, Hysteria, Sleeplessncss, itc.

fill la ^
fed 11 1VWM

gentleman having

A

CLARK, 616 Cougress St.25-1

PORTLAND, ME.

Mr. FKKT) LAX, Flute,
IIKKK MATUH, Petit Clarinet,
SIUNOK KAFFAYOLO. Euphonium,
Mr. K. A. LEFEBKE. Saxophone
Mr. BENJAMIN 0. BENT. Cornet,
SIUNOK DkCAKLO, Piccolo,
Mr. HAKKY WHITTIER. Antonlophone,
HEIIK STOCK lyT, Clarinet,

Quartette

WORKS,

WATER

OMAHA

on

WANTED.

WAR^.»

«

1

■
■
■

satisfied

Famous New
York Band and

assisted by the following celebrated Soloists:

by mortgage* upon the

Mernml

LEASE !

TO

A NERVE TONIC.

FACTS 1

of
Are contained In the
the Boards ot Health, showing (he
fearful adulteration of spices, and
yet anyone who wants absolutely
Pure Spices can get them by

ONE

CLOTHING

STANDARD

ie troubled with humors.
—3—
At druggist.,* Skin-Bucce..’
25c. A 76c. Bldn-Saocee. Soap
26c. turner Chemical Oo«N.Y.

bargains, feeling

We cordially ask your attention to these
must meet your earnest approval.

his

Orchestra.

AMERICAN WATER WORKS

IlO

they

by P. S. Gilmore and

50- MUSICI ANS-50

LET.

LET-About Feb. 1st, hou9e, No. 03 Gray
Street, furnished or unfurnished; can be
seen from 11 a. in., to 1 p. m.. each day, Saturdays
excepted. Enquire of BENJ. SHAW, No. 48vk
Exchange Street, or to C. W. FORD, at No. 42
Exchange Street.20-2
KENT—A house on the corner of Franklin
and Congress Sts., opposite the park, containing 13 rooms, suitable fora hoarding house.
Also a One location on Free St, fora boarding
17-tl
house. Apply at 320 CONGRESS ST.

WANTED

81,000.

fair, healthy Skin,

SIX PER CENT

TWO
Grand Festival Concerts

PORTLAND, ME

TO

NOW IS THE TIME TO BUY.

The largest and best variety of heavy Driving Ulsters to be. found
in this city; sizes as large as 50 breast measure and in all qualities.

TO

a

Jan2___

« rw,

miHCKLi.ANEOl s.

OLD
fully repaired and regilded by A. K. EATON
successors to Hoclte & Eaton, 116 Ex-

Extra bargains are offered in Boys’ Knee Pant Suits at $3.50
each, for boys, all ages 4 to 14 years; these goods are put at prices much
lower than necessary. We are bound to reduce our stock.

MEN’S INTERS.

—

to represent the C. K. Jewett Pub. Co.,
AGENT*
& Lauriat of Boston, 111 all towns In Maine

&

BOYSrSUITS.

from $30 and

$35 to only $25 each.

-4-1

Eienin?,

Jttth.

always on hand and offer
for sale a full line of

002VEr»-£L]\rY,

Profitable employAGENT* WANTED
meat furnished to active Intelligent men and
States, we
New
the
England
boys throughout
do not agree to pay five hundred dollars a day,
but assure agents who attend strictly to business
a liberal remuneration for their labors. For particulars send 25 cents In stamps to J. W. K.,

ance

Large reductions

HALL,

SATURDAY

—

CAREFULLY SELECTED SECURITIES for INVESTORS

AGENT* WANTED.

null

125 Gentlemen’s Dress Overcogts, comprising our best goods, Milton’s, Elysian nnd Chinchilla Beaver, $25 and $28 quality reduced to

AGENTS KOK

-1H817ED BY THE—:-

GOOD COOK and LAUNDRESS; must be
well recemmended and willing to go Into the
country for the summer; 183 High street.ROUT.
jan23dtfMRS, A. A. ST

A

BOYS’ REEFERS.

yu:,

Twenty-Year Bonds

Maine.______2«1

lots at $15 each.

THIS IB WORTH

ANT HAH,
WOMAN OR CHILD
who is not blessed with

Uave

WANTED-A young man of

clerk
SITUATION
temperate habits desires situation
In
store; have bad 3 years experience;

class,

called French Cross on the shore of the Bay
of Fundy within the limits of the present
township of Aylesford. The attempt to ar-

Henri Rochefort compares gambling on the
stock exchange with roulette and rouge et
noir, to the manifest disadvantage of the
former, so far as business is concerned. For
instance, if a player puts his 20f on 17, and
loses it, or the louis he has bet on the red or
the black Is raked in by the croupier, there’s
an end to the business, which, gains or losses,
is settled on the spot. But at the Bourse
(the name of this institution Is incomplete
according to Rochefort; it should he “Your
bourse [purse! or your life"), that is, on the

—

AGENT*

For boys, 4 to 11 years, we are closing out daily many elegant bar137 Black Moscow Beaver Overcoats, an extra quality of Overcoat
About 50 of those $1.85 Overcoats left that were marked down
gains.
to
and
now
reduced
only
at
$12
$15,
for the money, been seliiug by us
from $3 each.
$10 each.
At $2.50 we offer some nice Cape Overcoats.
I
$4 buys a handsome full Cape Overcoat, in dark mixed colors, marked down from $6.
All our handsome full Cape and Ilood Overcoats that have sold for
Beav“YVorumbo’’
Fine
Kersey
Men’s
208
Overcoats, comprising
to
$6
$12, have been reduced in price to $5 and $0 each.
i
firstmade
up
er, Whitney Elysian, and other popular qualities, goods
and made to retail at $20 and $22, now offered to close certain

Though

rest the Acadians in 1755 was not so successful at Annapolis as it was at Minas and Pizi(Horton and Windsor). Many of the
(juid
Acadians escaped to the woods. A large
party of them fled up the Annapolis river
beyond what is now the western line of
Aylesford, and there encamped. After a
short stay they crossed the mountain and
spent the winter on the shore of the bay at
the place since known as French Cross, from
a cross which they erected on the edge of a
bluff. The cross stood from 1755 till after
1820. In August last a new cross was erected on the shore as near as possible to where
the old one stood.
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furnldbed. Address at once,
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prices, and will be found on examination
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CHILDREN.

Second ynarter commences T.r.d.r j*"Applications should he made on or before
Monday, Jan. 23d. in order that pupils may be
placed!.: such classes as best suit their eonjeo-
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LADIES’

Immediately;

WANTED
choppers, sled tenders and swampers. BER35-1
MILLS CO, Berlin Palls, N. If.

Murray.

lour in Alsace, had her attention called to
the fact that in “Mam’zelle Nitouche” the
French uniform is treated in a ridiculous
manner, which would give the Germans in
the captured province peculiar delight. That
was enough for the patriotic French woman,
who at once crossed the vaudeville from her
list of pieces to be played on the tour.
A London despatch says that Charles
Dickens lias quarrelled with his agent, G.
W. Appleton, and now refuses to pay him
any commission upon the engagements made
by Mr. Appleton for him in America. Mr.
Appleton will sue. Mr. Dickens when he returns. The latter has sent word home that
he will clear $20,000 from his American
tour.
A leligious paper boasts of a lady in a certain church who saves the congregation
where she worships $10,000 a year. A wom-
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[Boston Transcript.]
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COPPKKIIKAD.

[Manchester Mirror.]
The luau wiio, w hile Lincoln was President denounced him us a boor and a buffoon
is pretty certain to tell you now, if you ask
him that "Cleveland is the best President
since Lincoln.”

scientific, that

is the greatest atientiou will
bo i>aid to those investigations which promise to yield practical results like the increase
of the numbers of tire codfish. The Maine
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MRS. HETTY’S HUSBAND.
HARRIET PRESCOTT SPOFFOHD.

IJV

[Cosmopolitan.J
Concluded.

Hetty, looking

antry about the pew.

“I might arrange that you should have a
sufficient income during your life," she said
"if you would go into another part of the
State.”
“Oh, that wouldn’t do at all, lie answered.
"Take more than that to move Bel. Don’t
think I’ve looked at it much in this light;
but Bel doesn’t budge without a good income, a reversion of the property when you
are done with it, a will n his favor.”
“I am less likely to dio than you are, Bel,”
sue

sain, laying

uuwn

ner

aiiuiiug.

am

hale And hearty, rugged and of a long-lived
race.”
“That's so,” said Bel, ruefully, scratching
bis head with the end of his bow.
“That is so,” she echoed. “And I'm so
sure of it, and think so poorly of your
chances, witli the dissolute life you’ve led,
that”“And you can speculate in that way on
the chances of your husband’s death 1” cried
the injured Bel. “Pretty Christian you!
Nice wife 1 Good woman 1”
“That I’m willing,” she continued, disregarding his satire, “to give you something
handsome in my will, for the looks of it;
that is to say, to enjoy while you live.”
“And the will a dead-letter, as I’m not to
live, and so never to touch a penny of it?
Pshaw I Lollipops for babies 1”
And he tucked his fiddle under his chin

played a measure con spirito.
“Come,” lie said, when ho had finished

and

^

his

air and laid down the instrument, “I’ll tell
you what I’ll do. We’ll go down to Lawyer
Keene’s together, and you make your will in
my favor, and I’ll make my will in yours.”
“You—make—your—will! For pity sake,
Bel Synimes, what will have you to make?
What on earth have you to will ?”
“Well, Lawyer Keene’ll tell you about
that. I’ll do better
my will in favor of
yours, if that’ll suit
no more than fair

than I said. I’ll make
those little wenches of
you. Me first; but it’s

that they should come
after me”“I’ll put on my things and go right down
to Lawyer Keene’s this minute 1” cried Mrs.
If etty, with eyes flashing enough to melt tier
glasses, shame and fear of humiliation going
to the winds in her desperation. “PH see
about this now.”
"Bo," said Bel, “and I’ll go with you.
The mare’ll be harnessed in a Jiffy.”

Before the hot tears were dry on her cheeks
she was in the wagon, spinning down the
road beside Bel in a way that made her hold
on the sides and expect to see the spokes fly
out of the wheels.
“Her glasses fell off, and her false hair fell
down,” said Bel, relating the incident an
hour or two afterward over his cups in the
inn, “and her false teeth all but fell out.
But she never lost heart through it all, and I
made the mare trot along till the ground
smoked. Somehow I sometimes wish the
old girl was a young girl. If she was a
young girl, and a pratty girl, I never saw
She used to set a
one rd put before her.
don't see what changed her.
sight by me.
I’m the same old Bel.”
I’m not changed
“I have come, Squire Keene,” said Mrs.
Hetty, “to make my will. This is my hus-

band.”
The lawyer nodded to Bel. He had known
him of old.
1, too, said liei, laconically.
“To make your will?’’ said the lawyer, politely to Mrs. Hetty.
“Pray be seated.
Well, it is best to be prepared for any emergency. But the day is far distant, Mrs.
Syuimes when that document will be admitted to probate.”
_

“That is at it may,” said the testatrix.
“But I’m not going to see my own flesh and
blood wronged by that man”“Oh, come. I say now, stop that!” said her
husband. “That's going too far. I’ve no
disposition to wrong your flesh and blood.
It’s you that want to wrong me for the sake
of your flesh and blood. That’s about the
size of it as I look.”
“As yon look! You neverlooked straight
at anything. Crookedness is your life”“Blackguarding,” said Bel, with coolness,
“blackguarding isn’t business, Mrs. Symmes;
and if wc have corue here to make our

wills”-

“To make our wills!

this”-

Now, Squire Keene,

"This is the very nut of the matter.
“I want to know if that man, without a
penny in the world”“Squire Keene, you’re acquainted with the

at a time, one at a time, if you
please, said the bewildered lawyer.
“Then Bel’s that one,” said that worthy,
with an air not to be withstood. “Squire
Keeue, 1 want you to tell this lady what a
husband's rights are in his wife’s property.
In making her will, what can she”“Alienate from him ?”
“Exactly. How much is it the law gives
him in case of her death, and that she can t
hinder, let her do her best?”
“Do you wish me to answer this question,
Mrs. Symmes?” asked the lawyer.
“To be sure,” said Bel’s wife, her set,
white face and trembling chin showing that
at last she realized some force in Bel s claim.
“Then I’m sorry to say that in this State
your husband has a right to one-half the personal property and two-thirds the realty.
“And if I don’t give him that?” she asked,
under breath, unable to control her voice.
Then he can break tile win ana iaae n.
“Is that so?” she asked slowly, with great
awe in her tone.
“One

“Positively.”

A great wail went up in that dusty, dingy
little office, a wail that opened the narrow
walls into infinite space, as suffering makes
all places sacramental.
“And I have ruined my little dears,” cried
Mrs. Hetty, “lor that man. Oh, why was I
Mimed to do it! Why was I spared to do it!
Why didn’t I listen? Everybody said, oh!
everybody said—And I have beggared them
for this fiddling, dicing, drunken fool! And
he is left to cumber Hie ground! My children ! oh, my children!”
Bel was looking a Pttle scared, and the
lawyer himself had turned pale before the
distress of that
piercing cry.
“Perhaps,” said Mr. Keene, “some arrangement, some accommodation”——
"None whatever,” said Bet, mounting to
the occasion. “She knows that 1 shouldn’t
have married her, if she hadn’t had money;
and she's not going to Jockey me out of tne
price now. 1 never expected she’d be alive
to-day; and 1 in the wronged party in so
much. But I’ve no objection to her living,
provided she s reasonable. I’m the head of
the house and I’m going to be master of the
house. Now what is there to say to that?”
lie asked as lie gave the lawyer a sharp

look.

Mrs. Hetty turued her hot aud aching eyes
the lawyer too.
‘Tin afraid the law is on Ills side, Mrs.
fcjymmes,” said the lawyer, “although neither
Hod nor humanity is.”
“Half the personal and two-thirds of the
on

realty,” chuckled Bel.

“But 1 can sell the realty
“Vo vou can’t," said Bel, “not a lilt of it
all that up,
without my consent.( 1 looked
own toils!” cried the
y°“l am Uke^'ln"my
“That was why he was al-

unhappy wife.
ways advising me to
land and the othcame in, into that piece of
and the 1 easlee
er, to buy the Wilson farm
woodland
meadow and the Lawrence

“JSSPfji“J*

Somebody
“Just why," said the scamp.
I d just
had to look out for Bel’s Interests.
to
as lief tell
you. That’s why I urged youthe
and
put
sell the colt and the yearlings,
change
mouey into lauds aud buildings, and
the railroad stock for city lots. Iwo-thirds
of the realty! Bel isn’t quite the fool you ve
thought he was."
Ami then he began to whistle softly between his teetii. while his wife stared at her
black gloves, Hie ends of which stood out in
little stiff points front all the ten nervous,
restless finger-tips.

make them. There’s something wrong with the
stuff you put Into It, maybe, and something wrong
In the way you stuff It In and stamp It down, bul
your stomach is all right.”
And straightway the patient discharged him
How a man does hate to have the doctor tell hhr
the truth l How he does hate to be told that In
and deserves to be ten time;
ought to behesick
Is.
sicker than

me

“Why not?’’

“Because I won’t have you!” sudden)'
ilared up the poor soul. “Because I’ll buri
the house aown over your bead sooner thai
have you in it another night 1 And 1 meat
what I say, Bel.”
“Look here, now, that’s bad talk• am
before a witness, too. You never heard mi
say anything half so bad as that. If Be
wasn’t a good-natured fellow”“He’s too worthless to live!” cried tin
wife, turning to the lawyer, who sat aghas
before his client. “I oughtn’t to let hiu
live. If he goes on this wav, I shan’t bi
responsible for myself. 1 don’t know how
soon 1 may
begin to feel as if ’twas no rnori
harm than it Is to step on a spider, or am
other vermin”“And you a church member!” said Bel
with slow and vast reproach.
But his face had grown very white. This
was the second time within fifteen minutes
that she had made him feel his life in jeop-

ardy.

This is getting dangerous,” said Bel tc
himself.”
He stood up, shaking and stretching his

and looked through the window as well
he could, for its grime and cobwebs.
“Come,” said he; "I never knew the thins
had gone so far with you. If you hate(> the
man you swore to love, honor and obey
“Honor and obey you! said Mrs. Hetty.
“Whv.l don’t know but I’ll clear out of
the way, after all, and leave you quit of me,
if you do the handsome thing. Settle on me
all the Valley Ford farms, say, except the
Duncagle, and the upper county wood-lots
(the railroad’s going to do something there),
and the stores over in Millville, and execute
ol
a writing to pay me quarterly the income
the government bonds”•‘1 slia’n’t settle on you one cent more than
the law compels; but I’ll agree to let you
have such an allowance as Lawyer Keene
thinks proper, on your written promise to go
away from Duneagle Farms, and stay away

legs,
as

—

forever.”
“Forever?” said Bel, looking at her with
a smile, a smile that had done damage in its
day.
Mrs. Hetty looked steadily at her gloves.
“Forever!” said she.
“Well, for a heartless woman—agreed!”
he cried suddenly. “I’ll not be the first to
wish 1 hadn’t.”
And

far away into the distance, while the sun reflected on her spectacles a ray of light from the brook far up the
side of Old Morning, did not heed the pleasMrs.

“You can’t expect to come home with
Bel, after this,” she said, presently.

so

Mrs.

Hetty’s

will was

drawn up

legally and in due form; and, that done, Bel
executed a similar document, giving and bequeathing all and everything of which he
died possessed to his beloved wife; and, in
the event of her decease previous to his own,
then to her beloved nieces, Imogene and
Juliet. The paper relating to the income
having been completed, and his own promise
to withdraw having been signed, sealed and
delivered, Bel said:
“Well, I suppose we may consider this, to

the

all intents and purposes,

same as

divurce

papers.”

Then Mrs. Hettry drew out her wallet, and
asked Mr. Keene what sum she should pay
him for these various services.
“About twenty-five dollars,” said the lawyer.
“What!” exclaimed Mrs. (Jetty. “For an
hour's work! Twenty-five dollars! Why,
at that rate, you’d make a fortune out of our
X

Ijliaucio.

UUli

v

Bltun

null),

xxv

>,

she said, appealing to her husband, as she
hud olteu done before the divorce took place;
“is tills a fair charge?”
“About the right chalk, I guess,” said
Bel. “You see, your’re a pretty tough customer”—
But Mrs. iletty hud laid down two gold
eagles and a half eagle, with an apologetic
gesture. “A woman deceived by one man,”
she said, “suspects all other men.”
She then stalked out of the room with her
documents. There was some shopping in
the village, in which for a‘brief space she
might forget her troubles.
An hour afterward, the gaunt figure was
sitting in Mr. Keeue’s office once more.
“I wanted to have a talk with you alone,”
said she; "now he isn’t there. Is it possible
for me to make another will and leave him
out?”
“It is possible,” said Mr. Keene, “but useless. Tim law. I have told you, gives him all

I

FINANCIAL AND COMMERCIAL,
Railroad Recolots.
PORTLAND. Jan. 26,1887.
Received by Maine Central Railroad—For Pori
30
cars
and
miscellaneoup;mercnaudlse; lor con
electing roads 90 cars "miscellaneous merchan
■Use.

Crain Quotations.
CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE.
Wednesday’s Quotations,

majestically.

“All right. Want to do the polite thing,
Bel does. GoiDg to celebrate freedom day at
the tavern with some friends. Round for
my things to-morrow. Love to the girls if I
don’t see them again.”
He never did see them again. The mare
that was a clipper, find lug herself, towards
the small hours of the morning, in very unsteady handsr took the bit between ner
teeth. “Just like the jade at home,” said
Bel, with a drunken laugh, trying to regain
the mastery; and before she yielded, her
owner lay below the steep cut of the precipitous road across Old Morning, where he had
been thrown, and died without a gasp.
Mrs. Hetty came out of her pantry, where,
on the well-tilled shelves, rows of glass jars
sparkled,—these ruby red with lucent plum
jelly, those golden with orange marmalade,
where her cherry bounce made deeper color
yet with the sunbeam that fell through it,
where her herbs for diet drinks hung in neat,

fragrant bunches, where everything was
fair and orderly, and no more to be disturbed
Mrs.
Hetty
by Bel’s nefarious fingers.
came out of her pantry into the great kitchen

that had been swept and garnished, and
where the young girls were sitting with
their dear heads close together, over the mat
that they were braiding.
“To think.” said Mrs. Hetty, “that wo
shall never be pestered by that roystering,

disorderly”—

Just then the heavy, stumbling steps were
heard bringing in all there was left of one of
the roystering, disorderly crew—of the winning, graceless, scampish Bel.
Poor Mrs. Hetty! You have seen a child’s
house of cards blown on and toppled over by
So this cold, rude breath,
a rude breath.
that came in at the open door with the men
bearing that burden, shattered all her trivial
joys of neatness and order and quiet. The
living Bel was of the earth; but, In a
moment, the dead Bel had become transfignrnd and

veae

nf

Sha

fho etaia

thr#*vv llPr.

him with a loud, quick cry. lie
was again her ardent lover; she his willing
bride. In losing him. she had lost, too, for a
time, all that made life worth living.
“Oh, he sacrificed himself tome!” she
cried. lie tried to be faithful. I drove him
away. He couldn’t change his nature—his
gay, bright, beautiful nature. Oh, how can
I live without him !"
The girls went about on tip-toes. Hush
reigned but for one mourner s sobs. No
widow ever wept in deeper ciapes; and if,
find no text to
r n Sunday, the pastor could
from exactly applicable to Bel, and
preach
had to content himself with “Blessed are
they that mourn, for they shall be comforted,” Mrs. Hetty did not realize it in the
eloquence of her own memories.
“His last thoughts were for us; his last
words were, ‘Love to the girls,’ she said, as
she stroked down her bombazines, after the
long veil was folded and laid aside at home;
“and he had just made his will in my favor.
Oil, the house here is a desert without him—
I broke his heart, I know I did,—
a tomb!
his great, generous heart,—for the sake of
my girls.”
Calling to her side the wondering children,
who had never thought to see this ado for
Bel, she stroked their soft hair as long as
she could see it through her tears, and resolved that they should never know wha.t
her love for them had cost her.
But human nature is a strange, inconsistent thing; and I have never quite explained
to myself why Mrs. Hetty, with her cultivation of the memory of her husband only in
the light of his perfections, found it necessary, for his sake, to violate a portion of her
religious dogmas and beliefs, and every
night, when she said her prayers, to add to
them the intensest prayer of all. a prayer for
the soul of Bel.
self beside
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time, and fight
The best way Is to take a pain
It dally and hourly with Salvation OH. 25 cts.
Indorsed by the Faculty. The reputation of Dr.
Bull’s Cough Syrup has been solely achieved on
account of Its merits. Physicians prescribe It.
In

“Well, what do you think of it?” finally asked
the painter.
...
“It's a -well—I don’t care to say much about
it.”
"Why? What’s the matter with It? What is
wrong about it?”
“I don’t care to criticise it too closely, but—I d
rather dire into the rocks than into the water.
A man’s wife should always be the same,
especially to her husband, but II she is weak and
nervous, and uses Carter’s Iron l’ills, she cannot
be, lor they make her “feel like a different person,” so they all say, and their husbands say so,
too!

Hector of fashionable church—So you love to go
church, Flossie, and be a good little girl?
Flossie—Yes Indeed, Mr. Whitcchoker.
Rector—Do you know many of the little girls
who belong to the church?
Flossie—No, sir; not very many. I only care to
know those who sit in the middle aisle.

to

Will bo found an excellent remedy
sick headache. Carter’s Little Liver Pills.
1 housands of letters from people who have used
them prove this fact. Try them.

for

Mrs. Mulclber (reading a newspaper)—George,
what is this Heading strike?
Mr. Mulclber (who seldom reads a paper)—Gli,
1 guess

they

arc

boycotting

some

auttior.

A Friend in Need.—Dlt. Wistab’s BalWilb Cheubt Is a friend indeed. Who
has not found H such In curing coughs and diseases of the iung» and throat? The sick aro
assured that the high standard of excellence on
which the popularity of tills preparation is based,
will always he maintained by the proprietors.
sam ok

“Doctor.” said the patient, “I believe there’s
something wrong with my stomach.”
“Not a nit ol It,” replied the doctor, promptly.
‘God made your stomach and he knows how to

175%
75%
76%
76%

Lowest.

Closing.

Shipments—Flour 7,000 bbls, wheat 23,000
bush, corn 17,000 bush, oats 12,000 bush, barley
0,000 bush, rye 2,000 bush.
DETROIT, Jan.26. 1888.—Wheat—No 1 Whit*
at 86c; No 2 Red at 85%c.
Corn—No 2 at 61c

Oats—No2at34%c.;
arm
Receipts—Wheat 2,700 bush
NEW ORLEANS, Jan. 26. 1888,-Cotton is
Arm; middling 9%c.
SAVANNAH, Jan.26, 1888,-Cotton steady
middling 9%c.
6 CHARLESTON,Jail. 26, 1888,-CJtton Is firm

82

Jan.
Feb.
47%
47%
47%
47%
Lowest.
47%
47%
47%
Closing.
47%
Thursday’s quotations.

May

62%

Highest.

opening....

Highest....

76%
75%

Lowest.

Closing.

PORTLAND WHOLESALE MARKET.
PORTLAND, Jan. 28, 1888.
Tne following are to-day's closing quotations ol
drain, Provisions, &c.:
Flour.
Crain.
|
iHMxdCorn.
Superfine and
67*66
low grades.2 76*3 75,Corn, bag lots—70*71

Xjipriag
XX

iMeal. bag lots...67*08
15®4 36 Oats, car Tots
46*46
Patent Spring
Oats, bag lots
47*48
Wheats.5% @6 60 Cottonseed.
car lots..24 76*26 50
Mich.straight
and
Spring. .4

68

62%
52%

WHBA-r.

Feb.
76%

Maj

81%
81%
81%
81%

76%

76%
75%

roller .4 60*4 75
do bag .26
clear do_4 26*4 60|Sack’dBr’n
stone ground4 25*4 351 car lots.. 23
lit Louis St'gt
I do bag...24
roller.4 76*6 001 Middlings. 24
dear do- 4 75*4% do bag lots,26

Jan.

Mch.
Lowest-.
Uosiug.

48;

Feb.
47%

48

48

48

47%

48

48

May

62%
53 V,
52%
| 62%

Portland Dally Press Stock List.
Corrected by Swan a Barrktt, Bankers aud
Brokers, 186 Middle street.
STOCKS.
Asked
Par Value. Bid.
Descriptions.
160
Canal National Bank.100 168
148
Casco Nat. Bank.100 148
116
118
First National Bank.100
60
61
Cumberland National Bank.. 40
123
Merchants’ National Bank.. 76 121
140
National Traders’ Bank.100 138
100
96
Portland Company.
66
70
Portland Gas Company. 60
BONDS.
104
State of Maine 6s, due 188» ...102
116
Portland City 6s,Munlclp’l variouslOO
126
Pmilaud City 6s, R. R. aid 1907...123
106
Bath City 6s, Muu. various.102
103
—10]
6s
R.
R.
aid
various
Bath City
lit
Baugor City Us, long R. K. a'*’ —113
’25
Bangor City 6s, ongMun... ...123
.08
Belfast City 6s, R. R. aid. 104
104
103
And. & lieu. R. R. 6s, various
111
Portland & Ken. K. R. 6s, 1896 109
ill
Leeds & Farming’tn R. R. 6s.109
.120
Maine Central R. It. 1st mtg 7s.. 118
134
Maine Central R. R. Ccnaol 7s—132
106
Maine Central R. R. 8kg Fund 8s. 106
Portland Water Co. 1st mtg 6s—100%
’•
10«
2d mtg 6s.106
•
«
112
3d mtg 6s... .110
—

New York Stock and Money Market.
fBv Telegraph.!
NEW YOkK, Jail. 26 1888.—Money ou call
lias been easy, ranging from 2% to 3 per cent.;
ffered at 3 percent. Prime
last loan —. closlug
paper u 6^7. sterlln Exchange dull a d siead\.
Government bonds dull and steady to tlrm. RailTbe stock
road bonds fairly active and Arm
market closed very dull and steady at or near tbe
highest prices reached.
no following are to-day's mutations of Government securities:
United States t onds, 8s.
.126%
New 4s, res.
126%
New 4s. coup..
107%
New4%<, reg.
•••

New 4%s,

coup..107%

113%
Central Pacific ists
ueuver .4 R. Gr. Ists.120
99%
Erie 2ds. ........
104%
Kansas Pacitlc/Oonsols
Oresor Nav. Ists.....109%
Untou;Paciflc 1st...113%
......

u-

>..

no Grants

...

do Sinking Funds.
The follow.ng are to-day’s closing quotations of
stocks:
Jan. 23
Jan. 26.
Clos-

Open-

ing

bing

New York Central..l07
Lake Shore. 92%
trie common. 27%
Canadaoouinern.
63%
Northwestern.108%
St. Paul. 76%
(imalui common.... 39
Omaha preferred..
Uniou Pacific. 60
We-teru Union. 77%
22
Oreeon franscon
Delaware. K.& W. 129%
Delaware or if.107

Jersey Central....

78%

Phi la & Reading.
66%
North. Pacific, pref 46%
Pacific Mail. 84%
Jlsoun pacific_S 83%
Kansas Texas. 16%
Lousisvine & N.... 60%
N. Y. & N. E.36%

Richmond Terminal 22%
Norfolk & West pfd 43%

107
93

27%
68%
108%
76%
39

66%
77%
22%
130

107%
783/,
65%
46%
34%
84%
17%
60%
36%
22

44%

Open- Clos
ins

lng(

107%

107%
93

93
28
64

28%
64%
108% 109%
76%
76%
39%
39%
129% 129%
67
56%
77%
77%
22%
22V*
130% Ki .%
108
109%
79
733%
66%
66%
46
46%
36% 36%
84% 86%
17
17%
61
61%
86%
37%
22%
22%
44%
44%

arc

closing quotations lor mining stocks to-day:
Colorado Coal. 353/,
Hocking Coal. 27 60
Homestake.

■

_9%

Ontario. 27
guicksilver. 11%

do preferred. 35
Brunswick. 1 66
Tornado. 100
2 90
Standard.
Eureka. 12%
Gon.Cal. & Va. 19%
1 66
Amador.
Yellow Jacket. 8®/,
Union.4 76
Silver Kins. 4 80

Mexican.4]90
Mono. 2 00
Gould & Curry. 6 00
Crown Point. 6%
Bullion. 2 36
Boston Produce Market.
BOSTON. Jan.25. 1887_The following are to
day’s quotations 01 Provisions. Sc.:
Pork—Long cut 17 60@18 00 ;short cuts 17 76@
18 25; backs 18 35@18 60; light backs 17 26:

pork toneues 16 00.
m iu tcs; o"/«®m;
Vac
Lard—Choice at
lu lo-Ib pails; 9@9Vic in 6-lb pails.
Hams at ;i0V4@l2c, according | to size and
cure; pressed bams llV4@12c.
Hogs—Choice city dressed hogs 7%c 41 tbjcountrv do at 7c.
Mutter—Western extra fresh made creamery at
80@31c; some fancy Elgin 33@34c; extra first
Western creamy at 26®29c; do Brsts at 22@25o;
do June 20®23c; New York fall made creamery,
extra at 2 c: Vermont fresh made extra cmry at
quo30®31 c; do extra firsts 27®29c. The above
tations are receivcis’ prices for strictly wholesale lots. Jobbing prices l@2c higher.
Cheese—Northern choice at 12*4® 13c; Ohio
choice at 11V4@12C; Northern sage at 14c. Job-

bing pricex Vic higher.
Eggs—lantern fresh nominal 28@25c; do firsts
21®22c;tftv !v'VUaiid N H 23@24c jchoiceCauada
21 @23c; good to fresh Western 20@22c ;Michigan
fresli 21@22e; Nova Scotia at 20@22c, Jobbing

price Vi®lc Iiigher.

Means—choice small N Y hand picked pea at
2 66;a*2 60 4* bush; choice New York large hand
ed do 2 4<>@2 60Ssrnall Vermont hand picked do
*
at 2 80&2B6.
prime hay at 17 00®18 00; fair to
good at *16 <>0a$16 00; Eastern fine *12®,*16;
door to ordinary *12@*14: East swale 10« | 11.
itye straw, choice, 17 00@*18 00; oat straw 9 60

Hay—Ohoice

@10 00.:
Potatoes—Houltou Rose 85@90c P bush ;do Heiirons 83@86c ;| Aroostook Rose at 86@90c; do
liebrons at 83@85c.
Poultry—Northern young fresli killed turkeys,
choice nominal 16c; do fair to good 12@14c: Western young fresh killed turkeys, choice, at 13®
13V4c; Northern fresh killed chickens, choice at
16c; fair to good 12@14c.

Chicago Cattle Market
By Telegraph.)
CHICAGO, Jan. 26, 1888—Cattle maraet—re*
eipts 8,000; shipments 3000; stronger; exports
6 26®6 60; steers at 8 10@6 00: stockers and
feeders at 2 10@3 60; cows, bulls and mixed 186
@3 40; Texas cattleat 2 40@3 30.
Hogs, receipts 20,000; shipments 8000; strong
and higher; mixed at 6 10@5 66; heavy at 6 60®
6 76; light 6 00®5 40;sklps 8 26@4 76.
Sheep—receipts 4000; shipments 1000; strong;
natives 3 00:a6 25;Western at 4 60aj> l6;Texaus
at 8 00®4 0(7 Lambs at 4 90@6 00.
Domestic Markets.
iRv

TAlAirra.nh.1

NKW YORK Jan. 26, 1888. Flour market—
receipts 14,312 packages; exports 33J8 bbls and
3240 sacks; quiet; sales 17,300 bbls.
Flour quotations—Flue ai 2 05®2 66; superlme
Western and State 2 40*8 00: common to good
extra Western and State at 2 90®8 40; good to
choice do at 3 50®4 90; common To choice White
wheatiWestem extra at 4 8084 60; fancy do at
at 4 6584 90;'commoD to good extra Ohiotat 2 90
90; common to choice extra 8t Louis at 2 90®
90; patent Minnesota extra good to prime sit
*|40(i,4 60; choice to fancy do at 4 6686 06. including 8,100 bids city mill extra at 4So@4 76;
1400 bbls hue do 2 06®2 66; 1000 bbls superfine
2 45(83 00 ; 8000 bbls extra No 2 at 2 90(83 40;
winter; wheat extra at 2 90®4 90;
8 900 bbls Minnesota extra at 2 9085 00. Southern flour steady ;common to fair extra 8 25@4 90;
good to choice at 4 00@6 00. Rye flour—trade
light Wheat—receipts 6600 bush; exports 30
Posh sales 86,000 bush; higher and quiet; No 2
MU quoted 90c; No 2 Red at 89*®89*c In elev
and store, 90*@90%c delivered, latter speeial
nominal 93c. Rye steady. Barley
Feb ;No
Is quiet. Para—receipts 26 50 bush: exporis
251 bu; sales 70,000 Push ; higher, closingtlim;
2 at 60*
NO 3 at 59c steamer at
elev, 61 V,c delivered. 4»mis—receipts

f4

610(3'bbls

Hied

59®6§>Ac;No

i ,000 bush, exports 67 bu; sales 138.000 bush;
f>no*c
hlaher and moderately active; No 3 at 39c.White
2 at 89**40; White do 41 *
dlfat 39*No®40c;No
Wes1 nominal;Whlte do43c;Mlxed
,842*0;

tern 88 0 40c; White do at 40(^46c
6 9-16®,
Rio weak 17*c. Hogar- refined diill
Extra C
6 11-1 He; Extia C at6%ffifi’/sc; White
6
A
3-1680*
off
at 6®H*C; Yehow
A
7*c
6
6S-100;Mould
A
standard
7%c •
A at 7c; cut loai nd crushed 8c;
dull,
granulated at 7 Vs Cubes at 7*c. Molasses
5(> test 23c. Pc -. oleaas steady—united at 88*.
I-ard-Wesdull.
Beef
Pork is In light reijuest.
7 80
tern steam 7 75: city steam at 7 55; refined
forlContlnent; A at 8 86. Bailer is quiet and
rather weak, lihres* firm.
Freights to Liverpool duU.

jL

5s/s®oVsC;

>4*4

[Confectioners

D?"<|ered

^

CHICAGO. Jan. 26. 1888,-Flour is quiet and
4 00 c
steady; choice to fancy winter patents at Mich
4 25 » bill: Southern winter at 3 80®3 86 ;
lean and Wisconsin winters 3 C0®4 05: fair to
choice seconds 2 6083 hoc: lioice to fancy Mr.1nesola patents at 4 85®4 50. Wheat f *iriy actiye;
No 2^1prlng 76%@77*c: No 2 Red at 80,«80*.
Corn Is quiet and steady :No 2 at 47%c. Oats are
dull—No 2 at 30c. No 2 Rye 63*c. Barley-No 2
at 84885c. Provisions are higher—Mess Pork at
14 12*814 20. Lard 7 35(87 37*. DryaalWd
shoulders 5 90®6 00; short clear sides 7 Bb®7 90.
Whiskey 1 13.
Receipts—Flour. 2,000 bbls: wheat. 26,000
bush; corn 97,000 bush; oats 66,000 bush; rye
4000 hush; barley, 29,000 bush.
Shipments-Flour. 16,000 bills; wheat, 19,000
bush: corn, 64,000 bush ;“oats,; 76,000 bush: rye
2000 bush,barley 28,000 bush.
ST. LOUIS, Jan. 26,1888,-Flour quiet. Wheat
Is higher; No 2 Red at 80*c. Corn very firm and
lilghei at 47*1847%c. Oats firm at 31*c. Rye
at 07c. Barley stronger 80®96. Whiskey steady
at 1|(J8. Provisions stronger. Fork—new 14 76.
laird at 7;i6. Dry salted meats—shoulders 6 00;

60

Mess.16

WESTERN DIVISION.
Per Beales 7.80, 8.40 a. m., 11.40 8.SC p. m.
Bo.lua ter Portland 7.30. 8.30, a. m., 1,00.
4 00 I) m. (8.00 p. ni. arriving die. Berwick at
0.36 p. m. train lor
8 00 d. m.. connecting with
Panlsail Beer#re Brerfc. Pier Peial,
8.40,
10.lB_a._nL.8JO.
H.ddrferd 7.30.

Allow your Clothing,

Paint, or Woodwork,

washed in the old

rubbing, twisting,

sensible, economical people, who
from experience have learned that

Junction) 3.80 p. m.
•Via Eastern Dlv. to Searboro Crossing.

Newmarket

James Pyle’s Pearline,
directed on each package, saves
time, labor, rubbing, wear and tear.
used

as

SUNDAY THAINB
for Seales 1.00, 4.1D p. m. via East Dlv, to Sear;
boro Crossing.

EASTERN DIVISION.

Your Clothes are worn out more

Per Bealee attl.oo a.m., dailv.t9.oo a.m..§1.00.
16.00 p. m. Boston for Portland 7.30, 9.00 a.
m., 12.30 p. m (•♦7.00 p in. dally). I'ap Eliae
beih. ii.iiO a. in. (5.30 p. m. West. L-v. Pass.)
Mace 0.00 a.m.. 1.00 p in. Hiddeferd 2.00, 9.00
a.m., l.oo. H.oo p. m. Peruaestk, NrwSsrw
perl, Snlre, Libs 2.00,0.00 a.m.. 1.00,6.00
m.
p. m. Amesburv 9.00a.m.. 1.00. 6.00 p.
♦Connect* with Kail Lines lor New York.
York.
New
lor
{Connects with noun<1 Lines
••West Division—North Berwick to Scarbore

by washing than wearing. It is to
your advantage to try Pearline.

JAMES PYLE,

New York.

Sold Everywhere.
Ieb28

eod&wnrmly

Cruising.

Through Tickets to all points West and South
for ? ale at Pe. lie *d ntniiee Ticket outer and
at l nien T iekel Office, 40 Kseknnge Mtrecl
JAB. T. FI'KBElt, Oen’l Manager.
Baton.
D. J. FLANDEHS. ora. P. ft T. A.
M. L. WILLIAMS, Uou'l A«mt,
Portland.
oct21dtl

60*26 00

00*24 00
00*25 00
00*26 60

00*27

00

00*16

60

Indigestion

Large Uank4 00*4 25 BeefSmall.3 25*3 761 Ex Mess. 8 00* 8 50
9 00*9 26
Pollock.2 50*3 261 Plate....
Haddock.1 60*2 001 Ex Plate 9 60*10 00
Hake.1 76*2 001 Lard8e
Tubs IP IP..744®
Herring
Tierces.... 744® 8c
scaled Ip bx..l6*18c
No 1. 11*15! Palls.8 *9 c
lb 1044*11%
(Hams
MackereilPbbl—
Shore is. 16 00*18001 do coveredl 1%®114»
Shore 2s.l4 00*16 ooi
Oil.
Med. 3s.11 00*18 00|KeroseneKef. Pet. 7%
Large. ..12 00*14OOlPo
1
Produce.
CranoerriesI Pratt’sAst’l.*»bbl. 11
8
Brilliant. 1044
7
OOIDevoe’s
Maine_
00®
Cape Cod 11 00*12 00|Llg»u)a. 844
lea Beaus...2 65*2 761
Medium....2 46*2 601 Centennial. 844
German uid2 26*2 40|
Raisins.
Yellow Eves.2 20*2 40'Muscatel.... 2 25*3 36
rotatoesbusb 76c@85c; London Lay’r 2 60*3 00
iOndura Lay
8%®9U
St Potatoes 4 00*G 00. Valencia.
7*8
Ouions IP hbl 3 76*4 OOI
Sugar.

Iliiuiford Fulls k Burkfitdd Railroad.

is the first form of Dyspepsia. It may be the
fault of the food, but the
chances are it is the

Whatever the
it

cured

cause,

permanently—by

^ANDR^EpiLLS

A._Jsnk

Portland and ugaensourg h. h.

which are purely vegetable and free from all

PORTLAND and MONT EAL LINE.
Only line making direct connection* with

injurious ingredients.
For S«I® by all Druggists. Price 25 eta. per box;
a boxen for K'l etc.; or sent by mull, postage fro*, on
receipt of price. Vr.J.ll. Scbeuck 4 Sou, Phiiad'u.

Canadian Pacific Westbound Trains
leaving Montreal same Evening.

■od&wflmnrm-ce2wM

gepl2

FALL ARRANGEMENT.
Commencing

I.ran.

HiTso.

Ptlot Sup.7V4®8
do sq.6V,*6
Ship.4Vfc@ 6
Crackers t> tb 6*6Vi

Sheet.
I.rather.

iNewYork—

@5 50

I

@
@7
@8

Acadia.

Chestnut.
Franklin.

8®8V4

Pipe.7 @7V8
Pig.6 00®6 62

4'onl.

Cumberland..

Light. 203
Mid weight. 22®

50 Heavy.
23*
50
32®
:
50
Good
20®
d’uiEd.
@7
Lehigh.
Am calf. 90®1
Coffee.
Lumber.
Rio. roasted 22*26
|
South pine,30 00@40
Java do.... 28 @30

Slaughter

21
23
25
34
21
00

«

Trniua Arrive la Portland.

Hhhd

I
Matches.
11
Russia.
60
Manilla
12Vi@13V4 IStar, *r gross
14
Manilla Bolt Rope
IDirigo. 39® 41
Metai».
Sisal.HVi®12Vi I
i Copper—
14x48 com
26 28
Drugs and Dyes.
Acid Oxalic
12©14l 14x48 pian14
lshed.
tart....
60® 621
Ammonia—
r Bolts
® 25
17
carb.
SO | Y M sheath
Y M Bolts..
20
Ashes, pot..
30332
Bottoms....
Bais coaoia.. 6(
831 Ingot.
Beeswax. 3
,20

Copperas.lVi
Cream tartar.

Ex. logwood.
Gumarabic...
Aloes cape....

Camphor....

CHA8. H. KOYK. G. T. A.
Oct. 7,1887

39
12i

7"
1
2i
5<
6'
2i
81

Myrrh.
Opium.4
Shellac.
Iudigo.
Iodine.4 2o@4
.2
Ipecac.
Licorice. IT.. 15®
Lai ex. 34®

Molasses.
28a

Rico...
Barbadoes....
Porto

38
00
20

40
30
26

28*

Cieufuegos....
Bolling.
FancyiPonce..

24*

@24

38@40

Nalls.

40ICasK.2 15®2 25

ADAMSON'S BOTANIC BALSAM is the

XT

,sr

V,,».Lr

Notice to Fiahertnen and I,abater Dealera.

Harpswell Steamboat Co.

eod&wlynrm

ANODYNE

LINIMENT

enade.

Atlantic to Fore.
Fore down past Portland Company.
Hancock to Fore.
Fox from Washington to Back Bay.
Anderson from Cumberland to Back Bay.
Mayo from Cumberland to Back Bay.
Pearl from Cumberland to Back Bay.
Cedar from Oxford to Lincoln.
Alder frem Portland to Kennebec.
Brattle from Portland to Kennebec.
Oak from Prospect to Cumberland.
Avon from Deering to Cumberland.
New State from Cumberland to Portland.
Mellon from Congress to Portland.
Weymouth from Congress to Portland.
Hampshire from Middle to Fore.
Cotton from Free to Fore.
Danforth from High to (Jenter.
Winter from Gray to Danforth.
Danforth from Vaughan to West Commercial.
Oxford from Washington to Anderson.
Read and passed.
GEO. C. BURGESS, City Clerk.
Attest;

X2STTEI^3Sr-AXi
A.3STD

TXSEL

Most Wonderful Family Remedy Ever Known.
Wr CURES
Diphtheria, Croup, Asthma, Bronchitis, Neuralgia, Rheumatism, Bleeding at the
Lungs, Hoarseness, Influenca. Hacking Cough,
The

—

Whooping Cough, Catarrh, Cholera Morbus, DysKidney Troubles,
entery, Chronio Diarrhoea,
Spinal Diseases, Sciatica, Lame Back, Lameness
and Soreness in Body or Limbs. Circulars free.

X. S. JOHNSON & CO.. BOSTON, MASS.

.inrnii^

125.00

Arrived.

MERCHANTS’ EXCHANGE.
Passed Aujier Dec 18. ship South America,
Tucker, Hong Kong for New York.
id fm Elmiua Nov 2], barque Geneva,Gregory,
FROM

Boston.
Ar at

Asplnwall 16th Inst,

sch

Mary

A

McCann,

Hutchinson, coastwise.
Ar at Sagua 16tli, sch E S Newman, Keyes, fm
Philadelphia.
Ar at Mayaguez 3d inst, sch G D Paine, Nickerson, New York.

all manner of disease. The information around each
box is worth ten times the cost of a box of pills. Find
out about them, and you will always be thankful. On»
fill a dosb. Illustrated pamphlet free. Sold everywhere, or sent by mail for 26 cts. in stamps. Dr. 1. 8.
Johnson &, Co., 22 Custom Tousb 8t., Boston, Mas*

Domestic Pores.
BAN FRANCISCO—Sid 17th, ship Occidental,
Taylor, Sydney, NSW.
Jau 18—Chartered, ships P M Whitmore, and
St David, from Sydney to San Francisco, with coal
barque Will W Case, from Kahului to San Francisco. with sugar.
SAN DIEGO—Sid 17tli, ship Mercury, Saunders, Port Townsend.
GALVESTON—Ar 24th, sch Helen L Martin,
Fountain, New lorn.

_

MOBILE—CM 24th, ich Stella M Kenyon, Williams, New York.
CHARLESTON—Cld 24th, sch T H Thomas, tor
Wilmington, NO.
FORTRESS MONROE—In Hampton Roads 23d
schs Robt O Dun. from Baltimore for Boston; W
Abrahams, do for do: Jona Bourne, Norfolk for
Providence; Yale, Hodgdou, Baltimore for do:
L A Burnham, do lor Galveston.
BALTIMORE—Cld 24tb, sch Benj Fabens, Condon, Boston.
Ar 21st, sch Royal Arch, Chatfleld, New York.
VINEYARD-HAVEN—In port 24th. brigs Edw
II Williams, Harry Stewart, and Golcouda.
In port, schs Laura. Penobscot, June Bright,
Race Horse, Etna, Fred Walton. E M Reed,
Annie T Bailey, R D Bibber, Annie E J Morse,
B W Morse, E R Emerson. Geo Moulton, Jr, Carrie A Norton, Mary L Allen, Lucy A Davis.
EDGARTOWN In port 2Gth, schs T H Dixon,
Torrey, New York for Danversport; Charlie &
Willie, Philbrook, New York for Rockland; Jennie M Carter, Eaton, do for Salem; Nettie Cushing. do for-; Ann Eliza, Bishop, New York for
Rockland.
HYANN18-In port 26th, sch Kdw H Furber,
Wentworth, New York for Portland; Carrie Bell,
Seavey.dofor Boston; Louise Hastings,Hoboken
for Beverly; A llayford, do for Boston; Ida L
Ray, Marshall. New York for-; M B Wellington, Robbins, New York for Boston; Gardner G
Deering. Baltimore for do.
Outside 26th, schs Isaiah Hart, iSproul, Baltimore for Boston ;JJT Lowell, and Mary E Morse,
from Baltimore for Boston; T A Lambert, Boston
for New York.
PORT CLYDE, Jan. 24-Ar, schs C M Gilmore.
Portland: Brilliant, Camden for Portland; Mazurka, Rockpcrt for Boston.
_

—

Foreign Ports.
Ar at Yokohama prev to 21st Inst, ship Grandee, Jacobs, New York.
Arat Padang 22d iust, ship Lucy A Nickels,
Nickels, Philadelphia.
Sid fill Singapore Dec 23, barque Fred P Litchfield. Young, Hong Kong.
Passed Antler Jan 18, ship Isaac Reed, Waldo,
Hong Kong for New York.
Ar at Havre 21st iust, ship Robert Dixon, Austin, New York.
Ar at Queenstown 23d Inst, barque Proteus.
Peterson, New York; Raphael, Harkness, San
1

SI<Um'ilio Janeiro

Dec 22d, brig Stacy Clark,
Whitney, Pernambuco.
Ar at Aspiuwall 16th Inst, sch Carlton Bell, Jordan, New York, (and sld 16th for coast.)
At St Kitts 12th Inst, brig Waubuu, Welch, fm
New York, ar Dec 31, for Barbadoes, ready.
Sld fm Port Spain 3d Inst, barque Oriuus, Randall, New York.
Ar at Point a-Pitre Dec 24, schs Jas A Garfield,
Woodbury, Baltimore; 3l'tb, Harry White, Hopkins, New York.
At Port-au-Prince 8tli iust, sch Delhi, Green, for
Boston, lug.
Cld at Havana 18th, scb Nancy Smith, Hodgklusou, Matanzas.
__

had 510 operations.
During the quarter ending
1887, we had 203 operations.

we

TRUE’S PIN

R|I

*<

953,

°«

!?l?iUtioa of
If«rt.,>ain
Region oI hcA°l
2 WUb feelings
Kinging Sound
I suffocation,
Sensafion of Limbs »?n/S; ^fun,bnes«
I Kckfe

or

9

i

i_i
A CREAT

ShOCk‘

It i».

JpaTal"
?houPla*
Heart Disease A

sure cure

tiam,
torls,

DISCOVERY!

Chronic

Bronchi**"*/!00*

Ssssral»s-'

It Is acknowledged to be the beat, safest and
ior
most potent and effectual remedy known
this clilld-killing disease.
Sold toy all Dingslst*PIUCK 35e» 50c. and *1.00.

wv""

*UI

Circular

150 FREE BEOS,
we have just completed a Septic Hospital
of twelve Free Beds, all for Surgical

and Tcsti

tuoniafs.
Dr. JOHN P. TRUE & 00., Proprietors,
"■ .u/r f.j/ Druggists and Dealers in Medicine
I
AUBURN. MAINE.
Worms
*S~Tape Worms a Specialty. Tape minutes
,0r “10° em^ncle9 and bow „
and thirty

--aue6eodly
FOR STRENGTH USE

to three hours.

]en!3_eod&wly

LADIES !
own

Bush-s Fluid Food.

ir
The only raw food In the world
climate. .Does not become
other meat extracts. Is retained

,

KNOW THYSELF._
More Thau One Million

s:„rrr’™,r
snss
JJL
strength
of 10 lbs. of meat

*♦

»

UOSH & CO., Boston. Maa.

II oetio'------eodttm

BEESWAX,^

»

ST'*“»«;* E«,»
Refined
waji
paraffijvr

DIVIDEND NO. I.

on
lbs. Sweet, odorles
be payable
rr,ce *0c. per lb. by th !
»n<i white
stockholders on I case only.
record at close of business Feb. 15,1888.
CQ
& v'u‘
Transfer books will be closed till Feb. 20,1838.
W. H. BOWDLEAR “
CHAS. B. STROUT, Treasurer.
PMCA Kb *x., uosro>,
jau24eodlm I nov2lcod3nU4» FK.VI
Portland, Mo., Jan. 20,1888.
one

will

per cent,

WINTER ARRANGEMENT 1887-8.
The
Steamers of this Liu© will
road Wharf, foot of State street, every MON DA Y,
and THURSDAY at 5.00 P. m., for EASTPORT
and ST. JOH A, with above connections.
T~r» igh tickets issued aud baggage checked to
destination. gp-Freight receivecf up to 4.«k» p. m.
For Tickets aud staterooms, apply at the Union
Ticket Office, 40 Exchange St., or for other information at Company’s Office, Railroad Wharf, foLt
J. B. COYLE,
of State street.
lien l Manager.
novl4dtf

hue sm'ismi1 mm
For NEW YORK.
Steamers leave Franklin Wharf on Wednesdays
and Saturdays at « p. m. Returning, leave Pier
and
38, East River, New York, on Wednesdays
4 P‘ “*•
General

Lent

_

ncrif /»t? D

I

M.Vni3a<!so^JO

*

;_

aaila WutlhPdiluV

D A

From Han Francisco. 1st

I’ph

1

XAl>n

and Brannan 8ts.

For Japan and China.
CITY OF NEW YORK sails Saturday, Feb. 11,
2 p.m.
For Freight, Passage, or genei&l information
apply to or address the General Eastern Agents.
£.
118 Mtale

elO

A.

ADAMS

CO..

A

Smrl, Car. Brand Ml., Haalaa.
dtf

treat*

Copies Hold.

Nervous and Physical Debility. Premature Decline, Errors of Youth, Kx haunted Vitality,
Loet Manhood, Impaired Vigor and Impurities of the
Blood, and the untold miseries c. insentient thereon.
Contains 901) pages, substantial endvossod binding, full
Warranted the best popular medical treatise
gilt.
published In the English language. Price only $1 bv
Ilmail, postpaid, and concealed in a plain wrapper.
lustrative sample free if you send now.
by the PEAIIODY MEDICAL
PUBJJHHEB No.
I It in I fl no ks Si. Bowl on, >fu««.
INHTITI TE.
WM. If. PARKER, M. D., Coneuliiiig PliyArlan, to wliom all orders should be addressed
upon

eodSwly

mylO

HAINES,RICHARDSON* CO.
—

DBALKRS IN

—

SOUTH FRY FINE LUMBER.

A full assortment of sizes ami leugths of timber
anil plank In stock at our yaril on Brown's Wh irf.
Special attention given to sawing orders at southern nulls.

(Office

U02Seudt!l

322 Commercial St.,
1‘OBTI.A.VB HE

pSnrdMmata^ft?: ... 1.00, 3.00,
warn
P^e'a^r ,C--^.i:.rWi.W,
and Weedferd’s lit .30

(break Juuctioa
"and Io.oo a. m„ 1-00, 3.00, 0.30 ard
A (mixed) M»..Ti» p. ta.
Par Parr.lV enur Daeriag) 1U Oils, at.,
3tOOand 0.30 p. ta.
The 1 .Oil p. os. train from Portland connects at
Aver Jaact. with lleosar Tuuurl Real* for
the West, and at C nioa Or pet, W arcr.ier, fin
Slew Verb via Norwich l.iae, and all rall|
via sipriagdeld, also with N. V. A N. K. K.K
(“Steamer Maryland Route”) for Philadelphia,
Hnllitaarr, Wn.bingtem, and the Meath, and
With Haiias A Albany K. K. for the Weal.
■Close connection uuule at Wwihraak -I see.
iloa with through trains of Maine entral R.R. and
gt Grand Trunk Transfer, Portland, with through
trains of Grand Trunk Hallway.
Through Tickets to all points West and South
nut he haa of S. H. H ELLEN,Ticket Agent, Port.
land & Rochester Depot at root oi r rrmr street.
•Does not stop at Woodford's.
oct22dtfJ W PETERS 8npt.
I

SMliTRAL

1*4. IS8T.
MONDAY,
1'aiMapr Trains will leave
oPerllaad ae fallawet

For Ant are and l.rwinoa, 8.30 a. m m
ria Braaem.; Lewisten
12.60 4.60 p
wick, 7 6 a. m., 12.66 ill. 16 p.m. For Balk,
on Saturand
and
4.56
p. m.,
7.05 a. in., 2.55
Hoeklaad an*
days only at 11.16 p. m.
in. and
7.06
a.
H.
l.iarela
B.,
Haas and
12.65 p. ni., Braaowick, Gardiner llutla4.36
a.
7.06
12.66,
m.,
well, nual
Lewleand ill.16 p. m. Fnrmiaaien
7.08
Braaowick
via
laa, 12.60 D. m.;
m.
Menmautk. wla
a
m. aril 12.55 p.
Ihrvp Krndarld, Oakland and Norik
\a.oo 12.60 p. in., Wnter»illv and akaw.
begun. via l.ewialaa. 13.50, via Augusta,
7.06 a. m., 12.66 and ill.16 p. m.. and W nievBelfaot
ville Saturdays only 4.66 p m.
Dealer, 12.60 and tll.15 p. m.
na
12.60
l.ewialaa.
p. m.; via
Banal via
Augusta, 7.06 a. m„ 12.55 and til. 16 p. m.
B.
7.06
a. m„
H.,
Hangar A Piacntnuaia
and ill.16 p. m. Kllswuith and Bar
At.
m.
12.66
p.
Harbor,
{11.16 and
Coaaly,
•irphra (Halaio), Araoateak
tad
Iko
Pruviaeen,
Ai. John. Halilaa,
12.60, 12.56 and ill.16 p. in
jjp-All trains timed as above from Commercial
Street Station, stop at

EONOKE9S ST. STATION.
eight minutes later where through ticket* and
baggage checks may be obtained for principal
points East and West, iThe night express wltk
Sunday*
sleeping car attached.rons every night
<owheIncluded, through to Bangor but not tc
Bello 4 and
gan ou Monday mornings or to
Dexter or beyond Bangor on Sunday B"'> tigs.
Trains are due In Portland as follows: Ine mem,
ing train from Watervllle, Augusta and Bath
8.46 a. m.; Lewiston, 8.60 a. ro.; day trains
from Bangor at 12.40, 12.45 p.m.
The afternoon trains from Bangor. Watervllle,
Bath, Augusta and Rockland at 6.40 p. m.,
Lewiston, 6.60p. m. Night Pullman at 1.60
a. m.

...

duced

rnlfSs

PAYSON TUCKER, General Manager.
F. E. BOOTH BY,Gen’l Pass, and Ticket Agt.
Portlam.. Oct.20.1887.

_oct21dti
GRAM) TRUK RAILWATf OF CAAADA
and

is.

t,it

after JIO.VD.tV, Mar. 1MI, l»M,
■rain* will

STEAMERS.

JOHN BROOKS and TREMONT
alternately leave FRANKLIN WHARF, Portland,
In
every week day evening at 7 o’clock; arriving

for connection with earliest trains for

for Providence,
^Thro'lgf,0tickets
Worcester, New Vork. Ac.

Cowell,

_

DIRECT

STEAMSHIP

■

a. m.

t

30 ami

tuhnra oad l.rwUlon,

and 12 45 and 6.20 p.

For Oorhaa, 8.45

8.48

m.

a. in.

and 1.80

'"'For Oorhnm. Maatrral

and 6.20 p,

and.Chicago, S.46

and 1 30 p. m.
For Quebec, 1.80 p. m
For HurkBeld aad Caalaa,
1.30 f
p. m.

а. in.

TUB FIRST-CLASS BTEAMRK8

season

follow*

ran u

DEP.tBTIBRS
F,

WINTER ARRINUKTIENTN.

•

Limited Tlcketa, Ural and areaad ria™. fa
all paiaiaialkc Praviacea ea aale at ra

On

FIRE ONLY $1.00.

RAILROAD
Oct

On and after

,, li I

LINE.

From BOSTON iiery WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY.
Ffsm PHILADELPHIA ereri Tuesday and Friday.
Long Wharf, Boston, 3
From Pine Street Wharf,

8.46 b.

aad

m.

.IBBIVAU.
From Uwlatoa aad Ankara, 8.48 8. m.
12.16. 3.16, 5.45 and 8.45 p. in.
FromUorkan,8.46a.m.. 12.16and«.46 p.td.
From Ckicago oad Montreal, 12.16 and
б. 45 p. m.
18From tfaebee, 13.16 p. m.
.....
,,
and
■ Pullman Palace Sleeping cats on night train
parlor cars on day train between Portland and
Montreal.
TICKET OFFICE I

36 Eiohing* St., and Diool Fool ot India Stool.
Lowest fares from Portland, Yarmouth Junction and Danville Junction as lollows: To Clitca*21.00 and SID.OO; Detroit, *18.75 and

{o,

City, *33.60

16 00: Kansas

amt

*28.85;

8t.

aul *32.60 and 828.00; 8t. Louis via. Detroit.
*26.00 and *21.25; St. Louis via. Chicago. *28.60
and *24.00; California, *82.50 and *63.76.
JOSKPH HICKSON, (leueral Manager.
WM. EDOAJt, O. P. A..
J- STEPhkNOON. 8upt.
Nov. 28, 1887

From
p.

m.

at 12

m.

iusuranee one-hall the rate of
wwnwwmw—'sailing vessel.
Freights for the West bv the Penn. K. B., and
Bouth by connecting lines, forwarded free of commission.
Bound Trip DIN.
Passage 4IO.OO.
Meals and Room Included.

.

eancerou“

the

Mcolia* Priace Kdfupr llreloa.

Philadelphia,

and

t

Nor*

warclm iHiund. and

A Ureal Medical Work for Young anil
MIddle«Aged Men.

Bright's'
.111“
Pneumonia, Anaemia, Marasmus
UP .ite s^tem ^^r:
:™r,'Usurgical operations. Soothes
conditions o7 “he
stomach^ andd“drectum. Is the only nutrient J
stomach
Fever. Diphtheria,

SEWALL SAFETY CAR HEATING CO.,
dividend of

ISmaMwicIt,

BostouiPhiladelpliia

assign

awn

—

EVERY BED FREE.

ana

EXHAUSTED VITALITY.

and

ii/e In case, of

OR. E. 0. REED, Clalrvoyaut
and Botanic Physician.

the par value of the stock
A QUARTERLY
on and after Feb. 20, 1888, to

AND ALL PARTS OF

Returning, leave INDIA WHARF, Boston every week day evening at 5 o’clock,
J. B. COYLE. Manager.
iiovltf

_WS&Mft

“*

streets; T. J. Looney,
Druggist, corner Mid.ile and Fraukllu streets; D.
P Ilorr Druggist, 538 Congress street; William
•.Banks, Druggist junction Congress and Free
Streets; T. B. Bollard, Druggist, 212 IJanforth
street; kook, Everett Si Pennell; John W. Perkins
& Co.: H. H. Hay Si Sou, and A. W. Smith, DrugW. W.
gist. 107 Portland St., Portland, Maine.
Whipple Si Co., 21 Market Square, aud Woodford's Corner. Peering, Me._jlylleodly

DR

T

“0!,t

Efijsrsss:new
T"'
.ainsllfeformon,hsb^n1XrPSnPhthisfs. S kT"

—_-

of Murdock’s Free

IIRIIMTS I,Hll'II) FORI) 00., mil.
nov30

putrid'T
b/Jf
-*-*•£3

and'Washington

Medical Rooms 93 Franklin St., Portland, Me.
REED treats all chronic diseases that llesli
is heir to; all eases that are given up as incurable by the allopathic and homeopathic phyto treat aud cure
sicians, I will take their case
them. I find that about four-ilfths of the cases
cured.
Examinations at a
given up to die can be
distance by letter with their full name and place
of residence nad one 2 cent stamp and (2-00 ExConsultation free.
amination at the office, $1.00.
Office hours tf a. m. to 9 p. m._sep!4tf

—

Hospital for Women are In daily attendance, except Saturdays, to examine pabeds.
tients,

bovinine

Dyeing, at home, with Peerless Dyes.
sold everyThey will dye everything. They are
They
where. Price 10c. a package—40 colors.
have no equal for Strength, Brightness, Amount
In packages or for Fastness of Color, or non-fad
crock or smut.
For
Ing qualities. They do_ not

streets
gress

The*Surgical Staff

treaLUiein.e*ntS

removed In iromoDsnour

Do your

EASTPORT. CALAIS ST.JOHRR.B.. HALIFAX R. S

From New York, pier fi-ot of Canal St.. North
River, for »na FrH«ci»f# via The laibnin* •€
Pimnua,

as

Mil
(U)Q 1.00 p
Par yiaaclteairr, Ceaeerd, and polatt North
at.
at I .Oil p.
...
Par Rochester, Nprlngrale, Alfred, WsMH
bor*, and Mac* KiverAt TsJO a« ■§•» 1.00

_

We are now having au average of 100
operations each month. No hospital in
London is doing any more, and only two
We challenge any other hosas much.

Free Surgical Hospital foi Women is being recognized in
all parts of the United States by the medical profession, as they are sending ladles suffering for the want of an operation (known as capital case) from all sections.
Our Free Home for Homeless Boys contains 50 beds, and is located at 11 to 21
When any of
Causeway street, Boston.
the boys suffer from Scrofula, Eczema or
other skin dlseases.fhey recover quickly
by the use of our Liquid Food.
In addition to our

Mark.™

eod3m

STEAMSHIP CO.,

_

(Trade

Hirer!.

—LINE FOB—

you may desire.
The benellt of our

w

f
r

401 Washington
nov3

WITH k MORTALITY OF 9 ONLY

ten

I

from New York.

SAMPSON, N. K. Agent,

Cilifornii, Japan, China. Canhrai
and South America and Maiioo.

to show such a record where our
not used.
From the fact that no two beeves or sheep are
alike Is the reasou of our different brands being
different in flavor. All brands are made by the
The letter represents the day of
same formula.
make, and the figure the tank. If richer, ft Is
smell
and flavor, and will bear a greatIn
stronger
er reduction, and you may change the flavor as of-

in

DebSg

A BE tv.

PACIFIC MAIL STEAMSHIP COMPANY’S

pital

SisS:
nora.

OK VIA

1,

Liquid Food is

in

Cl rV" and “CITY
THlBNOtY, »• »
P.VI..from viVtlVVtU PIKK,
f'ongrem Hirer*. Ho.ion.
RICHARDSON & BARNARD, Agents, Savannah Bier, A. De W. SAMl'SON, Agent. Central
O. G. PEARSON,
St
R. R., 201 Washlnirto
Agent, 8. F. & W. R’v .11 Washington 8t.,

Hlrnn»bipx -‘« VTE

“wwfto

c

a

Dec.

TOTAL OPERATIONS

I

I

eod&w-nrmly

gl2

operations.

During the year ending Sept. 1, 1880,
we had 205 operations.
During the year euding Sept. 1, 1887,

city marsnai.

No others
These pills were a wonderflil discovery
like them in the world. Will positively cure or relieve

_

Memoranda.
Sch new schr Clara Goodwin, of Bath, Cant
for Baltimore, was towPortsmouth
Wyman, from
ed into Boston 26th leaking badly. She will go
dock.
on the dry
Sch G W Collins, from Sullivan for Boston, with
stone, is frozen up In the bay belovr Sullivan, apparently for the winter.

During the year ending Sept. 1, 1885,

I

Pill£
Make New, Rich Blood!

STEAMSHIP CO.

New

we had 85

REWARD.

novsdtf

HEW HIGIAM AM SAVAMA1I

Our Liquid Food is free from Insoluble matter,
drugs, minerals, salts or aritls (K A TKlC f*
IKK NO r). and shows the blood corpuscles. It
ts adapted to all ages in health or disease, as it
will make, for an adult, by the use of one tablespoonful four times daily, eight per cent, new
blood weekly.

City Marshal’s Office, 1
Portland, Nov. 7,1887.)
REWARD of twenty-five dollars will b paid
for Information that will lead to the surreal
i
1

VI

Ocean Steamship Co.

and after .Vleadav, October ‘At, ISM,
Passenger Trains will I.eave P etlaadi
Par Ware rater, Clinton. Ayer J aaetlaa,
ngaakus, Windham and Pppiag at 7.30
On

Freight and Passenger Line,

Fast

The only Raw, Condensed Food known,
and so recognized
By the International Medieal Congress
at Washington, D. C., 1887:
By the Britisn Medical Association at
Brighton, Eng., 188#;
By the American Medical Association at
Washington, D, C., 1884;
do. at Richmond, Ya., 1881;
do. at Saratoga. X. Y., 188#;
do. at Beer Park, Md., 1884;
where essays were read and discussed by
some of the ablest Physicians and Surgeons of Eugland, Germany, France, Italy and America.

Our Free Surgical Hospital was opened in Boston in September, 1884, and
now numbers 100 free beds.

All persons found violating the above order
will be dealt with according to law.
EZRA HAWKES, City Marshal.
dtf
Jan4

NEWS.

Sen Estella, from Sheepscot river for Boston.
Was asbure at Simonton Cove and was bauled off
by tug L A Belknap and towed up for examination. See other columns.

PORTLAND.

ORDERED,

»lgWt-.|;;; ss?s

26.

MURDOCK’S
LIQUID FOOD.

In Board of Mayor and Aldermen, I
January 2d, 1888. (
That It shall be nulawful for any
person to slide with a sled or other vehicle
upon any street except those assigned and designated below, viz.:
The following named streets have been assigned
Sidewalks of these streets not
on which to coast.
to be used for coasting:
Melbourne » Eastern Promenade.
Turner to Eastern Promenade.
Beckett, from Hanson’s house, to Eastern Prom-

MINIATURE ALMANAC....JANUARY 27.
Sunrises.7 05 Hlffliwiiter
1. 848
Hlg“ water I.10
29
Sun sets.4 43|

THURSDAY, Jan.

OF

ARRANGEMENT OF TRA'NS.

SAVANNAH

OF n WON” every

Any person violating the above provision is liable to a fine of twenty dollars.
By order of the Board of Health.
GEO. C. BURGESS, Secretary.
Portland, Jan. 11,1888.janl2dlm

•.

OF PORTLAND

Leave Orr’s Island for Portland at 6.45 a. m.;
Bailey’s Island 7.00; Ilarpiwell, 7.16; East End,
Great Chebeague, 7 45; Jenk’s, 8.00; Hope Island 8.05; Ltttle Ctiebeague, 8.20; Long Island
8.40, arriving in Portlanu at 9.16 a.m.
Returning will leave Portland for Orr s Island
and all intermediate landings at 2.00 p. m.
ISAIAH DANIELS. M anager.
seplOdtf

Health.

CITY

EXTERNAL

follows:

Sec. 6—“Nor shall any person or persons throw
cast any dead animal or any foul or offensive
matter in any dock or place between the channel
and the shore, nor shall land any foul or offensive
animal or vegetable substance within the city,
nor shall cast any dead animal in the waters of
the harbor or back cove.”

Australia.New York..Hamburg ...Jan 28
City of Para.New York.Panama.Jan 312
Keb
Samaria.Boston.Liverpool
Cephalonla.Boston.Liverpool ....Feb 9

MARINE

on

On and after September 19tb 1887, steamer
Gordon, Capt. James L. Long, will run dally as

or

86th Street and Fourth Avenue, New Tork.
Price 10, 35 and 75 Cents.
For sale by all the best Druggists.

Ton OH

PonomQ

(HLANDS TBAfflBBN.

Ordinance

Made only by
F. W. KINSMAN A CO.f Apothecaries

FOR

Portland & Rochester R. R-.
iTEAiHERH.

CITY ADVERTISEMENT*

INFORMATION

Coughs, Colds & Asthma.
mh21

—

Laving been given to the
Board of Health, that fishermen and lobster
dealers are in the habit of throwing into the docks
Osh offal and lobster waste; the attention of such
persons is called to the following extract from the

BEST REMEDY FOR CURING

FOB

Alllanca.New Yoik..Rlo Janeiio Jan 26
Celtic.New Yoik..Liveipool ...Jon 26
Ems.New York..Bremen.Jan26
Pavonla.Boston.Liverpool_Jan 26
Rugia .New York..Hamburg ...Jau 26
Marsala.-New York..Hamburg. .Jail 26
City Wasnington.New York..Havana.Jan 26
Sau Marcos.New York. Havana.Jan 28
Cttyof Berlin ....New York..Liverpool ...Jan 28
Slavonia.New York.. Stettin.Jan 28
Eider.New Yyrk..Bremen.Jan 28
Edam.New York.. Amsterdam. Jan 28
New York..Havre.Jan 28
LaBourSogue..

oct7dti

J

I

More than twenty years ago it was introduced
throughout New England as a remedy for Coughs,
Colds and Pulmonary complaints. Since its introduction it has constantly won its way into public
favor, until now it is the universal decision that

SAILING DAYS OF STEAMSHIPS.
rBOM

^tf^SupL*’

PORTLAND & WORCESTER LINL

51 Tin121 Straits. 40® 42
English. 37(* 40
Char. I. C..6 76*6 26
Char. 1. X. .8 0038 60
Terne.6 26* 770
Coke.6 25*650
Antimony. 14316
Zinc.7 00@8 00
22
Solder VixVi.

1'
Brimstone— 2 V
Cochineal_ 4i

HIT,

dOMMV, Och 10.

and until further notice, Passenger trains will
__ii^leave PsrilaaS a* follows: N.33 a.
na. lor Bridgton.
Kryrhurg, No. Cobrbem Lgnegg|wa\
tcr. Whitefleld, Littleton. Wells’ River, Montpelier, St. Johnsbury, Newport. Sherbrooke, St.Johns. Montreal, Burlington, Swanton,
Ogdensbtirg and West.
3.13 r>- m. Local, Portland to Bartlett and In
terinedlate stations, with Stage connections for
No. Windham, Standlsh, Llmington, Bebago, Naples. Parsonsfleld, Kezar Kails. Denmark, Loveu,
and Conway Corner; also lor No. Bridgton, Harrison and Waterford via Bridgton.
10.33 a. as. from Bartlett and way stations.
s.33 p. ... from Montreal.

00

Clear pine—
Cooperage.
shooks and hds—
Uppers. 856,3806
Mol. citv.. .1 60@1 76
Select.*453*56
Finecommoii*36*$42
Sug. city... 953106
Sug. s’d shk 60® 70 Spruce.*13@*14
P:ne sugar—
Hemlock.$11*512
Box shooks
@ 46 Clapboards—
SigarHeading—
Spruce. X.. $28@S30
Clear.*26*828
Spruce 36 in 18® 20
18 * 20
2d clear.$20*823
Pine
No l.*16 *816
20
Hard pine
Mol. heading
,221 Pfne. $25@$50
Hoods—
I Shingles—
New 14't
;*25i X cedar....8 5w@3 76
Old
820*8231 Clear cedar.S 90@3 26
Short do 8 ft 810g812| X No 1.... 2 00@2 60
7 ft
*8 j No 1 cedar. 1 25,31 76
Pop’r staves *12**14 Spruce. ...126*160
121 Laths—
Spruce rough
Oak mid
I Spruce—I 2 00*2 15
Lime—Cement.
staves
*12 60@#14|
1 Ob
! Lime V cask..
Cordage.
11
ICenient.
160
Ainer'n p lb

43,

Leave Portlann, via U. T. Hallway, 8.45 a. m.;
Lewiston 9.80: Mechanic galls (mixed train- to.
50; arriving at W. Minot il.15; K. Hebron 11,30;
Buckdeld 12.00; E. Muuiner 12.20; Hartford
12.40; Canton 1.00 p. m.
Leave Portland 1.30 p. m.; Lewiston 2.00,
Mechanic Falls 3.16; arrivliig at W. Minot 3.80;
E. Hebron 3.40; Buckdeld 3.60; E. Sumner 4.0«;
Hartford 4.12 : Canton 4.27.
ltETUKN I NO—Leave Canton 4.30, 9.00 a. m.j
arriving at Portland 8.45 a. m., 12.15 p. m.
STAVE CONNECTION!!.
DAILY—From W. Minot 8.30 p. m. for Hebron
Academy; Buckdeld 3.50 p. m. for W. Sumner
ami Turner: Canton 4.27 p. m.; arriving at Pern
6 30; Dixfleld 6.00; Mexico 7.00 p. in.; also fur
Keturnlng, leavs
Breturn's Mills. Livermore.
Mexico «.oo, Dixdeld 7.00 a. ro.: arriving at Port8.li..
L.
LlNCOM7
L.
land 12.15 p. m.
^H
K. C. BKADFOKD. O. T.

*

be cured—and

can

Arrangement In Effect Jaa.
INNS.

Winter

stomach’s fault.

Turkeys.I5*16|grandatea -pit.7%

Chickens.12 « 161 Extra C.7
Seeds.
Fowls..|li@l4i
Geese.ll*12%IRed Top....#2%®$2%
Ducks.16®101Tlmothy Seed 2 76*2%
iClover. 8Vs@12%o
Apples.
Choice eating|3 00*3 60i
Chese.
1 76*200iVermont.... 10 @13%
Common
00
N.Y.
FancyBaldnsI
factory 10 >*13%
@3
Evaporated <ptbl2*13c.
Butter.
I Creamery t< lb...26*27
Lemons.
Palermo.S|5o@4 OOlOIlt Edge Ver—25*26
Messina.3 60® t OOlCholce.19a2o
luood.i7«i»
Malagers....
IStore.16*16
Oranges.
Florida. 3 60*4 26!
Eggs.
4 25@4 601Eastern exffiwt ..24*26
Valencia
no. Ina’andPa|Can & Western..23*24
Pair.mo Dbx.2 75*3 OolLimed. 1 9®20

Blch powders
Borax.

New York Mining Stocks.

[By Telegrapn.]
igNEW YOKK, Jail. 26 1888. The following

Large Shore 4

ON7T

effect Naadar, Oel. 43, HIST.

la

wrecking way. Join
that large army of

Winter Wheat
Provisions.!
Patents.6 00*6 25 PorkBacks...18 60*19 00
Fish.
Cod. *>qtl—
Clear....18 oo*i8 26

CORN.

opening—
Highest....

I

_

May
82%
81%
81%

CORN.

Jan.
76%
76%

86,000 tush, barley 2,00*

_

Opening.........

his

present wife a number of years ago, he gave her a
yearling heifer in lieu of an engagement ring.
The wainan now has a large hard of cattle, the
product of her present. Few young women
would accept a heifer In place of an engagement

Feb.
76%
76%
75%
76%

Jan.

that, anyway.”

Just at that moment the door creaked, and
Bel’s long figure and smiling face obtrudel
itself in the opening.
“Thought 1 should fiud you here,” said he.
“How are you going to get home? Mare’s
mine, you know, and she’s a clipper too.”
“1 shall go in the stage,” said Mrs. Hetty,

72,000*busli.

oats

bush,rye 1,000 bush.

WHEAT.

Opening.
Highest.

BOSTON AND MAINE It. It.

Receipts—Flour,'.2,OOORibls,wheat 10.000 bush,

corn

middling 10c.
MEMPHIS,: Jan. 26, 1888,-Cotton la Arm
middling at 9 lS-iBc.
MOBILE, Jam 26, 1888,-Cotton is firm; middling 9 13-16C.

__

minfellaneofa.

long clear 7 60; clear ribs at 7 82%: short cleai
7 76. Bacon—shoulders 8%; long clear at 8 86;
clear ribs 8 46; short clear at 8 GO. Hams stronger at10 25®12 00.

For

freight

81dtf

Agent,
•'X,raViyPN«".
70 I,out Wharf. Ho.loo.

Portia*! and Boothbay Steamboat Co,
STEAMER ENTERPRISE -CAPT. ALFRED RACE.
After Jan. 1. 1H8H, steamer Enterprise will
leave Franklin Wharf every Tuesday at NJIO
a. at., for Boothbay, South Bristol, East Boothbay ami Femai|Uld.
Every Priday at N.:iO a. m.. will leave for
Koothbay. South Bristol and East Boothbay.
Returning will leave Pemmiuid every W rdnesday at 7.00 a. in., for Portland and Intermediate Landings.
will leave
Every Mnturdny at N.SS a.
East lloothbay for Portland ami Intermediate
3.0’
p. m.,
Landings, arriving In Portland about
connecting with Boston boat at I ortland. freight
taken 'or the above landings at low rates
Freight received and delivered nn the wharf by
..

11

A,'MONTUt »MERY,

Pres.

TTT1 SI AFKit
V'-'“ 5fis^vYoaifc
CSSSSSS

Bass’ English Ale
JlND—

GUINNESS’

STOUT,

Eor Sale In the Original Package

by,

R. STANLEY & SON,
IMPORTERS.

410

Fore

Street.
dtf

Oov24

X
Porilnnil

a.

haal af

niraagraphy.

insiruciru in shoriliai,
type-writing. Day ami evening session*.
Send for circular.

Pupils thorouglily

Agent fort he t'uligrapf,.

Miss A. L. Sawy»r. 637 Coigns* SL,

Poflland^lj*.

T11~K

Pl^ :s^

<

‘.UKD AMD VICINITY.

elected:
Essayist—George 8. Rowell, Portland;
nate. K. H. Elwell, Portland.
Poct-T. It Slmunton, Camden.

FM&W&wiy

have experienced great relief ay taking
Adamson’s Botanic Balsam for asthma I would
also state I can go up stairs and walk farther than
-^nnive lu some time without feeling weary as I
have in the past. Mrs. L. P. Bells, 3GB East
Broadway, N. Y.” Trial size 10 cents.
eoddwlw
J. '23
If sick headache Is misery, wliat are
Carter’s Uttl; Liver Pills If they will positively
cure it?
People who have used them speak frankly of their worth. They are small and easy to
take.
jan24d&wlw

DON’T
let that colil of yours run < u. You think it Is a
light llilug. But it may run into catarrh. Or into
pneumonia. Or consumption.
Catarrh is disgusling. Pneumonia Is dangerous.
Coiisuinpilou is death itself.
The breathing appa tus must he he kept
healthy and clear of ail slructlons and offensive
matter. Otherwise there s trouble ahead.
All ihe diseases of til e parts, bead, nose,
throat, brouenlal tubes ana ungs, can be delightfully and entirely cured by the use of Boscliee’s
German Syrup. If you don't know t’is already
thou-auds and thousands of peoplo can tell you.
They have beeu cured by It, aud “know bow It ts
themselves." Bottle only 75 ceuts. Ask any

their fingers.
MUSIC AND DRAMA.
gilmoke's band.

The tickets

selling well at Stockbridge’s for the grand concerts to be given
Saturday afternoon and evening at City
Hall by Gilmore’s grand band of fifty musicians, including many soloists of eminent
talent. The charming soprano, Miss Letitia
Fritcb, will appear in several selections.
renders extensive
The fame of the band
Half fare will
commentary unnecessary.
be charged on the Maine Central, Portland

and to all others
for courtesies
shown the Association.
The literary exercises
were held at 2
o’clock. Mnior II. A. Shnrev. of the Hride

a

News, read an excellent essay on “Rural
Journalism,” and Mrs. Anna S. limit of
Augii'ta read an attractive poem.
The Association was invited by Mrs. John
M. Adams and Miss Adams to a reception at
their borne in lleerlng, but declined owing
to the storm. A very pleasant evening was
passed at the Preble House—their headquarters— with music, conversation etc.
ton

STATE

AGRICULTURAL

Meeting

ThuhsdAv—N Hie M. Lowell, libellant, vs.
Divorce decreed nisi for
Ciaieli e E. Lowell.
extreme cruelty. Custody of mtnor child, Maud
E
decreed to mother; libellee to pay to the
clerk of lids eourt on February 1st and «u the
first of eacli succeeding
month until further
order $10 for the use of libellant aud to aid in Ihe
support of said child
John C. Cobh for libellant.
Lizzie A. Waterman, libellant, vs. Frederick J.
Waterman. Divorce decreed nisi for niter desertion since August 2B, 18H4. Custody of minor
child decreed to mother.
H. W. Swarcy for libellant.
Hauuah E. Chase, libellant, vs. Merrill Chase.
Dlvoiee decreed nisi for utter desertion since
August 1, 1370.
George F. Mctfudlan for libellant.

SOCIETY.

BEFOHE JUDGE GOULD.

BRIEF JOTTINCS.

The special meeting of the W. C. T. U.
was adjourned until this aflernoon at 3

Crosley’s lecture in the Mechanlias been postponed until further

avited.

J.

H. Lowden will lead tlie Bible
ilass at tile Y. 51. C. A. rooms this afternoon, at 4.30 o’clock.
Subject, “Peter Confessing Cluist.” 51att. 10:13-28. All interested in tlie study of tlie InternationalSunday School Lessons are cordially invited to

Notes.

valued

at $15, from a gentleman
named Whiting, who was n passenger on the
train.
Two more knife thieves uamed Henry
Davis and Edward Grier, were arrested by

the police yesterday.
the theft.

They acknowledged

PERSONAL.
lion. Calvin Pace, collector
Itevenue for this district, wa

of Internal
in the city

yesterday.
George Nason,

who has beeo < m ployed as
ute for the
horse car driver on the Diering
part twelve years, has resigned Ids position.
The Clarion, a bright little journal edited
by Samuel A. Burleigh, son of Hall C. Burleigh, Esq., of Vaisalboro, presents this
week a picture of Governor It x!well, with a
well written obituary notice.
lion. W. W. Thomas’s lecture “A Peep
Behind the Throne,” was postponed las4
evening on account of the weather. It will
be given to-night regardless of weather as
Mr. Thomas has other engagements which
|m;tCTJl

itmiUltT
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“Tomah-Wltch,” the oldest member of tbS
PaBsamaquoddy tribe is seriously ill. lie is
107 years of age, and up to November last
He raised a
was active in varied work.
good crop last yeai, and engaged in hunting
and trapping during the fall.
The late Win. H. Sanborn held a life In.
the Mutual
surance policy for $3,000 in
Benefit Life Insurance Company. During
his last sickness he omitted to pay the preIn most companies the policy
mium due.
would have lapsed, but under the Mutual
Benefit’s non-forfeiture system the policy
was paid in fnll.
Mrs. Tbaxter Prince, the oldest inhabitant
of Yarmouth, died Tuesday night at the adMrs. Prince had
vanced age of 94 years.
been a member of the Cumberland church
seventeen years and of the First Parish

Congregational church in Yarmouth, sixtythree years, making a total period of church
membership of eighty years. She was born
in Cumberland in 1794 and h id resided in

Cumberland during her whole life.
Gen. Booth of the Salvation Army Is in
__

How to Lift 1000 Pounds.

Boston, Jan. 20.—'The great popular scientist, Professor Proctor, will have an important article in the next Boston Sunday
Globe, on “How hr Lift 1000 Pound*. All
the boys will-Want it, and all parents who
wish theit Children to get strong on Healthy
principles should read this article..
The Sunday Globe’s political history of
the United States for Young People is oinking a big hit with young and old.
Still Alarm.

There was a small fire in the tenement
over Sawyer & Dyer’s store on Congress
street yesterday morning. A woman wiped
a stove off with a rag and threw the rag into
a basket in a closet.
Pretty soon smoke was
smelled and investigation revealed a blaze as
big as a foot-ball. The fire was extinguished
with slight damage by Chief Cloyes and
some of the firemen.

ni

The sale of seats for Miss Maude Banks’s
of Arc” in the great
spectacular production of that name, to be
given at Portland Theatre next Monday
evening, will begin at the box office today.
Miss Banks has made a decided bit in the

profession,

and the play will be produced
with a large and strong company, spierdid
special scenery, thrilling battle tableaux
and magnificent armor and costumes.
THE LAST STOC'KBBIDOE

The sixteenth and last Stockbridge entertainment will be given at City Hall next
Wednesday evening by the Haydn Association, assisted by the Germania Orcliestia of
Boston. The first part will be devoted to a
miscellaneous concert, and the latter part to
the beautiful Hiller's “Song of Victory.”
Reserved seats are now ready at Stockbridge’s, and half fare will be charged to all
holding concert tickets by the Maine Cen-

tral railroad.

Waste of Water In

other pursuits.

His los9 is Irreparable in many places,
which fsiiall know him no more. Those, to
whom the consolations of religion are the
sweetest, may dwell with satisfaction upon
his consistent life, in which the highest
Christian light shone with genial rays, and
they may well believe with an unfaltering
trust, that it may be said of him, that
uiuu^ii

sunn

iw«

in

ur.awi,

u«

19

luuuutru

high by the dear might of him that walked
the waves."
His biography, in brief, has already been
published from an able pen, wherein the obvions events of his life have been well narrated. We wish to speak of him from a nearer
view. His soul was magnamiuious, bright,
gentle and loving; and the life which it Inspired was good, and death terminates not
its useful career.
Such qualities are conserved, for they proceed from infinite benelicence,; and they blosom and fruit perpetually, and the memory of them cheers
forever those cherish them.
Therefore wfc, who survive, do well to
dwell upon these qualities of our departed
brother, for the good which such meditations bring to us.
It is not lu vain that we
commemorate the good, the gentle and the
great. Such lives illuminate the way. The
grand procession of mankind to the height
which it has already attained in the blessed
humanities has been along this green and
flowery path. The traveller therein needs
the guidance of no creed artificially forinula ted, for his heart knows the way, as the
child knows the steps to its mother’s knee.
Our brother was a traveller in this bright
and happy way; cheered also by the dear
assurances of the gospel which he believed.
Having now departed to other shores with
these credentials, the best this world can
afford, let us bid him an affectionate adieu.
—

Congress Square Parish Party.
Notwithstanding the storm there was quite
large number of ladies and gentlemen at
the Congress Square parish party at City
Hall last night. Music for a delightful order
of dances was furnished by Gilbert’s Orchestra and refreshments were served in lteception Hall undci the supervision of Mrs. G.
n. Cloyes. Ice cream was served by L. J.
Perkins & Son.
The floor directors were
G. M. Moore, F. K. Farringing. H. K.
Virgin, Win. Senter, Jr., W. H. Stevens, C.
A. Cushing, W. C. Allen, A. S. Kilborn. It
a

Is safe to say that all who were present pnjoyed themselves in the highest degree.

Portland

and the

Proposed Remedy.
To the Editor of the Press:
Complaints about scarcity of water

on

tbe

higher levels occur in most northern cities
during the extreme cold and extreme warm
months. The remedy is very likely to take
a definite form, when the works belong to
tbe city. Waste of water is then realized in
increased taxation. Cities are either driven
to the great expense of increased supply or,
Indirectly, to that means by stopping the

waste, which is principally accomplished by
a meter
service.
The tax payer (a voter

nni ti

At a meeting of the Presumpscot Grange
held Wednesday night, the following memorial was read by Past Master L. B. Dennett,
and ordered to be extended upon the records
of said grange.
Our late brother, Henry A. Hart, Past
Master of this grange, and Master of the
Pomona Grauge of Cumberland County, died
Thursday evening, January 12th. In his
death we have lost an ever faithful aDd enthusiastic brother, who never ceased in his
endeavors to promote the highest welfare of
the order, and by bis constant attendance at
the meetings of this grange cheered and sustained it. No meeting when lie was present
ever failed to be instructive and entertaining. He was so gentle and considerate that
he never offended anyone, and uniformly
acted as peace maker when lie saw others
His edudrifting into misunderstandings.
cation and extensive reading rendered him
an invaluable instructor, and we do not yet
know, or realize the gravity of our loss. If
such be the case with us, bow indefinitely
greater is the loss to his family. In all the
relations of husband and father, of brother
and son, lie was affectionate, considerate and
helpfull. As a friend and neighbor no one
worthy ever appealed to his generosity in
vain. As a citizen lie was progressive and
public spirited. As a business man he was
honest aud enterprising. As a Christian he
was eutirely free Ifrom cant and
magnanimously tolerant. Busy and laborious through
the week,when the Sabbath came lie stopped
not M rest, but preached and taught without
pay, and furnished the cash in no small proportion to sustain both church and school.
He struggled valiantly for the temperance
cause,
lie was a cautious and wise adviser,
and many there are who have profited by
his counsel. He was singularly unpretentious in his ways. His contempt for showy
shams was absolutely supreme.
So great
was his abilities he could have easily occua commanding field in the public eye,
pied
but he preferred the equal usefulness of these

uau

performance of “Joan

14th.__
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MAl'DE BANKS.

50 per cent.; second, 25 per ceut.;
third, 15 per cent, of the stakes. All profits
are to go to the winner.
Make entries to A.
JL. Dennison, secretary, Porland.
The trustees fully reviewed the premium
list which wiil soon be in the printer’s
hands and ready for distribution in early
spring so the fanners, stock raisers, pouiologists, and horse aod hen fanciers can get
ready fur the annual fair at the Society’s
park in Lewiston September 11-14 next.
Adjourned to meet at Lewiston, March

Engineer Porter, of Machigonne 1, is conIlls place is
fined to the house by sickness.
supplied by W. C. Loring.
There will be preaching for tteChurcbof
Christ, Room No. C, Hrotvn’s block. Friday
evening, at 7.30, by Ira C. Mitchell. All are

xiuun

tables and cut up other extravagant freaks.
The performance will be given in City Hall
in the Stockbridge Popular Course, and tickets should now be secured.

ning colt,

notice.

Police

of

Agreed Upon.

for four-year-olds, to he divided equally
between the non-winners, provided that no
colt shall receive more than the amount of
the stake.
The follow ing are the coudi.
tions: Yearlings, half-mile heats, best 2 in
3; two-year-olds, mile heats, best 2 in 3;
three and four-} ear-olds, mile heats, best
3 in 5. All to harness.
In each class four or more entries are required to fill, and the total stake money in
each class will be divided as follows; Win-

—

OBicer Harmon arrested a man at the Boston station for stealing a gold headed um-

Series

uiami

Sol Smith Russell is playing his farewell
season, having decided to ab indon tbe stage
for mercantile life after this winter.
He
brings a new play to Portlaud Monday next,
a farce comedy by E. E. Kidder, entitled
“Bewitched,” whose plot hinges upon the
evil effect an amulet brought home from India by Col. Chlllecurry has upon every one
into whose possession it comes, making them
act entirely different
from their desire.
Halcyon Todd, a meek, religious young man,
is made to embrace the ladies, leap over the

To these the Society will add a “consolation purse” of $30 for yearlings; $50 fur two
year-olds; $00 for three-year-olds; and $70

Thuusday.
Winfield E. Corliss.
Larceny.
Fined 410 ami one-half costs.
Fined $10 aud oneMichael l.c'. Larceny.
half costs.
Bound over to
Walter W. Andrews. Larceny.
the grand jury in the sum of $10 0.

attend.
The executive committee of the Portlend
Club have issued a circular, giving the advantages of the Delano Park location for a
club house and also the attractions offered
by Diamond Island. A postal card and circular have been sent to each member, with
the request that he will indicate his preference in the matter of locating the new club
house.

Trustees—A

oiiu

BEWITCHED.

At a session at the trustees here yesterday
the follow ing colt stakes were agreed upon
to be offered and trotted at the next State
Fair under the title of the State of Maine
Colt Stnkes: First, for foals of 1887 or later,
$10; foals of 1880 or later, $15: of 1885 or
later, $20; of 1884 or later, $25. First payment, 20per cent., to be made April 1st;
seccnd, of 40 per cent., June 1st; third, 40
per cent., on the closing day of State Fair
trotting entries.

MUNICIPAL COURT.

course

of

Colt Stakes

wgurusuuig

are

fare on tbe Rochester to tbe matinee; and a
late train will run on the Grand Trunk Saturday evening for those bolding concert tickets. There will be an entire change of programne and of soloistB at each concert.

„_

UEFOltE JUDGE HASKELL.

fe*

and then sweeping him across the deck towards the rail. He luckily caught the rail as
he was half over aud was rescued by the
crew.
“It is doubtful.” the captain says, “if
a crew ever had such an experience and
lived to tell of it," The frost bitten were
taken ashore and their injuries attended to.
It is probable that some of them may lose

House,

SUPREME JUDICIAL COURT.

Augusta.

alter-

It was finally voted to go to Moosehead
Lake and it was decided to have the excursion take place the last of July.
Dr. W. B.
Lapham, Dr. J. F. Hill and Geerge S. Rowell were appointed excursion committee.
Resolutions of thanks were passed to the
railroads, to the proprietor of the Preble

.....

Will

exhausted. He was relieved and it was
found that his face and hands were badly
frozen. Xoue of tbe men escuped being
frost bitten.
Early yesterday morning the vessel w as
off the Cape, and the sea was running heavy.
One huge wave broke over her from the
windward, knocking tjpptain Hillier down
was

gested.

“Best cure for Consumption is the old Boston
Vegetable Pulmonary Balsam.’
MnulSn. .a

brella,

wheel on his turn and had not been there
than a quarter of an hour, the captain
thinks, when one of the men happened to go
near him aud made the discovery that he
more

Mr. Quirnby suggested that
Informal ballot be taken to ascertain the
feeling favorablo to the different points sug-

Hitter*

o'clock.
Rev. Mr.

the
The

tended to tire out the already nearly exhausted men. The shrouds were literally
frozen together, and early yesterday morning the lights were burning in tbe shrouds,
it being impossible to reach them.
One sailor named Harry Stack was at the

neighborhood.

llie bowels As
looseness of
will surely cu e yon. Beware
of counterfeits, and ask your grocer or diugglsf
for ilie genuine article, prepared by Dr. J. ’J. B.
jai>23eod&wlw
Slegert & Sous.

on

unfortunate sailors
from the decks.
w^ter would immediately freeze, making the rigging and sails
next to impossible to handle. All attempts
to cut it away proved fruitless and it only

ail

If you suffer from

mm*.

nearly sweeping

The subject of the summer excursion was
then taken up. New York and up the Hudson was suggested and points of interest on
the
Dr. Lapliam
trip were mentioned.
moved that Moosehead Lake be settled upon
as the place for the nextexcursion.
Mr. M.
N. Rich suggested that Aroostook be substituted iu place of Moosehead.
Mr. A. E.
Chase said that Mr. Drisko would like to
have the Association make an excursion to
Mucliias nod
points of interest in that

“I

ics’

the deck were four
feet of snow. The crew unite In saying that
it was the hardest trip they had ever. experienced. The w eather was bitter cold on
the Banks, and it grew worse as they made
preparations to start for home.
The sea was heavy, and frequently the
huge waves would break over the rigging
her mast head, while

Kuox-Herbort M. laird, Rockland.
l.lticolii—Samuel L. Miller, Waldoboro.
Oxford—Arthur K. Fobes, Paris.
Penobscot—Howaid Owen, Augusta
Piscataquis—G. F. Haskell, Pittsfield.
Sagadahoc—Kendal) M. Dunbar. Daiuarlscolta.
Somerset—Joseph O. Smlili, Skowhegan.
Waldo-Charles A Pillsbury, Belfast.
Washington—George W. Drisko, Marthas.
York—Edward II. Elwell, Portland.
The committee to appoint essayist and
poet reported, and tile following were

—

m

hard looking sight as she came up the harbor behind the tug Belknap. She was one
complete mass of ice from her water line to

then read.
The committee appointed to nominate
historians presented the following and they
were elected:
Androscoggin—Howard Owen Augusta.
Aroostook—George H. Gilman, Houlton.
Cumberland— Brown Thurston, Portland.
Franklin—diaries W. Keyes, Farmington.
Hancock—James C. dtllcotl, Kllwortb.
Kennebec—William B. Lupliani, Augusta.

Advice in Mother*.
MRS. WINSLOW’S
SOOTIIIND hYKUI’ should always he used when
It
relieves the little
cnlldreu are cutting teeth.
sufferer itt once; it produces natural, quiet sleep
by relieving the child from pain, and the little
cherub, awakes as "bright as a button.” It is
v ry pleasant lo taste.
It soothes the child, softens Hie gums, allays all pain, relieves wind, regulates the bowels, aud Is the best kuowu remedy
tor diarrhoea whether arising from teething or
ti er causes
Twenty-five cents a bottle.

druggist.

10.15

Advertising—George 8. Rowell, Kendall M.Duubar, Charles A. Pillsbury.
Job Printing Frank G. Rich, diaries E. Nash,
F. E. Me Leary.
Meniberslili—Samuel L. Miller. Joseph Wood,
William II. Lapham.
Necrology-William II. Lapham, llrowu Tliurstou, George E. Brackett.
The reports of standing committees were

Rev* re could now revisit Bowdolc
square, Boston, aud partake of tl e good cheer al
Hie famous luistlery uamcd for him, the Revert
House, he would certainly he proud of the dts'
tluction; for a better hotel does uot exist. Many
distinguished guests, statesmen, members of roy,
al families, queens of sow; and others, have made
their homes at the Revere House when in Boston
attracted by the lame of its excellent fare aud bj
its air of quiet and refined comfort.so rarely found
in hotels. The eminent reputation given it by it!
founder, the celebrated Paran Stevens is well
maintained by the skill and enterprise of the pie
sent mm.tig inent, ami the mauv friends of genial
and energetic Jehu F. Merrow will congratulate
him on his success.

(oxiaro

The schooner Elsie M. Smith arrived at
this port Wednesday night from the Banks
with 40,000 pounds of fish. She presented a

was

year:

Paul

-*1*10

The Crew of the Elsie Nl. Smith Suffer Extreme Hardships.

o’clock.
The following standing committees were
appointed by the president for the ensuing

NEW ADVfcHTIsEMENTS.
Mis, A. II. Everett— teoographer,
Summer silks—Klors Brothers.
W. K. ('limit Inis. Boston—*.
To Let—House ami Stable.
Wauled—II. H. Haleb.
Delays are Dangerous.
Uwen, Moore & Do.
If

badly frost bitten.

Meeting

Yesterday morning the Association
called to order by President Owen at

tDVSRTWMMfli

i.

Proceedings of the
Yesterday.

Final

FRIDAY HORNING, JAN. 2J.
:

MAINE PRESS ASSOCIATION.

THE

usually)

whether on the high or low level
demand equal rights and soma city government is very likely to listen and apply a
remedy. That meters are effective in accomplishing the desired result one has only
to turn to those cities where their use is

frequent to prove. Fall River and
Providence are cities where meters are very
largely in use, and their consumption of
water in January of 1879 was 42 and 39 gallons per capita. In the same year and same
month the consumption in Boston was 108,
in Chicago 120, and in Detroit 120. The latter cities are larger but that accounts for
only a small percentage of the difference in
use as shown in the fact that Providence
and Milwaukee, alike in population in 1882,
used respectively 35 and 127 gallons per cap-

most

ita in 24 hours.

My application of

these figures is this:
Some years ago when I was in the employ
of the Portland Water Company (I have not
measured the
been for several years) I
amount of water that was being turned into
the main supply pipes at Sebago Lake, and
found that 4,802,000 gallons were llowiug
This was before the
towards Portland.
completion of the work there (July 31,1880)
in progress for an increased supply.
We
were consuming then about 125 gallons per
capita and the completion of the works sent
along to Portland 9,441,000 gallons by Mr.
On the Providence
Sheod's computation.
basis this is a supply for over 200,000 people.
But we in Portland seem to be able to take
care of that amount very easily and ask for
How |do we do it?
a great
deal more.
It Is easily accomplished by inconsiderate
The city of Portland is built upon a limited
area and I think it will be found that the use
of water closets is more general than in any
city of its population. On the elevation of
my office floor, third floor on Middle street,
near the Post Office, I found that a water
closet valve left partly open would discharge
1 have seen
over 1000 gallons in 24 hours.
water closets in freezing places on Commercial street where the pressure is from a
head 70 feet more than at my office, that must
have
been wasting at the rate of 3000 gallons
j
in 24 hours. To leave the water running to
freezing is the method generally
1
prevent
uurs nut
anu i/iiu mmsciiuiuci umt
pursueu,
1
do
<
it belongs to the small minority. Munjoy
fand Bramhall hill
householders do not do it
simply because a very large proportion of
Jthe seven or eight thousand taps on levels
1
To illustrate how
below
them are running.
*
the waste is I can cite an agent of
systematic
1 large tenement interest who recently showa
(ed me his method of notching the washer to
* faucet to make it impossible for a careless
a
to shut off the water.
1
person
The only remedy for the suffering on the
high levels ;exists in the consideration and
1
fairness
of those on the lower levels, which
may be practiced in a majority of cases as
follows: In those few houses where there
1is no trouble from freezing whatever, shut
off the water each night at the cellar wall,
Jbecause,
1
it is very uuusual to find a water
closet valve or ball-cock valve to a cistern
has been in use a few months but what
that
*
1leaks.
In my own house where the water
c
distribution
system freezes at the temperi do as follows:
11ature of 4 above zero
I
*cut off the water at the cellar wall; then
lowest
and
faucet
the
and
aid
open
Jthis process of draininghighest
the pipes by blowing
1
into the highest faucet. This drives
6
strongly
1
along any water remaining in the sags that
have grown or that were left by careless
1
Iplumbers. So much for the cold water system. For the hot system 1 close the valve in
the supply tank and open the faucet at the
kitchen sink, (but never the lowest one at
the stove.) ana then blow through one of the
open faucetsjfor reasons above cited.
The water will remain in both the supply
tank and hot water tank and only the pipes,
leading from the latter to various fixtures,
A moderate fire kept in
,
will
be emptied.
t
the
cooking stove will serve to keep the
cdirect line from the stove to thehot water tank
*
from
freezing while the more remote lines
without the above precautions will freeze.
-j
The
programme can be carried out in a few
r
and it is only just and fair that It
minutes,
should be.
Another season, if I understand the reand proposition of the water company,
(
port
t
intend to supply the down-town part of
they
t
the
city from the two reservoirs (the one on
*Munjoy yet to be built and the higher parts
of the city from the direct pressure from
Lake. After this is done, which is
£
Sebago

J

J
J
J

J

{■

and also had accumulated and held for the
fulfillment of its present contracts over $40,000,000.00.
Its new contract Is clear, brief, just, liberal and embraces many desirable features
not offered by other companies.
full
and
Correspondence
solicited,
Information (furnished by the
agents,
Aug. H. Ford, C. F. Dunlap, 28 Exchange
street.

their full proposition, if It results in giving
us what they have promised to furnish and
take our money for, and incidentally permits waste, so much the better.
If it fails to satisfy our needs retribution
will appear to have overtaken the lower
levels for their present lack of consideration, because in the new programme the
hills will have the first chance at the Sebago,
and only the surplus over and above what
satisfies them will find its way to the reservoirs and so down town.
The above describes high and low service.
If it really should fail in supplying our
proper needs, which I don’t believe it will,
the present tolerance of the city should be
grounds for making its action prompt and
decisive. The waste can be stopped and
should be, and certainly without increasing
E. C. Jordan.
the present rates.

MRRIACES.

The Casco Bay Dramatic Club of South
Portland will
give an entertainment in
Union Hall, about February 1st, for the
benefit of the public library fund. The club
is composed of young people belonging in
South Portland.
GORHAM.

Many J. Phinner, who died on the
23d inst., was buried from her late residence
Miss

DEATHS.

Main street in Gorham on Wednesday
afternoon. The services of her funeral were
on

In this city, Jan. 25, Mary Foley, aged 17 years
weeks.
Ill Deerlng, Jan. 26. Dolly May Kace, only
daughter of Capt. Henry W. and Mary Kace, aged
8 years 11 months.
[Funeral on Saturday afternoon at 2 o’clock,
at Stevens Plains, Deerlng.
In Deering, Jan. 20, Charles H. Thorpe, aged
67 years.
[Funeral on Saturday afternoon, at 2 o’clock at
a

conducted by Rev. Mr. Munger, pastor of
tlie School St. Methodist church, assisted by
Rev. Mr. Coob and Rev. Mr. Colby, resident
ministers In Gorham, aDd were highly apMiss Phinney
propriate and impressive.
was a lady highly respected and much beloved by all who knew her.
She was about

his lare residence, Ocean street.
In Yarmouth. Jail. 25, Mrs.
widow of the late Capt. Thaxter
years.

years of age and bad been for many years

worthy, useful and much honored member

a

ol the M. E. church in Gorham where she
resided. Fer several years past she has Been
in poor health and has suffered much, but
her sufferings have alllbeen borne with
patience and Christian cheerfulness, and
when the end came it found her prepared for
her departure to the land of light and
Her family
celestial blessedness above.
friends will share largely in the tenderest
C.
sympathies of all who knew her.

[Funeral on Friday afternoon at 2.30 o’clock,
the residence of Mrs. Man C. Gooding.
In Dayton, Jan. 24, Capt. Henry T. Mooers, aged

92 years 10 mouths.

In North Waterboro, Jau 24. Marv Thing, aged

ANDROSCOGGIN COUNTY.

gone out of town for a day or so to change
their luck. A local patron of the game won
in SHOO last week. The game is a good deal
more secluded than it used to oe here in
Lewiston, and is played only under cover
just new.”
CUMBERLAND COUNTY.

frame of the new steamer for the Harpswell
route.
A part of the planking is on. It
will be a fine looking, as well as a staunch
boat
HANCOCK COUNTY.

Capt. J. B. Johnson, the

veteran teacher
of East Sullivan, has taught 114 terms of
school, and looks good for quite a large
number yet.
Eugene P. Stanley, of Cranberry Isles, had
num

uiunuuig

kuc Uklicl

Northeast Harbor. lie upset the
small skiff iu which be was rowing, and was
in the water twenty minutes before being
rescued. They dared not take him into the
boat for fear he would freeze before getting
ashore, and they held his head out of water
and towed him ashore.
The marriage of Miss Eliza VV. Dority to

SICK

Headache, yet Carter

H. H.
Fitting large men a specialty.
HATCH. No. 16 Temple Street.27-1

FENOBSCOT COUNTY.

There are some terribly bleak places around
none more so than that where
loins Uie road to
Ripley. Last Saturday night, Mr. Will B.
Shaw, Mr. Fred Marble and Miss Jessie Merriam of Boston, were returning from the village, where they had been to attend a party
given by Mrs. W. H. Carr, when the horse
got down in a big drift. It was bitter cold, a
piercing northwest wind was blowing, and
the air was filled with blinding snow. It
was necessary to unharness the horse, and
the sleigh, containing the young lady, had to
be literally taken up and carried some distance by the men.
When Mr. John Shaw’s
house was reached, and it was only a short
distance from the place where the team was
capsized, the young lady was nearly frozen.
Hauson avenue, so-called,

s

Little Liver Pills

decs

eodtf

THE-

Congress Street. Opp. City Hall,
PORTLAND, ME.
The oldest Business School in Maine. Best
facilities offered. Experienced teachers In
each Department ami thorough Instruction
guaranteed. Short hand and Type-writing

taught by

meeting on Friday evening

“HOW’S YOUR
LIVER?”

structive lectures

on “Jerusalem” in the
church on last Sunday evening. These lectures are illustrated by a large map of the
citv, finely designed in colors by Mr. B. T.
Newman, the artist.
The officers elected for the ensuing year
by the Pythagorean Lodge, F. & A. M., were
publicly installed at their hall on Monday
evening, Jan. 23. The ceremonies were witnessed Dy a large and attentive audience.
Music, recitations, and a fine address on
Masonry by Rev. Mr. Crosley of Portland
formed the remainder of the programme.
The weather in this vicinity has beenlvery
severe for the past few days: yet the coldest
day was mild compared with the temperature given in the late reports from the Northwest.

Notes of Maine Politics.

The friends of Hon. George A. Wilson of
South Paris, will present his name at the

Republican convention at Bangor, as a candidate for delegate to the Republican National Convention at Chicago.
E. C. Ryder, Esq., of Springfield, who in
the last Legislature was the author of the
compulsory education law, is mentioned as a I'

Those who have seen that popular
comedy, “The Private Secretary,” will
never forget the wealthy
uncle from
India, who has suffered a thousand deaths
liver
from a torpid
; Indeed, his misery
has been so terrible and so prolonged,
tbe
has
become
that it
nightmare of his
life. Every one he meets, whether it be
maid or man, is abruptly asked, “How’s
Although in many inyour liver ?”
stances and circumstances the question
may seem out of place, In view of the
startling amount of misery, disease, and
death that springs directly from a sluggish liver and an enfeebled digestion,
this question should be brought face to
face before every one.
With a healthy,
active, vigorous liver, almost every dis-

tion, headache, heartburn, constipation,
etc., disease readily gains a foothold, and
rapidly brings about fatal results.

DR. R. C. FLOWER’S

Liver and stomach sanative
Quickly regulates the liver, Invigorates
the stomach, and vitalizes the general
system. It is the one great, absolute
Specific for liver and stomach disorders
that the nineteenth century has produced.
Price, $1.00 a bottle. For sale by all
druggists.
_

Co., Boston, Mass.

are

REWARD!

CENT

10

A reward of ($1000) one thousand dollars is offered for the apprehension and
conviction of the murderer of Mrs. Abbie
Stack, late of Cumberland Mills; ($500
five hundred dollars by the town of
Westbrook, and ($600) five hundred dollars by 8. D. Warren & Co., of Cumberland Mills.

offered in durable as well as stylish garments. As specimen bar
gains we offer several lots Suits, mostly small sizes, which former!}
sold for $15, $18, $20, $23, now marked at the extremely low price ol
$12 per suit. All Wool Children’s Suits that sold for $7, $8 and $10,
Men’s Overcoats and Ulsters, greatly reduced in price,
now only $5.
In fact we hare made a

GENEROUS MARK-DOWN
of onr entire stock to close it out during the dull season. All who desire to obtain these bargains should make an early call.

C. J.

FARRINGTON,

180-MIDDLE STREET-182
Street

Exchange

Near

dtl

Jan 24

for the T 'wn.

JOHN E. WARREN,
for 8. D. Warren & Co.
Janl8d8w

MARKS

And VENTILATORS, for Mills. Stores and

Frank B. Clark,
NO. 515 CONGRESS STREET.
janT9

1. VAN NOORDEN &

Crayon

or

OwelDngs.

---—

PROPOSALS
FOB

A

—

High School Building
NOTICE TO CONTRACTORS.
Proposals for furnishing materials
and performing the labor required for the
Mason's and Carpeuter’s Departments of a brick
High School Building for School District No. 4,
Biddeford, Maine, according to plans and specilt
cations prepared therefor by H. G. Wadlln, will
be received by the building committee until Feb-

SEALED

11,1888.
to be properly endorsed

.Pioposals

ou

the

out-

side and sent to the committee on or before said
date. Separate bids will be received for each department, or for both Included under one bid.
The right Is reserved to reject any or all bids.
Plans may be seen at the office of Superintendent
of School, City Building, Biddeford, on and after
Tuesday. Jan. 17.
LEVI W. 8TONE, )

Committee.
tfebll

Janl7_

ALL

——

SITTINGS

we can

lair at the last ol the week;
give a lew lor

(II weather

is

Christmas.
We have thus tar been able to keep up with our
work, notwithstanding the large quantity we have
had to do, which still gives those who wish to sit
lor presents

dtf

TUNING TO ORDER.

euimBs’ kxchanok,

Me.

SPECIALTY.
telephone promptly at-

FINE JOB PRINTING A

novlieodtt

Bought and sold
and upwards.
Orders ftp mail

on

or

a

telegraph

a

Specialty.

JOSEPH I’LEMiT, Manager,

sfp12C0n8r6M8t:*B0St0n’ "““Join
I

PRICES

will be the order of the day at WYER
GREENE Si GO’S for the nest 30 days;
all Broken Lots, Samples and Misfits to
be dosed out regardless of cost; Ladies’
Waukeuphast Boots only $2.50, former,
ly $3.50; several lots of Ladles’ Fancy
tftlppers will be closed out less than
cost. No goods shown on the sidewalk.

margin of 3 per rent.

THE NATIONAL STOCK EXCHANGE,

/
/

LOW

.uia.

BOSTON & NEW YORK STOCKS

—

decia_dU_

Wyer Greene & Co.,
KHOIVICS BLOCK.

Portland,
]auU

....

Me.
eodtl

Me.

KOVAL.
We buve Removed to

Whitney Building,
Comer Federal and

Kendall &

Temple St.,

Whitney.
ml

]an3

SIGN GOLD BOOT.
codU

Jan26

ARRIVED.

STEPHEN

Hard Wood from Bobbins, all prepared
ready for use, only $tt per cord, dellvered. .Also tbe largest assortment of
Wood kept In the city, including Birch
Edgings and Slabs, Hard Wood. Wood
sawed and split by steam power.

eodlm*

janll

West!

I have just printed another lot ot those large cards
which eau be obtained at my office or at
either of the engine houses.
PKICB IO CKItTM.

CHARLES
jan2o

I IS

P/UNE,
Eirhnwgc

Printer,

Mtrecl.

d3t

SOUTHERN YELLOW PINE

Office,

LUMBER AND TIMBER.

EXCHANCE STREET,

Memorandums ot Lumber furnished at the lowest market prices from our stock ou the wharf, or
Jirect from our Southern Flue Mill*, mud iu the
quickest possible time.
DEKHIlfO, WI3SLOW & CO.,
123 Coo, mi-rei il (street. Cortland, .Via
codGnt
octlO

eod2w*

The AMERICAN INVESTMENT GO.
of Emmetsburg, Iowa.

t,
a.

FIRE ALARM CAROS

PEHSOSALLt CONDUCTED.
The following dates are announced for the Union Ticket Office Excursion* to California and
other Western Point*: Juu.A.Id, Feb I (lb,
jjih. March Uth. -Mih. Only excursions at
rates named through to Pacific coast in first class
cars. Pot price and further particulars, call or
semi for circular to

(*or«lnud, Me.

—

Foe tickets anil Information, apply to the Tlcke
Agent, Bostou Hi Maine K. K.. Commercial stree
Station. Lowest rates to all points West and
South.
dec20dtf

60 Coniut K-inl Ml., 6 Wnnhinifion 41.. nia«fl
1'or. Dnuforth nnd Clark 4u.

40

(gmcl

r*-

Ctm HUk IM ALL l.m\

W.
OFFICES,

Ticket

BERRY,

UUURSRMSJI1IMUIDKHH.

YORK.

Point*

umd

no. r»

TELEPHONE 687 B.

ORDERS SOLICITED.

o.

Jots

-AND-

514 CONGRESS STREET.

No. 3 Free Street Block, Pori

R

See Show Window, ((40 pairs Ladies’
$3.00 Boots only $2.25.

LATE.

Photographer,

00.,

ebb_oodtf

A Last Chance Before it is
TOO

WELL*

PRACTICAL PRINTERS,
97 1-2 Exchange St., Portland.

BOOTS AND SHOES

Union

SAMUEL THURSTON,

B. THURSTON &

competition.

jao25

&Q0\^
The sole agency of this world |renowned instru-

WE WILL DO IT

are over stocked on tine goods and desire to sell
at once and make room for Spring Goods, aa we
to make our New Store Til E STORK
or business by selling solid, durable goods at
Our Kent anl
rices that will defy
xpenses Invites you to buy your

JUST
MONDAY AND TUESDAY

U a4aI

JVE WILL I>0 IT QUICKLY.
WE WILL DO IT CHEAPLY.

BROWN’S.

dBm

lui23

exhibition.

dly

OUR

Sharp, close buyers appreciate Hue stylish durable goods when tney can buy them lower than
cheap and medium goods are sold. We shall continue our Special Cost Sale for a few days ouly.
640 pairs of Ladles' Flue F’reuch Kid Boots, manufactured by James Boyd & Sons, and A. GarsUle
& Son. N. Vthe best on earth for #4.30, former
price *6 to SO. 640 pairs of Gentlemen's Newark, N. J. Goods, all hand sewed and custom
made, well kuown to the trade. Ouly #3.73,
We have
never sold In any store less than 87.00.
them in Button. Congress and Balmorals, all sizes
and half sizes, widths AA, A, B, C and I). We

CO.,

on

a

dtf

ANNUAL SPECIAL COST SALE.

BOSTON

t?: fhr.'j.flr.

Jyl5

Job Printer
All orders by mall or
ended to.

Size

—

*ep28

Immense Success

£

Galvanized Iron and Copper Cornice* and
Gutter*. Metal Shingle*. Sheet Metal Work
for Buildings. Send for Illustrated Circular.

M. H.—A«k for the BI KUKTT OBOAN

Book, Card
Exchange 8t., Portland,

OF HAVilCO A

_

{propose

“METAL SKYLIGHTS

ment.

i -2

I.ife

THINKINC

Come in and Look Them
Over.

ATTENDS

GEO. W. LEIGHTON,

97

ARE

YOU

Colored Picture

Other

AND

dtl

jaxi 2-4

and examine those

College.

—

143 PEAKI. STREET.

Amm

are

ruary

WM. M.

COLCORD

W.

J.

IF

as one

GENUINE BARGAINS

—

GREAT SCIENTIFIC

Westbrook, Jan 17,1888.

INSTRUCTION IN KNtiUSH AND CLASS

I have Just Received another large lot of
those popular

I

be thrown off.
With a diseased
and the baleful results that follow
in its wake, viz.: indigestion, malnutri-

While at the

Janl7_eod-'n

WINTER CLOTHING!

ease can

Cannon Balls from Louisburg.
[Mt. Desert Herald.]

Sessions

1CAL STUDIES

MEN’S, YOUTHS’, BOYS’ and CHILDREN’S

liver,

R. C. Flower Medical

AGU !

our

Onr Semi-Annual Mark-Down Sale is always looked forward to
of the grand occasions at which

SmUPi SnaD Doss. Small ft*

Rev. B. N. Stone of the New Church delivered the second of his interesting and in-

practical Stenographer.

of yourself, your friends, or your children, call at
the

CARTER MEDICINE CO., New York.

given.

a

days and live evenings. Rates very low.
Catalogue free. Any additional Information
cheerfully furnished. Address,
L. A. CRAY. A. M„ Principal-

are

Is the bane of so many lives that here is where
we make our great boast. Our pills cure it while
others do not.
Carter's Little Liver Pills are very small and
very easy to take. One or two pills make a dose.
They are strictly vegetable and do not gripe or
purge, but by their gentle action please all who
usothem. In vials at 26 cents ; five for $1. Sold
iy druggists everywhere, or sent by mail.

of last week was
postponed on account of the Inclement
weather, will meet with Mr. R. S. Howe,
today, when a double programme will be

Literature.

Delsarte Expression a Specialty.
Keffrfsce—Prof. Moses True Brown. Boston

School oi Oratory.

The Wonder

Farrington’s
of

ACHE

rryoourg notes.

Mutual
Benefit Life Insurance Company" of Newirk, N. J., has paid Death Losses and Matured Endowments in Matin considerably in
sxcess of $1,000,000.00, and up to January
1st, 1887, had returned.to its members or their
ieirs nearly 8100,000,000.00 or over 84 2-10 per
sent of each dollar received in premiums, a
result not attained .by [any other company,

connected 83

Elocution and

—

The local circle of the C. L. S. C., whose

Record.
During the past it years “The

3 DEERINC PLACE.

have moved down upon us.

CLOSING-OUT SALE

Ache they would be almost priceless to those who
suffer from this distressing complaint; bnt fortu
nately their goodness does notend here,and those
who once try them will find these little pills valuable in so many ways that they will not bo willing to do without them. But after all sick head

Dexter, and

Good

stable

Brackett St.; will be to let Feb. 1st. GEO.
TO
M1LLIKEX.27-1

Semi-Annual Reduction and

HEAD

attends

the one his great-grand-father brought home
tromthe “battle af Louisburg,” where he
The ball was
served as drummer boy.
tieavily coated with rust and had a very ancient appearance.

]ani»__eodtf
AlalC E C. HOMES,

an

LET-House and

7

°

Olven to private pupils by the subscriber,

venting this annoying complaint, while they also
correct all disorders orthestomach.stimulate the
liver and regulate the bowels. Even if they only

A recent letter from the lake regions says
that the wolves are appearing in large numbers, doing fearful damage among the deer
and caribou, a circumstance which generally
the multiplying of deer.

Pretty Marsh post office the
ither day the Herald reporter was shown a
four
■mall cannon bail, weighing about
pounds, picked up by Allen Smith, which
was recognized by Capt. Kphraim Pray as

con

new

repairing,

College,

but

orderfor tine custom shirts,

Ac.

acquir-

thorough and experienced teachers employed.
ltoozue open for bualneM day
and evening six dayn each week. For full particular* aend for catalogue.
F. L. SHAW, FrlaclpaL

ply
ly Increased; should Insurance be wanted, telephone ROLLINS A ADAMS, 22 Exchange street,
during office hours, or Franklin J. Robins, or E.
27-1
L. O. Adams, at any time before or after.

Owen, Moore & Go.

d&wlynrm

equally valuable iu Constipation, curing and pre

OXFORD COUNTY.

A

regions

None

snow

;

bo

PORTLAND, MR

lit guarlow prices, best ot stoek, style
WASCTKD-Your
bosoms, cuffs,
such as
anteed also

In

Portland-

can

Shaw’s Business

Drawers. We have sold them all the season
at from $1.75 to $3.00 according to size. Today, (Friday), they will bo sold at just half

DAECiEBOIA

AKK

Pit.,

NeodAd by every young man,
a abort space of time at

and limited supDELATN
seuueuce of the deep
of water the tire hazzard of the city has great-

the Arctic

CURE

E. E. Davis.

—

ed in

In looking over our stock of Gents’ Underderwear we find two lots of full fashioned
Heavy Scotch Lamb’s Wool Shirts and
Drawers, one White, the other Gray Mixed.
Some of them have become soiled in stock,
but the assortment is good, ranging from the
smallest up to 42 inch in both Shirts and

prices, or 871-2 cents to $1.50, making the
greatest bargain of the season for heavy Underwear and at just the right time now when

Dollar.

Sick Headache and relieve all the troubles incident to a bilioue state of the system, such az
Dizziness, Nausea, Drowsiness, Distress after
eating. Pain in the Side, Ac. While their most
remarkable success has been shown in curing

S. Hitchburn; directors, J. Manchester
Haynes, M. V. B. Chase, Geo. E. Macomber,
H. G. Staples, W. B. Leighton, G. A. Cony,

System

Meisterschaft’s

til CHESTNUT STREET,
Type-writing and copying done. Orders by mail
eod3m
promptly attended to.
jan27

•

C. J.

C.

Klenner

F.

Will conduct Classes on the

—^——————————

Bangs; secretary, Treby Johnson treasurer,

Bowdoln

Prof. H.

six

are the officers of the Auof Trade chosen for the ensuing year: President, E. C. Allen; vice presidents, Ira H Randall, Jas. E. Fuller, A. S.

A tariff league is to be formed, composed
pf about hglf of the Senior class. The following questions will be thoroughly read up
"The Sugar Duind discussed by them:
;ies,” “Duties on Wool,” “Internal Revalues,” “Our Relations with Canada,’’ “Our
shipping Interests.” The league will meet
ince a week to discuss matters, and Prof.
Smith will meet with them.
The athletic exhibitions will occur in the
Fown Hall about the last of February.

Uoun and Preach.
ami to existing
For circulars or Information apply at oti Fark
St., between 2 and 3 o’clock p. m.
jan 19dtt

For information address,
Kl.FNNlOH. i»l

-OF

The following

Paiatiag.

French, German, Italian and Spanish.
PROP.
R.
F.

Sarsaparilla

janl

gusta Board

smoked on the street,
ilgars purchased
and a man who has tried that act on the
street lately has been convinced that he
should engage in other business. As one in"In addition to
veterate smoker says:
smoke In your eyes and ashes In your nose,
In your mouth
time
your
cigar
put
Bvory
you
pou fancy it’s an icicle.’’

of

IH

o

100 Doses One

let.

FEBRUARY

The Class In an Hl.iory will begin the Hi.t—ry
•f Mculpilire and an additional class will
be formed to begin the lli.tor,

SALE TO BEGIN AT 9 O’CLOCK SATURDAY MORNING.

Sold by all druggists. *1; six for *6. Prepared only
byC. 1. HOOD s CO.,\Apotheearles, Lowell, Mass.

KENNEBEC COUNTY.

[Bangor Commercial.]
The sale of cigars has decreased very
largely in city during the past few days, and
for a very curious reason. About half the

5M» Park Street,
WILL OPEN ON

are admitted to both these classes
Special pupils classes
In

STENOGRAPHER,

ents, Wednesday morning, Jan. 18th.
It is reported that there is a great dearth
of coal at Bar Harbor, and that the stock on
hand at the present time amounts to only
about 300 tons.
Should the present frozen
condition of the bay continue, it will be almost impossible to get another supply there.
The present supply will not last much more
than a week.

Breaking

m. CASWELL’S SCHOOL,

few hours.

a

A Fair Trial

Mr. Arthur S. Newman, the well known
commercial traveller of the firm of Twitchell, Champlin & Co., Portland, was an
event of more than usual Interest in the
quiet village of Sedgwick. The bride is the
only daughter of the proprietor of the well
The marriage
known “Travellers’ Home.”
ceremony was quietly performed by Rev. E.
A. Davis, at the residence of the bride’s par-

Up the Tobacco Habit.

styles

and colors will last but

TERM

-or-

Silks, in Checks and Stripes, we make the
The best
very low price, 33 cents per yard.

Jliss A. II. Everett,

Hood’s

C. W. AX.X.KN*.

SECOND

THE

years.

aiuvu

Exchange Street.

Salesroom 18
V. O. HAIf.BV.
marl4

[The funeral service of the late Thomas Sbauliuhan, Jr., will take place at 8.30 o’clock, on Saturday morning, from No. 221 Franklin street.

nuuiu ^itv

bailey & CO.

Auctioneers and Commission Werr.hant*

to close our entire stock of Summer

Wishing

We began with it In January, and In a few months,
after sue had taken five bottles, all suppuration
had ceased. We then waited three months,
when, as a new lump was beginning to form, we
again gare her Hood’s Sarsaparilla. After sbe
had taken less than two bottles the lump and all
Indications of scrofula had entirely disappeared,
and now she seems to be a healthy child.”
J. S. Caklile, Nauright, N. J.

near

candidate for the Senate from Penobscot.
Mr. Ryder’s work in the last legislature cerhim to the confidence of the
tainly entitles
people of that county.
Alexander
Wincapaw, a Democratic
Capt.
war horse of Friendship, died on Friday, Jan.
of
20tb,
paralysis. He had bet. n very prominent in town affairs, having held repeatedly
at different periods of his life the offices of
selectman, assessor and town clerk. During
Garcelon’s administration he was a member
of the Maine House of Representatives.

~f7o.

entICATlfWAL.

Of Hood’s Sarsaparilla for scrofula, salt rlieuin,
or any affection caused by Impure blood, Is sufficient to convince any one of the superior and
peculiar curative powers of this medicine. The
following statement Is right to the point;
“My daughter Mary was afflicted with scrofulous sore ueck from the time she was 22 mouths
old till she became 6 years of age. Lumps formed
In her ueck, causing great annoyance, and two of
them, after growing to the size of a pigeon’s egg,
One became a running
broke and discharged.
sore for more than three years. We thought we

In the yard, in Falmouth, by the Grand
Trunk Railway bridge, may be seen the

cauaj'cu

ON

In Boston, Jan, 26, Mrs. Ella M., wtfeoIA. N.
Goodhue, aged 36 years.
[Funeral on Saturday afternoon, at 2 o’clock,
at Nashua, N. H
lu South Boston, Jan. 26, Ellen F., wife of B. B.
Miller, and daughter of the late Alvah Libby.
[Notice of funeral hereafter.]

“These are hard times for the faro dealers,” said a Lewiston sport, who knows
wtien and where the game Is played. “They
were badly knocked out last week, and have

a nauun

MONDAY, Jan. 30th. at 10 a.m. and 2.30
p.m.. we shall sell the entire Furnishings t'ouslsting oi Black Walnut and Fainted Chamber
Sets, Parlor Suits, Marble Tup Tables. Tapestry
ami WootoodQhrpcts, Bedding, Black Walnut Hat
Tree. Dining Room Furniture, Fluted Ware,
Crockery amt Olass, Cooking Range. Kitchen
Utensils, Refrigerators, &c„ Ac.
Jan25d3t

In Saco, Jan. 24, Merrill Whitney, aged 71 yrs.
In South Llmlngtou, Jan. 14, Mrs. Mary John-

aged 77

AUCTION.

HY

81 years.

son,

Congress

and Qoinry Sts.,

33 CENTS PER YARD.

Apphla Prince,
Prince, aged 96

at

THE STATE.

day,

SUMMER SILKS

Furnitnre in lions** Corner of

“I'll call thee Hamlet, king, father, royal

SOUTH PORTLAND.

AUCTIOBEERS.

F. 0. BAILEY * CO.,

Dane,”—Index.

In Knlehtville. Jan. 26 by Rev. W. P. Morrill,
BenJ. K.Thompson ol South Portland and Miss
Lizzie K. Turner of Knlghtvtlle.
In Shapleigb, Jan. a, Eugene F. Lord of Leba
non and Miss Partbena A. Goodwin of Shapleigb.
In Ellsworth, Jan. 21, Oscar H. Morrison and
Miss Jennie A. Savage.
In Ellsworth. Jan. 19, Isaac J. Rafuse and Miss
Minnie E. Davis of Lamotne.
In Sedgwick, Jan. 18. Arthur S. Newman ol
Portland ana Miss Eliza W. Doritv of Sedgwick.
In Franklin. Jan. 22, Sam'l II. Savage of Skowbegau and Mias Grace E. Smith of Franklin.
In Addison, Jan. 9, Norman Wass of Addison
and Miss Annie Stevens of Baring.

MLII.

AI<TI«r.'

APVEBTIMEiWElfTW.

_

SUBURBAN NEWS.
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Established 1872.

Authorized (up.till.gl.lMIO IMMI
HOO.OOO
Paid dp Capital.
73.000
Murplu..

<’* New anil .second-hand Portable and

.Stationary Steam Engine* and Holler*,
High and Medium speed Automatic Eu>
glue* for all kinds of dutr. We have

offers for sale, at par and accrued Interest, H pet
cent and 7 per cent first mortgage loans on farms
In Iowa, Kansas and other Western States, valued
at three and four times he amount loaned thereon,
and fully guaranteed by this company. Also It*
owu 6 per cent debenture bonds, and lurther secured by deposit of first mortgage farm loans, as
collateral,with Mercantile Trust Co., of New Y ork,
A supply of mortgages and bonds contrustee
stantly on hand, which Investors are Invited to call
ami examine.
Coupons cashed on presentation.
Please apply personally, or uy letter, for list of
references and other information. (,'•(. CH % (*M(S, (leu. Agent, Oxfard (luild.ag, (M3
Middle sitreet. (iu.m 'A,
dec20eod0m

the best Engine iu I he market for Electrle Lighting, or any place where ah*
solute uniformity of speed Is required.
Send for illustrated catalogue.
S. L. HOLT * CO.,
HI suilbun

To Vessel

«i.

Bo.im, Hum.

Owners!

flllll'. l ort L.yile Marine ttatiw ij lias man itn r
X ‘Highly rebuilt, and Is now tu readiness to
take out all vessels in need ol repairs. All work
engraved or printed. W. W
1IAVIS A CO., Engravers, 43 West Street, ! dispatched dUiektv 40.1 satlsim tan. n-nrai.t.-it
Boston. 20 samples und estimates scut iree.
W. C. SUtUsUH, Jit.,
Address,
eodttui
F rt Clyde, ide.
jau!4
a i doiv.

INVITATIONS

j

